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THE COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY 
"Our best faculty tend to be our 
best scholars/' says Dr. David E. 
Kranbuehl, associate dean of the 
faculty of arts and sciences and 
director of grants and research 
administration at the College. 
"Faculty research is at the heart of 
the university's liveliness and level 
of excellence." 
Kranbuehl, who helps faculty 
attract funding from public and 
private agencies for research projects 
and articulates the importance of 
research within the university, has 
mixed feelings about the status of 
research support at the College. 
On the one hand, he is pleased by 
the rapid increase in grant money, 
which has approximately tripled 
since 1973-74, from S600,000 to over 
SI.5 million in 1978-79. He describes 
the growth as a "reflection of the 
increasing strength and quality of 
the faculty and of the liveliness of 
the academic atmosphere at William 
and Mary." 
On the other hand, he is dis- 
quieted by the fact that several of 
William and Mary's finest professors 
have left the College in the past few 
years--lured away not only by better 
salaries but also by a more attractive 
research environment in industry, 
the federal government, and other 
universities. They include the past 
two chairpersons of the mathematics 
and computer science department, 
the university's foremost historian, 
and three outstanding physicists. 
An an associate professor of 
chemistry, Kranbuehl is acutely 
aware of faculty research needs. "It 
is especially difficult for the College 
to attract and retain outstanding 
faculty," he says, "particularly as the 
gap in compensation and the level of 
research support between the private 
sector and the university continues 
to widen." 
Kranbuehl believes that to counter 
the trend the university needs to be 
more assertive in encouraging and 
supporting faculty research and 
compensation. A promising start 
toward achieving these needs, says 
Kranbuehl, was the successful S20 
million Campaign for the College 
which raised approximately S3 
million for faculty compensation. 
Building on that momentum, the 
Faculty 
Research 
It's at the Heart of the College's Liveliness and Excellence 
College has now embarked on an 
impressive fund-raising program that 
can mean S2 million in new support 
for the humanities as a result of a 
successful NEH proposal which was 
prepared in conjunction with a 
group of faculty members under the 
direction of Kranbuehl and his 
assistant Kay Champion in the Office 
of Grants and Research. 
"The vast majority of basic 
research in this country is done 
within the universities," he says, 
"and the general well being of the 
economy, our national defense, and 
our quality of life depends upon it." 
At William and Mary, Kranbuehl 
wants continued progress in at least 
four areas: Expansion of the 
semester faculty research program 
which enables faculty members to 
devote a semester pursuing inde- 
pendent research at full pay; 
expansion of resources, such as the 
library, which are needed to support 
student and faculty research at the 
College; expansion of the summer 
faculty research program, supported 
in part by private funds; and an 
increase in the number of faculty 
members who receive grants from 
public agencies, private businesses 
and corporations, and foundations 
for their research projects. 
That is a big order, but to 
Kranbuehl there is no higher priority 
at the College over the next several 
years. 
Continued on page hvo 
Research, such as that conducted in the laboratory of Dr. C. Richard Terman, professor of biobgy, plays a vital 
role in the teaching mission of faculty at William and Mary. 
Continued from page one 
"It goes to the very heart of the 
academic program," he says. "It 
affects retention of outstanding 
faculty; it affects research oppor- 
tunities for our students and their 
interrelationship with the faculty; it 
enhances the quality of the teaching; 
and it strengthens the reputation of 
the university." 
AWARDS OF GRANTS 
AND CONTRACTS 
July 1,1978 - June 30, 1979 
Federal Funds 
Andersen, Carl, Department of Mathe- 
matics and Computer Science; NASA 
Task Order, Virginia Associated Research 
Campus, S48,000 (7/16/78-6/15/79). 
Barka, Norman, Department of Anthro- 
pology; "Archaeological Investigations: 
Potter's Kiln, Colonial National Historic 
Park, Yorktown;" National Park Service, 
Department of the Interior, S57,687 
(2/12/79-11/1/79). 
Bloom, Lynn, Department of English 
(with ML. Briscoe, University of Pitts- 
burgh); "A Bibliography of American 
Autobiography, 1945-1980"; National 
Endowment for the Humanities, $21,273 
(771/79-6/30/81). 
Champion, Roy and Doverspike, Lynn, 
Department of Physics; "The Measure- 
ment of Absolute Total Detachment Cross 
Sections of Negative Ions for Energies 
Near Threshold"; Department of Energy, 
$50,000 (3/1/79-2/29/80). 
Clarson, John, Department of Mathe- 
matics and Computer Science; NASA 
Task Order, Virginia Associated Research 
Campus, S27,500 (11/1/78-11/1/79). 
Delos, John, Department of Physics; 
"Theoretical Studies of Chemical Re- 
actions Involving Excited Electronic 
States"; National Science Foundation, 
520,000(5/1/79-10/31/80). 
Donegan, Michael, Department of 
Mathematics and Computer Science; 
NASA Task Order, Virginia Associated 
Research Campus, $6,292 (9/1/78-2/1/79). 
Eckhause, Morton; Kane, John; Siegel, 
Robert; and Welsh, Robert, Department of 
Physics; "Interactions of Muons, Kaons, 
Antiprotons and Sigma Hyperons"; 
National Science Foundation, 5199,000 
(1/1/79-6/30/80). 
Feyock, Stefan; Noonan, Robert; and 
Donegan, Michael, Department of Mathe- 
matics and Computer Science; "The 
Development of A Multi-Target Compiler 
Writing System"; National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration, $41,923 
(11/26/78-5/31/79). 
Feyock, Stefan, Department of Mathe- 
matics and Computer Science; "Investiga- 
tion of Portability Techniques for A Large 
Flight-Oriented Programming Language"; 
National Aeronautics and Space Admin- 
istration, $40,137 (6/1/79-5/31/80). 
Fuchs, Alan, Department of Philo- 
sophy; "Ethics and the Law"; National 
Endowment for the Humanities, $20,000 
(5/1/79-6/30/80). 
Funsten, Herbert, Department of 
Physics; "Prompt Gamma Rays from Pion 
Reactions on Nuclei"; National Science 
Foundation, S 14,990 (8/15/78-1/31/80). 
Gibbs, Norman; Stockmeyer, Paul; and 
Poole, William, Department of Mathe- 
matics and Computer Science; "The 
Development and Analysis of Computer 
Algorithms"; Office of Naval Research, 
Department of the Navy, $38,975 
(5/1/79-12/31/79). 
Herbst, Eric, Department of Chemistry; 
"Interstellar Astro-Chemistry"; National 
Science Foundation, $17,500 
(10/15/79-3/31/82). 
Kossler, Jack and Petzinger, Kenneth, 
Department of Physics; "Positive Muon 
Precession in Solids"; National Science 
Foundation, $52,000 (8/15/78-1/31/80). 
Kranbuehl, David, Department of 
Chemistry; "Development of Critical 
Molecular Weight-Property Specifications 
for High Performance Polymers Used as 
Adhesives and Composites"; National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
$9,974 (10/1/78-9/30/79). 
Kranbuehl, David, Department of 
Chemistry, NASA Task Order, Virginia 
Associated Research Campus, $8,730 
(7/1/79-11/30/79). 
Mangum, Charlotte, Department of 
Biology; "Function of Oxygen Transport 
Systems in Unstable Ionic Environments"; 
National Science Foundation, S26,757 
(1/1/79-6/30/80). 
Montgomery, David, Department of 
Physics: "The Effect of Plasma Turbu- 
lence on Confinement, Heating, and 
Transport"; Department of Energy, 
$28,600 (12/15/78-12/31 /79). 
Montgomery, David, Department of 
Physics; "Research on Turbulence in 
Plasmas"; National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration, $38,300 (12/1/78- 
11/30/80). 
Park, Jae H., Department of Physics; 
"Aimos Spacelab Science Investigations"; 
National Aeronautics and Space Ad- 
ministration, S35,000 (5/1/79-4/30/80). 
Park, Jae H., Department of Physics; 
"Analysis of Remote Sensors for Pollu- 
tion"; National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration, $50,861 (3/28/79-7/31/80). 
Perdrisat, Charles, Department of 
Physics; "Nuclear Structure Studies with 
Proton, Deuteron, Alpha and Pion 
Reactions"; National Science Foundation, 
$24,000(1/1/79-7/31/80). 
Rhyne, Edwin, Department of Socio- 
logy; "Social Assessment and Evaluation 
for Jefferson National Forest"; Forest 
Service, Department of Agriculture, 
$4,677 (1/25/79-5/5/79). 
Rublein, George, Department of Mathe- 
matics and Computer Science, NASA 
Task Order, Virginia Associated Research 
Campus, $7,798 (7/1/79-11/15/79). 
Schaefer, Margaret, Department of 
Economics, NASA Task Order, Virginia 
Associated Research Campus, $8,500 
(1/1/79-5/31/79). 
Schaefer, Margaret, Department of 
Mathematics and Computer Science; 
"Methodologies for Optimizing Main- 
tenance Models for Advanced Avionics 
Control Systems"; National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration, $28,419 
(9/1/79-8/31/80). 
Sher, Arden, Department of Physics; 
"New Infrared Detectors and Solar Cells, 
III"; National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration, $47,200 (2/1/79-9/30/79). 
Sher, Arden, Department of Physics 
(with An-Ban Chen, Auburn University); 
"A Theory of the Electronic Properties of 
Semiconductor Alloys"; Department of 
Energy, $53,100 (3/1/79-2/29/80). 
Stanford, David and Connor, Luther, 
Department of Mathematics and Com- 
puter Science, NASA Task Order, 
Virginia Associated Research Campus, 
SI 1,000 (6/15/79-1 1/1/79). 
Tyree, Sheppard Y., Department of 
Chemistry; "Sediment and Pore Water 
Chemistry"; Environmental Protection 
Agency, Sl,674 (6/1/79-8/30/80). 
Vahala, George, Department of Physics; 
"Nonlinear Magnetohydrodynamics"; 
Department of Energy, $25,000 (12/15/78- 
12/31/79). 
Winfree, William, Department of 
Physics, NASA Task Order, Virginia 
Associated Research Campus, S8,972 
(1/15/79-7/15/79). 
Zang, Thomas A., Department of 
Mathematics and Computer Science; 
"Dynamics of Collisionless Systems"; 
National Aeronautics and Space Ad- 
ministration, $12,066 (10/15/78-10/14/79). 
State Funds 
Byrd, Mitchell, Department of Biology; 
"Bald Eagle Research Program"; Virginia 
Commission of Game and Inland 
Fisheries, $24,000 (7/1/79-6/30/80). 
Private Funds 
Barka, Norman, Department of Anthro- 
pology; "Archaeological Survey of Upper 
Wolfsnare"; Princess Anne County His- 
torical Society, $7,352 (4/1/79-8/3 r/79). 
Beaudry, Mary and Reinhart, Theodore, 
Department of Anthropology; "Fort 
Christanna Project: Archaeology of A 
Frontier Outpost"; Brunswick County 
Historical Society, $25,000 (7/16/79- 
12/31/79). 
Hill, Trevor, Department of Chemistry; 
"Preparation of Chemical Intermediates"; 
Mobil Chemical Company, $18,500 
(6/11/79-8/24/79). 
Maidment, Robert, School of Educa- 
tion, "Improving the Quality of Life in 
Schools"; Frost Foundation. $1,950 
(4/1/79-3/31/80). 
Schiavelli, Melvyn, Department of 
Chemistry; "Nucleophilic Substitution 
and Nucleophilic Addition Reactions of 
Di- and Mono- substituted Allenyl-X 
Compounds"; Petroleum Research Fund, 
American Chemical Society, S13.000 
(9/1/79-8/31/81). 
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS, 
CONFERENCES AND OTHER 
PROGRAM SUPPORT 
Federal Funds 
Barka, Norman, Department of Anthro- 
pology; "Conservation of Archaeological 
Artifacts from Colonial National Historic 
Park"; National Park Service, Department 
of the Interior, $823 (6/14/79-8/14/79). 
Giese, Ronald, School of Education; 
"Marine Education Materials and Course 
Development"; Sea Grant Program, 
Department of Commerce, $6,132 
(1/1/79-12/31/79). 
Goodwin, Bruce, Department of 
Geology; "Undergraduate Research 
Participation"; National Science Founda- 
tion, $11,950 (2/1/79-1/31/80). 
Levy, John, Marshall-Wythe School of 
Law; "Post-Conviction Assistance Pro- 
gram"; Department of Justice, $3,000 
(10/1/78-9/30/79). 
Looney, Leon, Student Financial Aid; 
"Student Financial Aid Programs: College 
Work Study Program, Educational Oppor- 
tunity Grants Program, National Direct 
Student Loan Program"; Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare, $179,469 
(7/1/79-6/30/80). 
O'Connell, William, School of Business; 
"Private Management Counseling and 
Technical Assistance to Small Business 
Concerns"; Small Business Administra- 
tion, $4,000 (10/1/78-9/30/79). 
Porush, David, Department of English; 
"Writers' Upheaval 1979"; National 
Endowment for the Arts, $3,500 (3/1/79- 
5/31/79). 
Prillaman, Douglas, School of Educa- 
tion; "Inservice Project on Mainstreaming 
Handicapped Children"; Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare, $64,000 
(6/1/79-5/31/80). 
Schiavelli, Melvyn, Department of 
Chemistry; "Preparative Liquid Chroma- 
tography Equipment"; National Science 
Foundation, $12,000 (7/1/79-12/31/80). 
Swem Library, "College Library Re- 
source Program FY 79"; $3,906 (10/1/78- 
9/30/79). 
Swem Library, "College Library Re- 
source Program FY 80"; v3,963 (10/1/79- 
9/30/80). 
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State Funds 
Barka, Norman, Department of Anthro- 
pology, "Archaeological Conservation of 
Corotoman"; Virginia Research Center for 
Archaeology, $3,175 (3/30/79-3/29/80). 
Bradley, Eric and Black, Robert, Depart- 
ment of Biology; "Topics in Human 
Physiology"; Medical College of Virginia 
School of Nursing, Virginia Common- 
wealth University, $3,9% (Fall 1978). 
Gulesian, Mark, School of Education, 
and Bloom, Lynn, Department of English; 
"Eastern Virginia Writing Project"; State 
Department of Education, $20,000 
(7/1/79-6/30/80). 
Helfrich, Paul, Department of Fine 
Arts, "Sculptor in Residence"; Virginia 
Commission of the Arts and Humanities; 
^2,000 (9/78-5/79). 
Losito, William, School of Education, 
and Livingston, James, Department of 
Religion; "Conference on Academic Study 
of Religion in Public School Humanities 
Curriculum"; Virginia Foundation for the 
Humanities and Public Policy, $1,850 
(11/6/78-4/30/79). 
Maidment, Robert; Bullock, William, 
School of Education; Warren, Williams; 
Solomon, Robert; Liddell, William, School 
of Business Administration; Nezlek, John, 
Department of Psychology; and Wilson, 
Wesley, Assistant to the President for 
AA/EEO; "Management Development 
and Training Service"; Department of 
Personnel and Training, ^71,361.47 
(7/1/78-6/30/79). 
Sutlive, Vinson and Barka, Norman, 
Department of Anthropology, "Archaeo- 
logical Conservation of the Shipwreck- 
Fleet Project, York River," and "Gover- 
nor's Land Archaeological Project"; 
Virginia Research Center for Archaeology, 
$8,882(11/14/78-11/13/79). 
Sutlive, Vinson and Barka, Norman, 
Department of Anthropology; "Survey 
and Planning Grant"; Virginia Research 
Center for Archaeology, ^24,214 
(11/14/78-11/13/79). 
Private Funds 
Barka, Norman, Department of Anthro- 
pology; "Archaeological Conservation of 
Artifacts from the Clifts Plantation Site"; 
Robert E. Lee Memorial Association, Inc., 
^2,615 (4/3/79-5/31/79). 
Dr. David Kranbuehl, associate dean of the faculty of arts and sciences, is in 
charge of the Office of Grants and Research Contracts which assists faculty in 
attracting research funds to the College. 
■.;'■;■■'■     -^v;'r.'.:--.v> 
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Garrett to Lead Alumni Board 
Wilde, Grant, Entwisle Assume Positions as Officers 
John H. 0ack) Garrett, Jr. '40, 
Irvington, Va., was elected president 
of the Board of Directors of the 
Society of the Alumni at the semi- 
annual meeting in February at which 
the Board pledged $7,500 to Swem 
Library for the purchase of books 
and periodicals in the humanities. 
The Board contribution will count 
toward the National Endowment for 
the Humanities Challenge Grant 
which will enable the College to 
receive $1 from NEH for every $3 it 
raises from other sources. The 
College has a goal of $1.5 million 
over the next three years. The 
society gift will result in a total of 
$10,000 for the library. 
Garrett, who is beginning his 
second three-year term on the Board 
of Directors, succeeds Denys Grant 
'58, Richmond, who was elected 
treasurer. Dr. Henry D. Wilde, Jr. 
'53, Houston, Texas, was elected vice 
president, and Mrs. Marilyn Miller 
Entwisle '44, Meadowbrook, Pa., 
was elected secretary. Grant replaced 
Patricia King Sell '58, La Jolla, Calif., 
as treasurer, and Dr. Wilde suc- 
ceeded Garrett as vice president. 
Mrs. Entwisle replaced Elaine Elias 
Kappel '55 as secretary. Mrs. Kappel 
retired from the Board after complet- 
ing her second term. 
The Board welcomed its lone new 
member, Stewart Gamage '72, 
Alexandria, who is associate deputy 
for government affairs in the office of 
Presidential inflation adviser Dr. 
Alfred E. Kahn. 
In addition to the $7,500 to Swem 
Library, the Board contributed $1,000 
to the Alumni Scholarship Endow- 
ment Fund for undergraduates and 
$750 to the Washington Program 
which takes a group of under- 
graduates to the nation's capital each 
year to visit with media and govern- 
ment representatives. All of the 
appropriated funds came from the 
Merchandising Program of the 
Society. The gift to the Washington 
Program is dependent upon a 
*J 
Thirteen of the Society's Board of Directors gathered for a group photo at the Alumni House during their 
February meeting. Front row, left to right, are Elaine Elias Kappel '55, Dr. Marvin F. West '52, Patricia King 
Sell '58, John H. (Jack) Garrett '40, and Denys Grant '58. Second row, Marilyn Miller Entwisle '44, Jane 
Spencer Smith '48, and Stewart Gamage 12. Third row, Austin L. Roberts III '59 and James W. Brinkley '59. 
Back row, Andrew D. Parker JD '69, Robert H. Land '34, and R. Stanley Hudgins '43. Not shown are G. Elliott 
Schaubach, Jr. '59, James E. Howard 43, and Dr. Henry D. Wilde, Jr. '53. 
matching gift from the College. In 
addition, the Board approved finan- 
cial support of up to $1,000 to the 
Senior Class for a graduation dance 
in the Sunken Garden, if the class is 
able to finance the rest of the project. 
Grant said of the $7,500 gift to the 
Library that it was the board's intent 
that "the gift will help the Library, 
which is the heart of the College, 
during a difficult period of financial 
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austerity." 
"The gift will serve both students 
and faculty," he said, "and will 
extend to generations of future 
students." 
Garrett added that "not only will 
the gift provide immediate aid to the 
library, but it will provide an 
additional $2,500 in the future to 
support the humanities in the under- 
graduate program as a result of the 
NEH challenge." He said bookplates 
on the new books purchased 
through the grant will reflect the gift 
of the Society in support of the 
undergraduate program. 
In other business, the board 
recognized outgoing president 
Grant, as well as Mrs. Sell and Mrs. 
Kappel, for their service as officers of 
the Society. It also ratified a pension 
plan for the professional staff of the 
Society and approved the develop- 
ment of a group health plan for tie 
staff. 
The various committees of the 
board met with several members of 
the College administration and 
faculty, including Dr. Jack D. 
Edwards, dean of the faculty of arts 
and sciences; Stanley E. Brown, 
acting vice president for develop- 
ment; Linda Reilly, dean of the 
undergraduate program; President 
Graves; Millie West, director of 
women's athletics; and Ben L. 
Carnevale, director of men's 
athletics. 
John H. (Jack) Garrett '40, right, was elected president of the Society of the 
Alumni, succeeding Denys Grant '58, left, who was elected treasurer. Mrs. 
Marilyn Miller Entwisle '44 was elected secretary and Dr. Henry D. Wilde, Jr. 
'53 (not shown) was elected vice president. 
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The 62 participants in the tour of Egypt, which included stops at Cairo, 
Aswan, Abu Simbel, Luxor, Alexandria, and Suez, gathered at Temple of Ramses 
II at Abu Simbel for a group shot. 
Editor's Notebook 
Though the 1980 General Assembly is not yet concluded, it has been 
marked by continuing support for what the College of William and Mary 
hopes to do. 
The major capital outlay project for the College which seems on its ways 
to funding is the major renovation of "Old" Rogers Hall as the first 
School of Business Administration building. Now known as Chancellors 
Hall, the structure was built in the early 1920s and has been modernized 
only slightly since. Governor Dalton recommended a S2 million appropria- 
tion/and the House of Delegates approved the project. 
The School of Business Administration, formed only a dozen years ago, 
is the increasing choice of upperclass students as they declare their 
concentrations. It offers the Bachelor of Business Administration degree 
and the Master of Business Administration, but it is best known perhaps 
for its programs in accounting, directed by Professor John Quinn. Quinn's 
record in training qualified accountants is among the best in the nation. 
The House of Delegates also allocated additional funds for faculty 
salaries, bringing the College appropriation to almost 100% of the new 
and higher salary level authorized last fall by Governor Dalton. The 
increased funding toward the authorization, coupled with the use of 
income from private endowments created through the Campaign for the 
College, means that William and Mary faculty will suffer less than in prior 
years against continuing inflation. Yet inflation rates remain so high that 
the salary gains may still be less than catch-up. It is unclear, until the 
annual surveys are done more than a year from now, whether progress is 
being made in comparison with salaries throughout the nation. 
The lower House also approved, but not without a fight by some 
opponents, the first phase of Cary Field Stadium's expansion. The phase, 
now estimated to cost S2.3 million, would bring permanent seating in the 
stadium to about 20,300. Currently, the stadium has just under 9,000 
permanent seats but serves about 15,000 by the use of wooden end zone 
bleachers. The Board of Visitors had approved the stadium expansion in 
late 1978, on the condition that it be funded with major private gifts made 
specifically for the project. 
The Board's 1978 Cary Field decision drew vocal protests from many 
townspeople, and votes taken among students and faculty indicated wide 
opposition to the plan. It remains unclear whether the opposition was 
based on a longer-range plan to enlarge to 30,600 without also creating 
new facilities for handling the increased traffic and parking. Some 
opposition was the result of a fear that the expansion funds—and 
maintenance funds far into the future—would be in the place of gifts and 
allocations that could enrich the College's academic programs. Some 
opposition was based on architectural plans for a 78-foot-tall pressbox 
which could be built as a second phase with gifts. 
Although the Board and the College administration repeatedly 
reassured faculty and students that dollars for stadium expansion would 
come only from donors not interested in support for academic programs, 
the spectre of a 30,600-seat stadium grew so large in some circles that it 
was being labeled a "superdome," and the outcry continued. 
Studies which led to the expansion plan showed that the only way 
William and Mary could continue to play its existing type of competition 
was to create more good sideline seats. Ever since 1975, the demand for 
seats has exceeded the number available on the sidelines—despite the fact 
that such teams as the University of Virginia, Virginia Tech and Navy 
(among other traditional rivals) were no longer on Cary Field's schedule. 
With only limited sideline   seats to sell, the College is unable to provide 
these teams with a large enough financial guarantee to make Williams- 
burg games pay for themselves. 
To date, although the expansion seems on its way to legislative 
approval and one lawsuit against it has been dropped, no gifts have been 
made toward its construction and completion is, therefore, at least a 
couple of seasons away. 
—Ross Weeks, ]r. 
A Trip 
to Remember 
Egyptian Jaunt Includes Belly Dancers, 
Camel Ride, Pyramids and Desert Feasts 
For the 62 participants, it was a 
trip to remember. Sponsored by the 
Society of the Alumni Educational 
Travel Tours, it took them on a 
whirlwind tour to six Egyptian loca- 
tions after a Jan. 29 departure from 
New York on Royal Air Maroc. 
Alice Jordan Viessmann '56, Nor- 
folk, organized the tour in coopera- 
tion with General Hussein Hossny 
Ali of the Egyptian government. The 
official tie enabled the "Mary" 
group, as it became known, to visit a 
number of clubs and join in several 
special activities that would have 
been unavailable otherwise. 
The 15-day trip included every- 
thing from exotic oriental belly 
dancers to camel rides in the shadow 
of the great pyramids. The tourists 
saw the fallen Colossus of Ramses II, 
the Step Pyramid of King Djoser,      * 
King Tut's Tomb, the Alabaster 
Sphinx, the Great Pyramid of 
Chefren, the Aswan Dam, and an 
ancient granite quarry. They lunched 
at a private club near the Suez Canal 
and dined in a desert tent once 
owned by King Farouk in the 
shadow of the Giza pyramids. 
At the Desert Feast, perhaps the 
highlight of the trip, the alumni 
brought a touch of William and Mary 
to the festivities. According to John 
B. Gravatt '49, Norfolk, the alumni 
"congregated in the center of the 
tent, where, 7000 miles from 
Williamsburg, their voices raised the 
familiar notes of the William and 
Mary Alma Mater and the Indian 
Fight Song." 
One of the more memorable events of the trip was a desert feast in King 
Farouk's private tent in the desert near the Giza pyramids. The guests ate curried 
rice flavored with meat juices, orientally-seasoned mixed vegetables, boiled mutton 
and veal, and beef chunks, while a tympanic orchestra beat out African rhythms. 
After dinner, they were entertained by a two-part floor show consisting of a 
Whirling Dervish dressed in red, blue, yellow and green, and a trio of Nubian 
dancers. 
John Phillips 78, director of Alumni Services, garbed in Arab head dress, 
climbed aboard a camel at the Great Pyramid of Giza. The camel's name: 
California Camel. 
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CHARTER DAY 1980 
Hesburgh Address Keynotes Two-Day Investigation of Liberal Education 
William B. Spong, Jr., dean of the 
Marshall-Wythe School of Law, and 
Terry L. Meyers, associate professor 
of English, received the Thomas 
Jefferson awards Feb. 9 during a 
Charter Day weekend devoted to a 
discussion of the future of liberal 
education. 
In a weekend marked by a seminar 
on liberal education and an address 
titled "The Future of Liberal 
Education" by Theodore M. 
Hesburgh, C.S.C., president of the 
University of Notre Dame, William 
and Mary celebrated the 287th 
anniversary of its founding and the 
200th anniversary of the reorganiza- 
tion of the College into America's 
first true university. 
Dean Spong, a former United 
States senator whose leadership has 
marked the revitalization of the law 
school, was honored as "a leader 
without pretension; an idealist 
without illusion." The Jefferson 
citation noted that Spong's "greatest 
contribution has been perhaps to 
teach us that conscience and reason 
need not be unknown in the public 
life of our own time." 
Meyers won the Thomas Jefferson 
Teaching Award as a younger 
member of the teaching faculty who 
"brings an extraordinary fund of 
energy and enthusiasm to his chosen 
career as a teacher and scholar." The 
citation noted that Meyers "takes his 
work seriously and enjoys doing it." 
Father Hesburgh and Dr. Daniel 
Bell, professor of sociology at 
Harvard who participated in a Friday 
seminar on liberal education, re- 
ceived honorary doctorate degrees at 
the Charter Day convocation. Father 
Hesburgh, the president of Notre 
Dame for the past 28 years, was 
honored for his "manifold contri- 
butions to your country throughout 
an exceptional career and your 
leadership of a sister institution 
dedicated to the liberal arts and 
education of the whole man and 
woman." 
Dr. Bell's citation cited the 
"distinguished leadership you have 
provided in your chosen discipline of 
Sociology and the broad contribution 
you have made to the understand- 
Panelists Adrian Tinsley, Daniel Bell, Thomas Hearn and Leon Botstein discuss what topics they will touch on during 
Friday afternoon's probe of "The Future of Liberal Education." 
ing of ourselves and our society." 
In his address, Father Hesburgh 
raised the spectre in the world of "a 
technological wasteland, not because 
science and technology or the 
scientific method are bad, but 
because they can tell us nothing 
about values, or the meaning of life, 
or what it really is to be human." 
Hesburgh called humanistic 
studies "central to all education." He 
said the nation needs to "reassess 
our total concept of higher educa- 
tion, adrift today, to re-establish the 
centrality of such subjects as 
philosophy and theology, literature 
and history, art and music, and the 
inevitable value content of political 
science, economics, anthropology 
and sociology." 
Hesburgh said all of America must 
be grateful to Thomas Jefferson and 
to the Board of Visitors of William 
and Mary "who two hundred years 
ago formed (the College) into a 
university." 
"It is particularly significant," he 
said, "that at this present historic 
moment in the evolving life of 
William and Mary the College is 
looking ahead in hope rather than 
exclusively backward in pride, and is 
particularly addressing the central 
reality that we have long called 
liberal education." 
Other panelists who joined Dr. 
Bell in the Friday discussion of 
liberal education were Leon Botstein, 
president of Bard College in 
Massachusetts; Adrian Tinsley, dean 
at William James College in Allen- 
dale, Mich.; Thomas K. Hearn, Jr., 
former professor of philosophy at the 
College and currently vice president 
for the University College at the 
University of Alabama in Birming- 
ham; and Thaddeus W. Tate, 
director of the Institute of Early 
American History, who served as 
moderator. 
Associate Professor of English Terry 
Meyers, winner of the Thomas Jefferson 
Teaching Award, with Reverend 
Hesburgh. 
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President Graves talks with honorary degree recipients Father Hesburgh and 
Daniel Bell before the start of the Charter Day Convocation. 
Edward E. Brickett '50, rector of the Board of Visitors, and President Graves 
flank Dean William B. Spong, Jr., who expresses surprise at winning the Thomas 
Jefferson Award. 
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Lights Go Out, BOSS Takes Over 
To Save Energy Dollars, the College Has Cut Classroom Lighting and Used State-of-the-Art Conservation 
When Physics Professor Robert 
Welsh returned recently from a visit 
to Brookhaven Institute in New 
York, he called Jim Connolly in the 
Plant Department and asked for 
some data on energy costs for the 
William Small Physics building. 
Welsh, who with other scientists in 
the physics department is interested 
in alternate sources of energy, 
suggested to Connolly that the Small 
Building, which has a southern 
exposure, might be considered as a 
possibility for solar heating. While 
the initial cost would be high, it 
could be recovered in future savings 
as conventional heating methods 
continue to skyrocket. 
Connolly, who is the director of 
planning and capital outlay pro- 
grams for the College, welcomed the 
call from Welsh. He has just come 
through a winter, mild by most 
standards, in which the price of 
William and Mary's 2.2 million 
gallons of No. 6 heating oil used 
annually has nearly doubled ~ from 
31 cents to 53 cents per gallon, and 
any recommendations on fuel con- 
servation are given serious study. 
Fortunately, the College has had 
in place since 1976 a program to 
conserve energy — a program that 
has resulted in annual savings of 
$141,000. In its latest move, William 
and Mary-began a program to cut. 
classroom lighting by 25 per cent 
across campus. 
The program, which was tested 
with no adverse effects in Morton 
Hall last fall, involves the gradual 
elimination of some 1500 fluorescent 
light tubes in classrooms, at the rate 
of one of every four tubes in each 
room. Only classrooms, not other 
academic space, will be affected by 
the new plan, for the immediate 
future. 
Though the plan will reduce 
lighting expenditures by about 
$10,000 per year from their present 
level, a more important purpose will 
be to dramatize to students the 
necessity of reducing the use of 
energy. 
In a second move, Connolly said, 
the College will begin converting 
several of the residence halls to 
metered electrical service so that 
consumption in each of the affected 
buildings can be monitored. Later, 
he said, once "base year" electrical 
consumption rates are established for 
the residence halls, the College can 
provide incentives to the students in 
each building to cut back on their 
usage. Currently, only a few of the 
College's buildings are indepen- 
dently metered. 
One of the measures taken the last 
three winters has been to shut down 
all but essential heating services 
during the Christmas holiday period, 
when the College is closed for about 
14 days, a $40,000 savings this most 
recent season. 
Also, the College has contracted to 
have the heating, ventilating and air 
conditioning of 12 of its major 
buildings controlled by a computer 
operation in Richmond. The pro- 
gram, known as the Building 
Operating Service System (BOSS), 
saved an estimated net of $80,000 in 
energy consumption during 1979. 
Connolly said he has now 
arranged for additional refinements 
to the BOSS program that will lead 
to an additional $20,000 annual 
energy savings. 
Other measures in recent years 
have included installation of shower 
flow restrictors in the residence 
halls, a change in street lighting 
from incandescent to mercury vapor 
lamps, weatherstripping of doors 
and recaulking of windows. 
Connolly explained that the 
William and Mary energy conserva- 
tion program is three-pronged, 
involving individual awareness, pre- 
ventive maintenance and using 
current techniques to modify energy- 
consuming facilities. 
To promote individual awareness, 
Connolly has publicized energy 
conservation concepts through dis- 
plays, decals near each light switch, 
and the use of College media. In 
addition, light intensity in hallways 
and other locations has been reduced 
to the level mandated by safety 
codes, a step which led to study of 
classroom lighting levels. 
Preventive maintenance steps have 
included reduction in hot water 
temperatures, additional insulation 
of exposed heat distribution lines, 
and replacement of antiquated steam 
heat lines. 
State-of-the-art techniques have 
included the move to the BOSS 
system, and as funds for the work 
become available through legislative 
appropriation, other improvements 
can be made leading to more 
efficient energy utilization, Connolly 
said. 
Despite two near record snowfalls and a month of cold weather, this has been a mild winter for Williamsburg. 
Nevertheless, College officials intensified their efforts to cut skyrocketing utility bills. 
College Plans Elderhostel 
Alumni Given Special Invitation to Join Seniors During Summer Program 
William and Mary is joining the 
highly successful national Elder- 
hostel program, an adventure for 
older citizens which reflects the free- 
spirited enthusiasm of the youth 
hostels in Europe. 
In partnership with the Colonial 
Williamsburg Foundation, the Col- 
lege will offer a week of education 
and hosteling for 30 to 40 citizens 60 
years of age and older, from May 18 
- 24. A limited number of spaces in 
the program are being reserved for 
senior alumni of the College. 
Participants will be housed in the 
Project Plus Residence Hall on the 
William and Mary campus. 
R. Wayne Kernodle, a professor of 
sociology who has been researching 
the phenomenon of aging for more 
than a decade, is heading the 
planning for Elderhostel here and is 
coordinator for the program on 
campus. He is being assisted by 
David P. Aday, assistant professor of 
sociology. 
The Foundation's contributions to 
the program are being coordinated 
by George Collins, director of train- 
ing and the pre-retirement program; 
Mary Ann O'Connor of the educa- 
tional staff; and Dennis OToole, 
deputy director of museum opera- 
tions. 
Three courses will be offered to 
Elderhostelers who may take any or 
all of them. Courses to be offered are 
"The Intellectual Science in 18th 
Century Williamsburg," "Learning 
and Teaching in Today's Museum," 
and "Natural Sciences in the 18th 
Century." 
Instructors from the College will 
be Frank MacDonald, professor of 
philosophy emeritus; and Hans 
vonBaeyer, professor of physics. 
Elderhostelers will be given passes 
to exhibition buildings by the 
Foundation so they may visit these 
buildings at their leisure during their 
stay in Williamsburg. 
The Colonial Williamsburg seg- 
ment of the program will include 
lectures, on-site informational 
sessions covering many aspects of 
life in colonial times as well as a 
unique view of how the rich 
historical heritage of Williamsburg in 
the 18th century is interpreted in the 
20th century. 
To make Elderhosteling available 
to as many people as possible, costs 
are kept low. For this reason, off- 
campus activities, tours and other 
attractions are suggested at the 
discretion of the individual, but not 
included in the basic package. 
Kemodle explains, "We are also 
stressing the education and hostelry 
aspects of the program and have no 
wish to promote any tourist-type 
vacation." 
Programs begin Sunday evening 
and end Saturday. Participants can 
make their hosteling experience last 
as long as they wish, moving from 
campus to campus, taking courses 
that appeal to them and exploring 
cultural and environmental attrac- 
tions in each area. 
A wine and cheese party 
scheduled Monday night at the 
Alumni House and sponsored by the 
Society of the Alumni will serve as 
an informal vehicle for hostelers to 
get to know one another. They will 
hear greetings from both William 
and Mary and Colonial Williamsburg 
Foundation representatives. 
Further information concerning the 
Elderhostel program at the College 
of William and Mary may be ob- 
tained by contacting R. Wayne 
Kernodle, coordinator, William and 
Mary Elderhostel 1980, Sociology 
Department, College of William and 
Mary, Williamsburg, VA 23185, or by 
calling (804)-253-4332. 
State coordinator for the Elder- 
hostel program is Dr. William 
Egelhoff, Virginia Center on Aging, 
1617 Monument Avenue, Richmond, 
VA 23220. 
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Four To Receive Honorary Degrees 
Buchwald, Cooke, Mott and Torrens to Pick Up Diplomas at May Commencement Exercises 
Four individuals whose fields of 
achievement range from humor to 
politics will receive honorary degrees 
at the College Commencement Exer- 
cises, Sunday, May I I. 
The four recipients of honorary 
degrees are Art Buchwald, successful 
humorist and this vear's commence- 
ment speaker; John Warren Cooke, 
long-time member and recently 
retired Speaker of the Virginia 
House of Delegates; Sir Nevill   Mott, 
Nobel prize winning physicist from 
the University of Cambridge; and 
Rafael Torrens, physician, author 




Dr. Edward E. Brickell '50, 
Virginia Beach, was elected to his 
second term as rector of the Board of 
Visitors at a meeting held at William 
and Mary in February. 
Brickell, superintendent of the 
Virginia Beach Public Schools, 
received both his undergraduate and 
doctorate degrees from William and 
Mary. 
At the same meeting, former 
Governor A. Linwood Holton joined 
the Board for the first time since he 
was appointed to fill the unexpired 
term of William R. (Buster) O'Brien 
'74 JD, who resigned after he was 
elected to the House of Delegates 
from Virginia Beach. Holton is a 
Washington based attorney. 
The Board re-elected T. C. Clarke 
'22, Norfolk, as vice rector and Mrs. 
Carter C. Chinnis '46, Alexandria, 
secretary. 
Buchwald's journalism career 
began in the Marines during World 
War II and developed when he was 
a student at the University of 
Southern California and in Paris. 
While in Paris, he began writing a 
column called "Europe's Lighter 
Side," which was syndicated in the 
American press. 
After leaving Europe, Buchwald 
settled in Washington, where he 
now lives. His syndicated column 
appears in over 500 newspapers 
throughout the U.S. and the world, 
and he is heard as a performer on 
records, on television and before 
audiences across the nation. 
John Warren Cooke was a member 
of the Virginia House of Delegates 
from 1942 until his retirement this 
vear, and he served as Speaker of 
the House from l%8 until his retire- 
ment. 
A member of the Democratic 
Party, Cooke was born in Mathews, 
Virginia, where he now lives. He is 
the director of the United Virginia 
Bank of Gloucester and is also the 
president of Tidewater Newspapers, 
Inc. 
Sir Nevill   Mott, a native of 
England, is a recognized leader in 
the field of physics. He was awarded 
the Nobel prize for phvsics in 1977 
and is a pioneer in the energy- 
related field of amorphous semi- 
conductors. 
In addition to, the Nobel prize, 
Mott has received numerous other 
awards and honors for his lifelong 
work as researcher, educator and 
author. He taught phvsics and 
mathematics in England at the 
University of Bristol and at Cam- 
bridge University, where he was the 
head of the Cavendish Laboratory 
for 20 vears. He is currently a 
Chapters Set Meetings 
Graves Joins Alumni at Dinner-Dance 
CHARLOTTES VILLE/HIGHLAND 
CHAPTER 
Wednesday, February 20 
Indian fans will gather at 7:00 p.m. 
at Betty '51 Scott's house, 1875 
Wayside Place in Charlottesville, to 
hear the play-by-play broadcast of 
the William and Mary - University of 
Virginia basketball game. Beer, soft 
drinks, and chips will be provided - 
otherwise BYO. Call Betty Scott at 
(804) 293-5969 if you plan to attend. 
NORTHERN VIRGINIA CHAPTER 
Saturday, March 1 
Members of the Northern Virginia 
Chapter are holding their second 
installation dinner dance at the 
Ramada Inn at Tysons Corner. 
President Thomas A. Graves, Jr., is 
special guest speaker. Cocktails will 
be served by the pool at 7:00 p.m., 
followed by a buffet dinner at 8:00 
p.m. and dancing at 9:00 p.m. The 
charge of S27.00 per couple should 
be remitted with the reservations to: 
The Society of the Alumni, Northern 
Virginia Chapter, P.O. Box 7275, 
Alexandria, VA 22307, bv February 
23. 
Alumni of the northern Virginia 
area will also have the opportunity 
to attend the College Choir's 
performance at St. Stephen's United 
Methodist Church in Burke - 8:30. 
p.m. on Thursday, March 20. 
GEORGIA CHAPTER 
Sunday, March 9 
The afternoon meeting of the 
Georgia alumni and guests will 
feature Dr. Craig Canning of the 
history department and his slide/ 
lecture presentation on "China 
Today" Cocktails 12:30 and 
luncheon 1 p.m. at the Cherokee 
Country Club. Send reservations to 
Mrs. Jeanne English Bedell '65, 839 
Penn Ave. NE, Atlanta, GA 30308. 
HOUSTON CHAPTER 
March (date not yet available) 
Houston area alumni, together 
with alumni from other Virginia 
schools, are coordinating efforts for 
another Old Dominion Day dinner 
party. 
SAN DIEGO CHAPTER 
[There may be a bus trip to a 
Linda Lavin taping, but won't know 
until Wednesday, 13th] 
professor at the Cavendish Labora- 
tory. 
Rafael Torrens is a former Speaker 
of the House of Representatives in 
Puerto Rico, and he is presently an 
advisor to the Governor of Puerto 
Rico, particularly in the movement 
toward statehood for the Island. 
Following his 1932 graduation 
from the College of William and 
Mary, Torrens studied art and law 
before he received his medical 
degree from Yale University. He has 
written a number of books, papers 
and articles on philosophy and art. 
Torreris is a member of the Puerto 
Rico Council of Higher Education, 
which governs all institutions of 
higher learning in Puerto Rico, and 
he recently retired as a Professor of 
Medicine at the University if Puerto 
Rico. 
The Commencement Exercises will 
take place at 2:00 p.m. in William 
and Mary Hall. Approximately 1^00 
graduate and undergraduate 
students will receive diplomas at the 
ceremony. 
Studious habits, though often talked down by certain campus philosophers, are of vital 
importance to a liberal education. These students in the old William and Mary library in 
Sir Christopher Wren Building are surrounded by portraits of William and Mary greats. 
The photograph is part of the College archives and is dated around 1900. Photograph by 
Fred Miller, Jr. (This photo is reprinted from the Jan. - Feb. magazine edition of the 
Alumni Gazette, sent to all contributors to the College. If you know who the lady 
in the photo is, please contact the Alumni Gazette, Box GO, College of William and 
Mary, Williamsburg, Va. 23185. See letter below.) 
Who's the Mystery Lady 
At the End of the Old Library Table? 
Dear Editor: 
All of the Gazette has been 
interesting and enjoyable but the 
Jan/February 1980 excels them all. 
The old photographs are fantastic 
and particularly clear for old photos. 
The Library photo on page 4 
brought fond recollections of the 
library we used during 1922-192^. 
The negro in the photo is Henry 
Billups who rang the bell in the 
Wren Building for many years. I 
wonder if anyone knows who the 
female is at the end of the table? The 
school was not co-ed and probably 
no women were on the faculty. 
Perhaps town women were per- 
mitted as did many non-co-ed 
colleges. 
Thanks for bringing us alumni 
such good articles and nostalgic 
photographs. Keep up the good 
work. 
Sincerely, 
W. Sterling King '2<s 
Richmond, Va. 
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A Center for Distaff Sports 
College Hosts a Variety of Women's Championships During an Exciting Year 
Over 500 women athletes repre- 
senting 46 teams will compete at 
William and Mary in championship 
events before the year is out. In the 
fall William and Mary hosted the 
regional field hockey and state 
volleyball tournaments, and by May 
will add the state basketball, 
gymnastics and lacrosse champion- 
ships to the list. 
One reason William and Mary is 
the site for so many events is the 
leadership coachs have shown in the 
Virginia Association for Intercol- 
legiate Athletics for Women 
(VAIAW) organization. The VAIAW 
sponsors state tournaments which 
serve as qualifying events for the 
AIAW Regional and National meets. 
Joy Archer, the women's physical 
education chairperson, is currently 
the head of the National Field 
Hockey and Lacrosse Sport Com- 
mittees. Barbara Wetters is chair- 
person of both the state and regional 
basketball sport committees while 
Sylvia Shirley is in her fourth year as 
chairperson of the state gymnastics 
group. Athletic Director Millie West 
is chairperson of tennis and other 
department members have served as 
heads of the golf, volleyball, track 
and field and swimming committees. 
However, not only are the Indians 
hosting events, they are in the 
running to win them all as well. The 
women's field hockey team won the 
Region 2 Championship, and went 
on to finish fifth at the AIAW 
Division I Nationals. 
While the women's volleyball team 
placed second in a hard fought 
championship match at the state 
meet, senior Debbie Reed and 
juniors Julie Jenkins and Driana 
Da vies were named to the All- 
Tournament team. 
William and Mary's womens gymnastics squad is ranked 10th nationally and 
has qualified for regional and national competition. 
In cross country three runners 
qualified for the AIAW Division II 
Nationals, while golf placed second 
in the state and tennis finished with 
a 7-1 fall record. 
The success of the women's pro- 
gram is due to the increase in skill 
level of all the women athletes on 
campus, according to West. "Every 
year the teams' performances im- 
prove. All of our sports are compet- 
ing successfully in a compatible 
framework and it's been an exciting 
year," she said. 
This winter, the women's fencing 
team is favored to defend its state 
title and the swimming team is 
gearing up for the Division II 
nationals where it placed sixth last 
season. 
The women's gymnastics team has 
qualified for regional and national 
competition in Division II and is 
ranked tenth nationally. This spring 
the women's lacrosse team will be 
attempting to improve on last year's 
fifth place Division I national finish. 
Two state meets were scheduled 
for William and Mary Hall in 
February. On Sunday, the 24th, the 
men's and women's State Gymnas- 
tics Championship was scheduled 
while the 28th through March 1, the 
women's Division II Basketball 
Championship took place. 
This is the first year that the 
women's basketball squad has prac- 
ticed and played in the Hall and 
leading scorer Lynn Norenberg says 
she "loves it." Norenberg added 
emphasis to her statement by scoring 
a record 39 points in the facility 
against Virginia Wesleyan. 
A junior, Norenberg has averaged 
20.1 points-per-game before twisting 
her knee this season and is ranked 
ninth in her class with a 3.95 G.P.A. 
She says that the women's team has 
become much more competitive since 
her freshman year. 
"We still have some of the same 
talent but we have been able to 
utilize our skills more," she said. 
"One of our strengths is team unity. 
Everyone on the team is so close that 
it makes it fun to work hard." 
Coach Wetters, in her second year, 
says there is a growing campus 
interest in the women's basketball 
team. "An important factor has been 
added support from the administra- 
tion, our department and the college 




Three volumes of the teaching 
guide, Dimensions For Living, by the 
Tidewater Assembly on Family Life, 
of which Jean Canoles Bruce '49 is 
Director, have been added to the 
Paschall Library collection. Another 
new addition is Psychology for Daily 
Living, by E. Rae Harcum '50, 
Professor of Psychology at the 
College. Roger H. Green '61, who - 
resides in Ontario, has had pub- 
lished Sampling Design and Statistical 
Method In Environmental Biologists. 
Samuel F. (Bill) Royall '54 has donated 
Back Home in Pennsylvania, written by 
Katharine Henry, who was a house- 
mother at the College in the 1930's. 
Andrew J. Christensen '34 has 
generously given to the library a 
bound volume of the Flat Hat for 
1932-34, and also the Indian Hand- 
book for 1932-33. 
The Society has received many 
In the article by Monica Dupuy on 
the reorganization of the College in 
the December issue of the Alumni 
Gazette, the Gazette neglected to give 
credit to the State Historical Society 
of Wisconsin for the copy of the John 
Brown letter. The source of the 
original John Brown letter is the 
Draper Manuscripts, Archives 
Division, State Historical Society of 
Wisconsin. The Gazette regrets this 
oversight. 
items of memorabilia recently, in- 
cluding a 1923 orange and black 
William and Mary pennant and a 
1932 orange and black megaphone, 
kindly donated by Stuart H. Jenkins 
'36. Elizabeth Fades '23 gave a lovely 
pin, dated 1922, of the Chi Delta Phi 
Honorary Literary Fraternity for 
women. Isabel Steger Allen '26 
donated a William and Mary 
compact, a belt buckle, a badge 
showing faces of the Fighting 
Virginians, and other interesting 
souvenirs. A packet of mementoes of 
the early 1920's was received from 
Mathilda Crawford Whitehouse '25. It 
included the Final Examination for 
English 1-B, dated May 29, 1922, and 
a map of property surveyed by Mrs. 
Whitehouse in April 1925. Charles P. 
McCurdy, Jr. '33 kindly sent photo- 
graphs and mementoes of the 1930's. 
The Society deeply appreciates 
gifts of memorabilia and is interested 
Letters 
Alumnus Praises Good Communication 
Editor: 
Just a short note to congratulate 
you on the fine work that you and 
your staff are doing on behalf of the 
College. This December issue, as is 
true with all of the past editions, is 
informative, well written, and a real 
joy to read. It brings the beauty and 
tradition of the College and 
Williamsburg into our home and I 
am thankful and grateful for the 
high level it maintains throughout 
the months. 
I recently wrote the chairman of 
the Men's Physical Education De- 
partment regarding three "hot" 
prospects for the wrestling team. 
One, too, is a very fine football 
prospect. While I have degrees from 
three Colleges, I think it was the 
Alumni Gazette that prompted me to 
write the College about these boys - 
and only the College. You see, you 
folks that are responsible for keeping 
the alums informed really do have an 
impact. 
Again, many thanks for the fine 
work that you and the staff are 
doing. It does have an impact and it 
is appreciated. 
Faithfully yours, 
R. Paul Carlson '66 
Park Ridge, 111. 
in collecting books written by or 
about alumni. Correspondence 
should be addressed to Frankie 
Martens, Paschall Library, Society of 
the Alumni, Post Office Box GO, 
Williamsburg, Virginia 23185. 
.     W&M Choir 
Spring Tour 
Thursday, March 20, 8:30 p.m. 
St. Stephen's United Methodist 
Church 
9203 Braddock Road 
Burke, Virginia 22015 
Friday, March 21, 8 p.m. 
Eastport United Methodist Church 
26 Bay Ridge Ave. 
Annapolis, Maryland 21403 
Sunday, March 23, 9:15 and 11 a.m. 
The Presbyterian Church 
Rye, New York 10580 
Sunday, March 23, 8 p.m. 
The First Presbyterian Church 
Mendham, New Jersey 
Monday, March 24, 8 p.m. 
First United Methodist Church 
Damascus, Maryland 
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He's Looking for 
A Few Good Men 
New Coach Jimmye Laycock 
Looks for Players with Brains and Brawn 
We're looking for a few good men. 
If this macho slogan had not 
been cornered already by the United 
States Marines Corps, it would make 
an appropriate rallying cry for 
Jimmye Laycock '70, the new head 
football coach at the College. 
Laycock, who at 31 is the youngest 
head coach at the Division One level 
of college football, knows that the 
star quarterback he's looking for not 
only needs to pass like a young 
Unitas and scramble like Tarkenton 
in his prime. He's also got to have 
grades that rate at the top of the 
class and College Board scores in the 
range of a thousand. 
But it's not because Laycock's 
wide-open offense is so complex that 
it requires more brains than brawn. 
It's because Laycock knows that to 
get in and to stay in William and 
Mary, an athlete needs to perform as 
well in the classroom as he does on 
the gridiron. 
The pool of high school athletes 
who fit this description might well 
be described as a small puddle—but 
Laycock insists that it's plenty big to 
satisfy the needs of the Ivy League 
schools, William and Mary and a 
handful of other universities known 
primarily for academic quality. 
Laycock officially reported to work 
at William and Mary Jan. 2, but he 
started recruiting more than a week 
earlier—the day he was named coach 
at the nation's second oldest univer- 
sity. By this summer, Laycock will 
log hundreds of miles as he visits 
high schools across Virginia and the 
eastern seaboard. He'll talk about 
William and Mary in very personal 
terms—he played three years of 
varsity football himself at the College 
before graduating in 1970. His wife 
Ginny (Demkowski '71) was a Phi 
Beta Kappa graduate who now has a 
Ph.D. and teaches special education 
at Clemson. 
"Before I ask a high school player 
to look at our football program," 
says Laycock, "I tell him to look at 
the whole situation. It's much more 
important that the student like the 
academic and social life than any 
certain type of offense or defense." 
"I'm very honest with the 
players," he continues. "William and 
Mary is not a big football power. If 
you want to play on television, go to 
bowl games, eat at a super training 
table or live in a special dormitory, 
you'll have to go somewhere else." 
"But if you want to receive a 
quality education at a school that 
year in and year out demands a lot 
of respect around the country, and 
be part of a good football program at 
the same time, William and Mary 
might be the place for you," says 
Laycock. 
It may be hard to believe that high 
school standouts would say goodbye 
to stardom on televised bowl games 
and hello to every night study halls. 
But Laycock says the attitudes of 
many high school athletes are 
changing. "A larger number of kids 
are becoming more interested in 
getting a good education than in 
playing before thousands of people 
in a huge facility. They want more 
after four years than a handful of 
newspaper clippings and a pair of 
sore legs." 
Laycock guarantees that William 
and Mary will play an exciting brand 
of football—he says he plans to open 
up the offense, fill the air with foot- 
balls, emphasize aggression on 
defense and provide "good enter- 
tainment" for budget-minded 
families who want a lot of excitement 
for the dollar. 
Laycock began his coaching career 
Jimmye Laycock '70 and his wife Ginny 71 received a warm welcome in 
Williamsburg — he hopes the area's football fans will be equally as receptive to the 
team he fields next September. 
at Newport News High soon after 
graduation. He joined the College 
ranks in 1971 as a graduate assistant 
at Clemson, where he received his 
master's degree in education in 1972. 
In 1973-74 Laycock served as 
assistant coach at The Citadel, then 
moved to Memphis State for a two- 
year stint. He rejoined Clemson in 
1977 to join the staff of Charley Pell, 
who's credited with the turnabout 
rejuvenation of Tiger football. 
Clemson went to the Gator Bowl two 
consecutive years, and just last 
month Laycock said goodbye to his 
players after their televised appear- 
ance in the Peach Bowl. He was 
selected from a group of five finalists 
to succeed Jim Root. They included 
alumni, Dennis Haglan '66, an 
assistant coach at Wake Forest, 
Bob Hardage '58, Annandale Va., 
high school coach, as well as former 
William and Mary assistant coach 
Bobby Ross, now with the Kansas 
City Chiefs. 
His reception in Williamsburg has 
been a warm one, and even those 
who supported former Coach Jim 
Root have been impressed with the 
enthusiasm and candor of Laycock. 
A local reporter recently described 
the new coach as "honest, idealistic, 
anxious to get started, hard-working, 
and clearly in love with his school." 
He'll have to be come September, 
when the Indians start a grueling 
1980 schedule with a game against 
ACC powerhouse N.C. State. 
Jim Rees 74 
Laycock Assembles Young, Aggressive Staff 
Janaro, Smith, Friedgen, Rizzo, Mahoney, Rogers Sign as Coaches 
William and Mary's head football 
coach Jimmye Laycock moved 
quickly to assemble his staff by 
retaining one assistant coach from 
Jim Root's coaching staff and hiring 
five new assistants. 
Phil Janaro, who has been at 
William and Mary for one year, will 
continue to handle the receivers and 
head up the academic counseling for 
the team. The 37 year old New 
Jersey native had come to William 
and Mary after four years at 
Davidson. He will play a key role in 
recruiting. 
The new coaches are: Dan Smith, 
who comes to William and Mary 
from Clemson, where he served as 
an assistant secondary coach for one 
Gymnasts Sweep State Titles 
Tribe's John Jiganti is State Best 
The men's and women's gymnast 
teams at the College both retained 
their State Intercollegiate titles in the 
state gymnastic meet held at William 
and Mary in February. 
The men won their sixth straight 
title by scoring a meet record 202.90 
points. The women defeated Long- 
wood College 129.35-126 in defend- 
ing their VAIAW title. They will 
compete in the AIAW Region 2 
championship in March at Radford. 
The top men's collegian was 
William and Mary's John Jiganti who 
scored 44.05 points. The defending 
all-around women's titlist, William 
and Mary's Jan Roltsch, was able to 
compete only in the vault, bars, and 
floor because of a back injury. She 
still won two second places and one 
third. 
year. He will coach the Tribe 
secondary. 
Ralph Friedgen, a product of 
Harrison, N.Y., who is a 1970 
graduate of Maryland, where he 
played football and received both his 
B.S. and M.A. degrees in physical 
education. He comes to William and 
Mary from the Citadel, where he 
was offensive coordinator. He will be 
the offensive coordinator. 
Charlie Rizzo, 34, who was defen- 
sive coordinator at the Citadel. He 
will be responsible for the line- 
backers and defensive ends in 
addition to heading up the strength 
program. 
Mike Mahoney, 28, who comes to 
William and Mary from Murray State 
University in Kentucky, where he 
had been defensive line coach for 
one year. Mahoney will handle the 
defensive line for the Tribe. 
Kevin Rogers, a 1974 graduate of 
William and Mary, who returns to 
his alma mater from Mainland High 
School in Daytona Beach, Fla., 
where he was head coach. He will 
handle the William and Mary 
offensive backs. 
BASKETBALL RESULTS 
W&M 94 Johns Hopkins 51 
W&M 68              Christopher Newport 50 
W&M 63 West Virginia 62 
Virginia Commonwealth 57   .      W&M 54 
W&M 104 St. Mary's 67 
W&M 88 N.C. Wesleyan 62 
Jacksonville 58 W&M 43 
Iowa St. 56 W&M 55 
W&M 69 Roanoke 67 
South Carolina 74 W&M 67 
American U. 82 W&M 72 
Navy 73 W&M 48 
W&M 82 Richmond 81 
Temple 56 W&M 55 
Old Dominion 60 W&M 51 
North Carolina 71 W&M 61 
W&M 88 Catholic 66 
James Madison 61 W&M 58 
W&M 84 George Mason 62 
W&M 83 Richmond 74 
VCU 64 W&M 56 
W&M 101 Bluefield 48 
James Madison 52 W&M 49 
Virginia 63 W&M 55 
ODU 71 W&M 69 (OT) 
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Olympic Hopefuls Keep on Paddling 
Havens Brothers, Swim Team Alumni, Struggle to Make America's Canoeing Team 
In the quiet darkness of Lake 
Matoaka a lone man paddles a canoe 
through the calm waters. He shifts 
positions slightly, hoping to discover 
some new technique that will help 
him paddle stronger and faster than 
anyone else at the 1980 Summer 
Olympics. 
"I paddle four to five miles every 
day on Matoaka, which means I do a 
lot of turning around," says Keith 
Havens '76, a former swim team 
captain at the College who now 
serves as the squad's assistant coach. 
Keith and his brother Dodge '75, 
also a former swim team captain, 
have switched from swimming to 
flatwater canoeing in hopes of 
qualifying for the 1980 summer 
games in Moscow. 
Flatwater canoeing, a relatively 
obscure sport, is different from the 
more widely-publicized white water 
canoeing Olympic event. "Flatwater 
canoeing is done on an enclosed 
body of water such as a lake, where 
there are no moving currents," Keith 
explains. Downwater or white water 
canoeing is done on streams and 
rivers where conditions range from 
gentle downstream currents to 
furious white rapids. Far from being 
a tame sport, however, flatwater 
canoeing involves the greatest of 
paddling speed and endurance over 
a slick aquatic surface. 
"I guess you could say we're 
continuing a family tradition," Keith 
says of his goal. His grandfather, 
great-uncle, father and uncle have all 
competed in the Olympic flatwater 
canoeing events, his uncle winning 
the 1952 gold medal in Helsinki, 
Finland. Although the whole family 
has always been enthusiastic about 
canoeing, Keith says he and his 
brother did not consider competing 
seriously until after they had 
graduated from the College. 
"I was paddling when I was really 
young," Keith says of his growing- 
up days in Vienna, Va. The whole 
family went canoeing often and 
followed Uncle Frank's Olympic 
career closely. 
Meanwhile, young Keith was 
becoming a proficient swimmer, 
diver and cross-country runner in 
high school. He then decided to 
attend William and Mary, where his 
brother Dodge was already "making 
waves" on the swim team as a 
freshman. "I was impressed with the 
campus, and I knew William and 
Mary would give me a chance to 
swim," Keith says. Coach Dudley 
Jensen decided to use him as a free- 
style sprinter, a position in which 
Keith excelled during his years on 
the team. 
Soon after they graduated, Keith 
and Dodge Havens began training in 
a two-man racing canoe, a long, thin 
vessel that Keith calls "extremely 
unstable. It took me a couple of 
years before I could paddle it 
Nominations 
Open 
Alumni wishing to offer sugges- 
tions of individuals for the Board of 
Directors of the Society of the Alumni 
should send nominations to Austin L. 
Roberts III '69, Chairman of the 
Nominating Committee, P.O. Box 
GO, Williamsburg, Va. 23185. 
without tipping it over." Despite the 
difficulty of maneuvering the racing 
canoe, the brothers placed third in 
the first major paddling event they 
entered, the 1977 Virginia Down- 
water Championships on the 
Shenandoah River near Front Royal, 
Va. In 1979, they came in second. 
The two have competed in a 
variety of downwater and flatwater 
races since then, often placing or 
winning in one-man or two-man 
events. At the National Flatwater 
Championships in Crestbury 
Commons, Vermont, the Havens 
brothers came in second in the 
two-man 500 meter intermediate 
race and seventh in the 10,000 meter 
senior two-man race. Keith also 
came in seventh in the one-man 
senior 1,000 meter competition. 
In his most recent race, Keith 
competed in the Southeastern Inter- 
collegiate Championships in 
Morgantown, N.C., where he won 
the mixed doubles category with 
Kathy Kelly, who works with the 
women's canoe team at the College. 
The two won by using the "high- 
kneel" style, a paddling position in 
which the competitor kneels on one 
knee to paddle the unstable canoe, a 
technique that is too risky to use in 
rough or low water. 
Entering races up and down the 
East Coast is probably the best 
training any paddler can receive for 
the Olympics, says Keith. Added to 
those experiences is the expert 
advice or his father and uncle. 
"Uncle Frank trains us as much as 
anyone," he says. "We have an 
Olympic coach, but because paddling 
is less well-known and one of the 
most poorly funded of the sports, 
the coach mails our workouts and 
information." 
Keith and Dodge are training on 
their own now, running five miles a 
day and paddling four to five miles 
to practice techniques. "Paddling is 
Keith Havens 16 
mostly technique," explains Keith. 
"Yet there's no one technique that's 
considered the best because know- 
ledge of canoe design and the 
physics of paddling is so new." 
Often, he says, the paddlers them- 
selves design the boats in which they 
compete. "It can be a problem 
because the national champion 
designed the fastest boat on the 
circuit today, and he'll probably sell 
the design to someone other than his 
competitors," Keith explains. "You 
can't be the best unless you have the 
best equipment." 
You also cannot be the best unless 
you have time enough to train, 
which is another problem, he says. 
Such training takes time away from 
job, family and friends. "I didn't 
know my job was going to be so 
time-consuming," admits Keith, who 
is a permanent substitute teacher for 
the York County School system and 
coaches the Bruton High School 
swim team. "Sometimes the day is 
so busy I have to run during my 
lunch period at school." Keith is also 
serving his third year as assistant 
coach of the swim team at the    . 
College, where he has just com- 
pleted work on a master's degree in 
education. 
Dodge, who works for a computer 
firm in Northern Virginia, has 
similar time constraints. The brothers 
can only practice together on week- 
ends and holidays. 
The Havens brothers are not the 
only William and Mary graduates 
who are downwater canoeing enthu- 
siasts in Northern Virginia. "Our 
war canoe team at the Washington 
Canoe Club consists of five former 
William and Mary swim team 
captains as well as other College 
alumni who've become canoeing 
fans," says Keith. Kerry Dearfield 
'74, Bruce Hartzler '77, and Glenn 
Anderson '79 have competed in 18- 
mile war canoe races down the 
Potomac River in the fall and spring, 
usually placing near the top. 
The Havens brothers hope to 
refine their techniques enough this 
winter to qualify in the Olympic 
regional trials and go on to the 
national Olympic trials this coming 
June in Vermont. 
What are their chances of making 
the American team? "Anything can 
happen," says Keith. "Dodge and I 
were in a five-mile race down the 
Potomac last fall using regular 
canoes. We came in second to the 
national flatwater Champions, which 
is good—even though they wiped us 
out." 
"We'll get our act together 
though," he says with assurance, 
"just in time for the trials this 
spring." 
Elaine Justice '75 
Medallion Nominations Open 
Society Looks for Loyal, Dedicated, Successful Alumni 
The Alumni Medallion Committee 
is receiving nominations from alumni 
chapters and from individual alumni 
for candidates for the Alumni 
Medallion, the highest honor con- 
ferred by the Society of the Alumni. 
The medallion is awarded for 
service and loyalty, recognizing 
extraordinary achievement in the 
vocational and avocational life of the 
alumnus. Consideration is given to 
distinguished service and exceptional 
loyalty to the Society and to the 
College; outstanding character; 
notable success in business or pro- 
fession and contribution in worthy 
endeavors of such nature as to bring 
credit and honor to the College. The 
graduating class of the nominee 
must have been at least ten years 
prior to the awarding. 
The nominations must be sup- 
ported by a short written statement 
outlining service to William and 
Mary and an assessment of that 
service; service to community, state, 
and/or nation; vocational achieve- 
ments and recognitions. 
The deadline will be May 1, 1980. 
Send  all  nominations  to:  ALUMNI  MEDALLION COMMITTEE,   BOX GO, 
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. 23185. 
NOMINATION FOR THE ALUMNI MEDALLION 
Nominee's Name Class  
Address  
Occupation, Title or Affiliation (if retired, former occupation) 
Service to Community, State, or Nation 
Service to the College and the Society of the Alumni 
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Getting Laughs on T.V. 
Karen Lynne Hall Puts Funny Words into the Mouths of Television Superstars 
It sounds unbelievable. A young 
William and Mary graduate goes to 
Hollywood to become a television 
writer and six months later, she's 
moving into a luxurious apartment 
near Sunset Boulevard, complete 
with pool and Jacuzzi. With actor 
Alan Alda and writer Earl ("The 
Waltons") Hamner cheering her on, 
this twenty-six-year-old alumna is 
already writing for some cf the 
hottest shows on TV, including 
"Taxi" and "Benson." 
If Karen Lynne Hall '78 was 
writing a success story for a TV 
show, her own saga would qualify. 
"This has been my week," Hall said 
recently. "I was commissioned to do 
a script for Benson,' people at 
Columbia Pictures are reading a 
screenplay I wrote called 'Sunday 
Father,' and a couple of my 'Taxi' 
scripts will be on next season." 
While her Southern accent and 
lack of pretense don't fit the stereo- 
type of a successful TV writer, Hall's 
quick wit and sharp perceptions 
make her a natural for the top 
comedy shows. Her sense of humor 
is just as apparent when she refers 
to her hometown, Chatham, 
Virginia. "It's a little town on the 
border between Virginia and North 
Carolina, with a population of 2,000 
and one stoplight," Hall says. "I 
owe some of my development to 
Chatham because I was bored all of 
my life there — I had to write." 
For Hall, writing was a goal she 
set for herself long before she came 
to William and Mary. "I always 
wanted to write for TV," Hall says, 
"and if a genie came down and 
granted me three wishes, I'd want to 
do play writing." An English major, 
Hall's interest in playwriting 
blossomed when she wrote a play as 
required coursework for an introduc- 
tory theatre course. One playwriting 
course led to another — and another. 
"We wrote three one-act plays each 
semester and three rewrites," she 
recalls. "I know for a fact that I 
wouldn't be where I am if it wasn't 
for the discipline I learned at William 
and Mary." Being able to write fast 
and well is an asset in television 
writing, according to Hall. "With 24 
episodes each season, when a show 
is in production you have to be able 
to crank out material like crazy." 
Her six months in Hollywood have 
given Hall a clearer understanding of 
what it takes to get to the top. "If 
something clicks, it goes right 
away," she says. "But right now, it's 
hard getting through to producers 
because they're on vacation — and if 
they don't need a script immedi- 
ately, producers go off to play tennis 
and say 'We'll get back to you 
later'." 
That feeling of being in limbo 
while producers decide the fate of a 
script or story idea is what Hall 
hates most about her profession. "I 
go crazy, because I want to know," 
she says emphatically. "So many 
people are involved in making the 
decision, and the higher up it gets, 
the longer it takes." The plus side, 
she adds, is that when a lucky break 
comes, it really happens fast. 
Hall's string of lucky breaks began 
the summer before her senior year, 
when she .went across country to 
attend a seminar on television 
production which had Alan Alda 
and Earl Hamner as participants. 
Impressed by Hall and the talent she 
demonstrated for playwriting, the 
two professionals have kept in 
contact with her, and continue to 
give her advice and support. 
After graduation, Hall "bided her 
time" in graduate study at the Uni- 
versity of Virginia, trying her hand 
at several "Taxi" scripts. When Hall 
moved to California, even that was 
out of the ordinary — she had an 
accident on the Los Angeles Freeway 
fifteen minutes after she arrived. 
The overnight speed of success, 
most often the result of months and 
years of hard work, is only one of 
the special qualities of Hollywood 
that Hall has become familiar with. 
Trying to describe her new way of 
life to an outsider, Hall was un- 
characteristically at a loss for words. 
"The lifestyle is very strange, but I 
like it," she began. "When you 
work, you work very hard, and 
when you unwind, you really do, 
because the pressures are so great — 
there's just no way to know what it's 
like unless you're in the business." 
When asked if she has "gone 
Hollywood," Hall replied, "Not in 
ways I feel bad about." She under- 
lines that while both newcomers and 
veterans have to fall into patterns to 
make it in Hollywood, that doesn't 
include the old casting couch 
routine. "Here they don't hire you 
unless you're successful, because of 
the idea that bad luck's contagious." 
Looking back at the College and its 
Premiere Theatre for student play- 
wrights, Hall says, "William and 
Mary is one of the few places where 
a student can write a play and see it 
produced, and that helped me more 
than anything." One of her best- 
remembered plays was "Prisoner of 
Zion," a stunning, serious look at 
Mormonism. Today, Premiere 
Theatre continues to be a forum for 
William and Mary's brightest young 
playwrights: this April, four one-act 
plays and a three-act comedy will be 
produced. According to Sheryl 
Anderson '80, author of "For Want 
of a Shoe," the full-length play 
that will have its premiere, Karen 
Hall has given dedicated student 
playwrights a new incentive to 
continue with the craft they love. 
Hall still keeps in touch with play- 
writing professor Louis E. Catron, 
who was pretty tough on her, she 
recalls. "With my first Premiere 
Theatre play, I thought he'd tell me I 
was William and Mary's answer to 
Tennessee Williams, but all he said 
was, 'It's a talky thing'," Hall 
says. "He would never admit that 
anything I wrote was good." 
If Catron wouldn't pat his former 
student on the back then, he does 
now. "She's moving very quickly, 
and there's a lot more to come," 
Catron comments. "When I ask 
myself, T)oes playwriting do any 
good around here?', I think of 
Karen." 
Lisa Liberati Heuval'74 
THE PUSH IS ON! 
William and Mary Fund Pushes Toward $400,000 
"The big push is on," says Bill 
Smith '44, "and there's no stopping 
now until we break that S400,000 
mark." 
Smith, who serves as co-chairman 
of the 1979-80 William and Mary 
Fund with his wife, Jane Spencer 
Smith '48, reports that the final four 
months of the campaign will have to 
be exceptionally productive ones if 
this year's drive is going to surpass 
S400,000. 
"So far, more alumni have contri- 
buted more money than we've ever 
received at this point in our annual 
fund drive," says Smith. "But we've 
still got a long way to go to reach 
our goal." 
The William and Mary Fund got 
off to a creative start last September 
when the Smiths' first appeal to 
some 30,000 alumni included 
magnolia leaves from trees on the 
William and Mary campus. Since 
then, reunion class letters, a series of 
phonathons, and several special 
appeals to a variety of groups, have 
produced cash commitments of more 
than S260,000. 
This semester, with the help of 
Society of the Alumni President 
Denys Grant '58, the College has 
asked alumni chapters across the 
country to create their own fund- 
raising programs to support the 
William and Mary Fund. In addition, 
J. Wilfred Lambert '27, has per- 
sonally written several thousand 
members of the Olde Guarde to ask 
for their support, while Laurie Smith 
'74, Bill and Jane's oldest daughter, 
has appealed to young graduates of 
the College. 
Later this spring, President 
Thomas A. Graves, Jr., plans to 
make his own appeal to alumni to 
support the William and Mary Fund. 
Meanwhile, Bill and Jane continue to 
contact top prospects to solicit larger 
gifts they hope will put them over 
the top. 
"Our primary focus this year has 
been on the personal approach," 
reports Jane, who also serves as a 
member of the Society's Board of 
Directors. "Our volunteers have 
been just great, and the attitudes we 
see among our alumni reflect a 
confidence and enthusiasm that we 
can all be proud of." 
The Smiths have added their own 
personal .touch to a drive charac- 
terized by an upbeat creativity that 
has attracted attention since the 
Fund's kickoff. The slogan they 
created, "Making the Eighties Our 
Best Years Yet," has been em- 
blazoned on t-shirts, banners, key- 
rings, special stationery, ballpoint 
pens and balloons. 
"Our alumni are beginning to 
realize that this is the Fund created 
by alumni, and it's the one Fund 
which, from one year to the next, 
safeguards our academic programs," 
says Smith. "When it's all over and 
we see how far S400,000 can go, I 
think all alumni who contribute will 
feel they have really accomplished 
something important." 
jane '48 and Bill Smith '44, co-chairmen of the 1979-80 William and Maty 
Fund, show off two new trophies that will reward two classes which demonstrate 
the best all-around performance and increased participation in the annual fund 
drive. The silver-plated pitcher was contributed by the Class of 1954 and the bowl 
was contributed by the. Board of Directors of the Society. Both will be awarded for 





All tour prices listed on a per person basis with double room occupancy 
Prices quoted at time of brochure publication are subject to change. 
For further information, please write to: 
Society of the Alumni 
Educational Travel Club 
P.O. Box GO 
Williamsburg, Virginia 23185 
(Tel Aviv and Jerusalem^ 
MARCH 19-27, 1980 (Wa 
TOUR] parture) 
TOUR HIGHLICHT^RdWdvnfnib>r*Aportation aboard a Trans International 
DC-10 with meals aid befe'ra%A served aloft; deluxe accommodations at the Tel Aviv 
Hilton or Sheraton jmtvte Jerusalem Hilton (or similar); all transfers and departure 
taxes; Israeli breakfast daily; optional tours available. 
WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN 
CRUISE 
(Monte Carlo, Nice, Toulon, Civitavecchia, 
Palermo, Valetta, Tunis, Palma De Mallorca) 
MAY 19-30, 1980 (Washington - Dulles Departure) 
TOUR PRICE: Costs vary from Sl,748.00 to 52,348.00 per person 
depending upon cabin selection 
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS: Round trip air transportation aboard a Pan American 707 Jet 
Charter to Nice, France. Accommodations for three nights at the Hotel De Paris in 
Monte Carlo with full American breakfasts included. Seven day/seven night cruise of 
the Mediterranean Sea aboard the Paguet Cruise Line's M.S. Mermoz. The M.S. 
Mermoz is a 13,000 ton deluxe cruise ship featuring gourmet meals, sports facilities, 
boutiques, cabaret entertainment and dancing every night. All meals aboard ship are 
included. Cruise ship will stop in France, Italy, Malta, Tunisia, and Spain. Special 
optional tours and shore excursions will be offered. 
MUNICH-PRAGUE-VIENNA 
OBERAMMERGAU FESTIVAL 
JULY 21-AUGUST 2, 1980 (New York Departure) 
TOUR PRICE: SI.799.00 per person 
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS: Round trip air transportation from New York to Munich and 
from Vienna to New York via Pan American wide-bodied 747 with in-flight service. 
Full American breakfasts and dinners throughout the tour with accommodations for 
five nights at the Munich Hilton, for three nights at the Prague Intercontinental Hotel, 
and for three nights at the Vienna Hilton adjacent to the Stadtpark; full day excursion 
to the Oberammergau Festival and the Passion Play; first-class train service from 
Munich to Prague; deluxe motorcoach transportation from Prague to Vienna; all 
transfers and taxes with optional touts available. 
SAN FRANCISCO, HAWAII, 
LAS VEGAS 
AUGUST 18-29, 1980 (Washington - Dulles Departure) 
TOUR PRICE: $918.85 per person 
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS: Round trip jet transportation aboard a scheduled carrier; 
accommodations for two nights at the Sheraton Palace or San Francisco Hilton, 7 nights 
at the Island Colony or Hawaiian Regent Hotel, and 2 nights at the Aladdin Hotel in 
Las Vegas; all transfers and taxes included with optional dining packages and 
excursions available. 
DANUBE CRUISE AND 
ISTANBUL ESCAPADE 
(Istanbul, Black Sea Cruise, Danube River Cruise visiting Bucharest, 
Belgrade, Budapest, Bratislava,' 
SEPTEMBER 5-17, 
TOUR PRICE: Costs vary from SI9< 
^grjte^partu Iv igrjfN epart re) 
person depending upon cabin selection 
TOUR HIGHUGHTlPanfAnleflcan 707 Jet Clipper charter departing New York to 
Istanbul and return fWlrt Munich; two nights at the Istanbul Sheraton (American 
breakfast each day); arrival cocktail party; board the deluxe M.S. Aivazovsky for a day 
and evening Black Sea Cruise (all meals aboard ship); board the M.S. Dnepr for a nine 
day Danube Cruise (all meals aboard ship); special lectures on each port of call; 
welcome Russian cocktail party; scenic motorcoach excursion from Passau through the 
Bavarian countryside to Munich. 
ADRIATIC ESCAPADE AND 
PORTOROZ HOLIDAY 
OCTOBER 10-18, 1980 (New York Departure) 
TOUR PRICE: $839.00 per person 
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS: Round trip air transportation from New York to Ljubljana, 
Yugoslavia with return from Zagreb, Yugoslavia aboard a Pan American wide-bodied 
DC-10; superior first class accommodations for seven nights at the Hotel Bemadin, 
situated on a cape along the most beautiful part of the Yugoslav coast between Piran 
and the seaside resort town of Portoroz; full American breakfast and dinner each day; 
all taxes, tips and transfers with optional tours available. 
GREECE 
OCTOBER 30-NOVEMBER 7, 1980 
(Washington - Dulles departure) 
TOUR PRICE: 5803.85 per person 
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS: Round trip jet transportation to Athens via Trans International 
Airlines' DC-10 with meals and beverages served aloft; deluxe accommodations for 
seven nights at the Royal Olympic Hotel; continental breakfast and dinner each day; all 
transfers and departure taxes with optional tours available. 
JAMES G. DRIVER FOODS 
DELUXE FRUIT CAKE 
S10.90 per cake; SI.75 postage. 
ROCKINGHAM SMOKED TURKEYS* 
Weights range from 10-16 lbs; PRICE: $2.50 lb.; Add $4.50 
postage and handling per turkey. 
GENUINE SMiTHFIELD HAMS* 
Cooked hams range from 9 to 12 lbs; raw from 12 to 16 lbs.; 
BAKED HAMS: S4.75 lb.; RAW HAMS: S3.50 lb.; Add S4.50 
postage and handling per ham. 
HOSTESS BOX 
S14.50 - Add ^2.50 postage and handling per box. 
SMITHFIELD BACON* 
PRICE: S3.00 lb.; Add S4.00 postage and handling per slab. 
Weights available from 7-9 lbs. 
SALT ROE HERRING 
Keg of 5 lbs.  of Herring,  S 10.00; Add S2.50 postage and 
handling per keg. 
HUB'S HOMECOOKED PEANUTS 
PRICE: S6.50 per can; Add SI.75 postage and handling per 
can. 
VA. SHELLED PEANUTS 
-     3 lb. bag: S3.00; 51b. bag: S5.00; Add SI.75 postage and handl- 
ing per bag. 
Please allow 3 weeks for delivery. 
*Specified weights of Rockingham Smoked Turkeys and 
Smithfield Hams and Bacon may vary. If variance exceeds one 
pound above or below the requested weight, purchaser will be 
billed or reimbursed for the cost difference. 
r TO: JAMES G. DRIVER 
Fine Virginia Foods 
Society of the Alumni, P.O. Box GO 
Williamsburg, Virginia 23185 
Please ship the following items indicated: 
[   ] Enclosed is my check. 
Your Name  
Your Address 
(Please Print) 






Salt Roe Herring 
Hub's Peanuts 
Va. Shelled Peanuts 
For Items Delivered in Virginia Please Add 4% Sales Tax. 
Please allow three weeks for delivery. 
Please use for food or gift orders. 
Please charge to my Master Charge [    ]    VISA [    | 




J Sig nature 
The Special Gift Shop For Alumni 
From Coast to Coast 
Chairs 
Boston Rocker (Medallion/all ebony)  $120.00 
Boston Rocker (Coat of Arms/all ebony)   95.00 
Captain's Chair (Medallion/all ebony) 125.00 
Captain's Chair (Medallion/cherry arms)   125.00 
Captain's Chair (Coat ot Arms/all ebony)   100.00 
Captain's Chair (Coat of Arms/cherry arms)    100.00 
Hitchcock Chair (Millington Scene)   215.00 
Chair Cushions (Green)   13.00 
Books 
American Excursion, by J.E. Morpurgo    15.00 
Present State of Virginia (paperback)  1.75 
Their Majesties' Royall Colledge, byJ.E. Morpurgo  25.00 
Tlte Story ofTlie Royal Charter ofThe College ofWilliam and Mary (paperback)  1.50 
Jewelry 
Belt Buckles 
Fighting Virginians   14.50 
William and Mary Monogram  14.50 
William and Mary Se?l   14.50 
Blazer Buttons, gold filled/enamel coat of arms 19.00 
Cipher Charms, silver 16.00 
Cipher pierced Earrings, silver   24.00 
Cipher Necklaces, silver 36.00 
Cipher Pins, silver  30.00 
Cipher Tie Tac, Silver   20.00 
Cufflinks, gold-filled/enamel coat of arms 11.00 
Stick pin, gold-filled/enamel coat of arms  8.50 
Accessories 
Blazer Badge  15.00 
" Handbags (William and Mary Monogram/reversible)     15.00 
Ties (William and Mary crest/Navy, Green or Maroon)    14.50 
Decorative Items for the Home 
Crewel Kit (Coat of Arms)    18.00 
Cross Stitch Kit (W&M Indian Logo)   5.00 
Cross Stitch Kit (Wren Building design)   5.00 
Needlepoint Kit (Coat of Arms) 25.00 
. Mugs (William and Mary Cipher/Glass)       10.95 
Trivet, brass King William Queen Mary cipher   ._ 22.50 
Harris Print (Wren Building)  T 8.00 
Millington Print (Old Campus)   4.00 
Stained Glass (Coat of Arms) 18.50 
Log Carrier 39.00 
William and Mary Desk Organizer  11.00 
r 
Mail to Botetourt Boutique, P.O. Box GO, Williamsburg, Va. 23185 
Item Description Quantity Price Total 
Total enclosed 
Sales tax if applicable . 
Service charge 
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO "SOCIETY OF THE ALUMNI. 




Service charge is SI.50 for each item ordered except chairs, which will be shipped 
freight collect, or if picked up at Alumni House, will be charged § 10.00. For al! items 
delivered in Virginia, please add 4% sales tax. Please allow 4 weeks for delivery on 
all items except chairs, which require 10 to 12 weeks for delivery. 
[    ] These items are gifts and should have gift card enclosed and 
shipped to persons indicated in order blank. 
[    ] Ship immediately. 
[    ] Ship in order to arrive on or about   
(Date) 
Ship To . 
Address 
Every product is guaranteed as represented, and a full refund will be 
made on any unsatisfactory item if promptly returned. 
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Alumni Notes 
^   0^    William   H.   Deierhoi  of Rich- 
I  "W   mond, Va., writes that he will be 
\A^   90   on   his   next   birthday.   He 
attended Homecoming 1979, but 
did not see any of his classmates there. He 
would like to hear from any of his class- 
mates. His address is 1605 West Laburnum 
Avenue, Richmond, Va. 23227. 
mm* g^ Virginius J. Love of Portsmouth, 
W M 1 Va., who is 81, writes that in 
mmm \J addition to the activities listed he 
played second base for four years 
on the baseball team of which he was captain 
for two years, and president of the Junior 
Class. He received a BA degree from the 
College and an MA degree from the Univer- 
sity of Virginia; was in public school work for 
44 years in Virginia as coach, teacher and 
principal. He volunteered for military service 
and entered officers' training school at Fort 
Monroe. While attending UVa he received 
bid to membership in Phi Beta Kappa. He 
retired in 1964. 
Jesse Choate Phillips 
4213 Orchard Hill Road 
Harrisburg, Pa. 17110 
mm* yg "The best laid plans of mice--" 
W f\   etc.,   describes   our   plans   for 
AmmJL. attending Homecoming 1979. 
Last August, Carolyn Kelly and 
her husband Morris Brewster of Wilming- 
ton, Del., Hawk and Ettabelle Northington 
of Alexandria, and Mildred and I decided 
Homecoming was just the time for a final 
reunion and a chance to see some of the 
other Olde Guard who were on campus with 
us. Fate, however, seemed to have other 
plans. By the time October came around a 
variety of reasons kept the Northingtons and 
Phillipses at home. But "Cado" and 
"Morrie" carried through and the following 
are gleanings from Cado's delightful letter. 
Since this was her first visit to Williams- 
burg since graduation, everything was new 
to her. She was impressed by the attractive 
Alumni House and the efficient arrange- 
ments for registration and campus sight- 
seeing. A short ride in the bus showed her 
that the old campus we knew had dis- 
appeared in the mist of memory, replaced by 
something bigger and grander than we could 
have dreamed of. 
Elizabeth Palmer Thompson came from 
Waco, Tex., to join the Brewsters. You may 
recognize her and Cado as the two younger- 
looking ones to the left of the group picture 
of the Olde Guard in the Gazette. Of that 
group they recognized Swanson Smith and 
Rolfe Kennard right away but had the 
uneasy feeling of being among old friends 
with the others, but not recognizing them. 
(I'm sure few of them would recognize me.) 
On the first day the Olde Guard Luncheon 
at PBK Hall was marked by a fine speaker 
and excellent food. Friday afternoon Bill 
West, '28, took the Brewsters and Elizabeth 
to the home of Fairfax Griffith Bahr, '27, for 
tea - delightful. They passed up the Alumni 
Banquet for dinner at Christiana Campbell's 
Tavern, a happy choice. Another un- 
expected pleasure was seeing Betty 
Woodward James at the football game. 
Afterwards, she and her daughter, son-in- 
law and grandchildren joined the Brewsters 
at the Inn for a short visit. That night they 
joined a lively, bubbly crowd for the Alumni 
Dance. 
The weather was perfect the entire 
weekend and, in Cado's words, "we had a 
most enjoyable few days." 
The globetrotting Carter Harrisons are still 
at it, so much so their house in Norge is 
hardly more than a mailing address. The 
world is their beat. 
Elizabeth DeShazo Whitlock of Richmond 
is busier than ever as a professional parlia- 
mentarian with the many meetings this 
election year. 
Last fall Maude Purdy Lynch of Lawrence- 
ville enjoyed a pleasant visit with Lovie and 
Dennis Forrest at their home in Mathews. 
A few months ago Billy Person spent a 
short stay in the hospital but now, thank- 
fully, is as good as new. 
For "Red" Hancock and Ed Johnson and 
other dedicated golfers, may 1980 bring you 





Reunion   Classes:   '35,   '40,   '45,   '50,   '55,   '60,   '65,   70,   '75. 
much more than that.)To all other members 
of '24, may it bring in abundance whatever 
makes you happy. 
Andre R. Goetz, Jr. 
Sills Mill Road, R.D. 3, Box 344 
Kennett Square, Pa. 19348 
0^ ^. As expected, we found in the 
^W C\ I979 Homecoming a delightful 
AmWj "sentimental journey." The 
Alumni Society staff is to be 
complimented on an excellent job organizing 
and directing the weekend activities. These 
ranged from the Olde Guard Luncheon 
Friday noon, the Alumni Dinner Friday 
night, the Homecoming parade Saturday 
morning, Luncheon on the Lawn and the 
game Saturday afternoon. After-game 
parties cropped up and, for those with any 
steam left, there was a dinner dance at the 
Lodge Saturday night. I heard it was a good 
affair. A word of caution: undergrads served 
the cash bar for the alumni dinner. Had I 
downed the one the young man "fixed" for 
me, I would have qualified for a 
"Medallion." The fruit cups at ny table 
received compliments as a result. 
It was a pleasure to see so many friends of 
other days. I remained in Wiiliamsburg over 
Sunday to absorb the atmosphere of the 
place and rambled about the campus early 
that morning with the girl I dated in our 
college days. Even sat in the pew in Bruton 
holding hands. Did I say "sentimental 
journey"! 
Reminiscences fly at a Homecoming. One 
had to do with the football coaching school 
conducted on our campus by the great Knute 
Rockne of Notre Dame fame. This was done 
during pre-season training in September, 
using our squad for demonstration pur- 
poses. I recalled very clearly how we were 
gathered around the great man one day 
hanging in awe on his every word. "I like 
big men," he pontificated, "big men with big 
hands." I thought he looked directly at me 
when he made this brilliant pronouncement 
since I did not qualify in any respect. 
Resentfully, the thought flashed through my 
mind, you big, square head, what football 
coach wouldn't want big men with big hands 
and who couldn't win with enough of such. I 
have not cheered for a Notre Dame team 
since that day which probably means 
excommunication when this is published. 
Big men were always a problem with our 
football teams since they generally played 
for opponents. We only had two men on the 
squad who approached 200 pounds, 
"Ducky" Weber at tackle and Lee Todd at 
end. "Chesty" Cane the heaviest man in the 
backheld, only tilted 175. 
On one occasion, I was in the game on 
Saturday, a rarity since my usual work days 
were Monday through Friday, and even 
rarer running the first team. I sent "Dickey" 
Charles through the line on a fake play 
designed to pull the linebacker out of 
position. Unfortunately, that boy was too 
dumb to be faked and he nearly broke 
Dickey in two. I looked apprehensively at 
Dickey as he poutingly dragged himself back 
into position. I was expecting some 
recrimination about the play I had called (the 
quarter did his own thinking in those days), 
but Dickey was only muttering the big, 
dumb b—d. Dickey had his own inimitable 
pronunciation of the term with a long a. 
There were figures and forces in the J.A.C. 
Chandler era that made the College of William 
and Mary and Colonial Wiiliamsburg what they 
are today. 
It makes a great story and I ivant to assemble all 
the material that I can, and I have considerable. 
Facts, anecdotes, personal recollections about Dr. 
Chandler, Dr. Goodwin, Dr. Swem and others 
involved will be much appreciated. 
Some good frietids already have added to the 
lore and any and all contributions will be 
appreciated. Send them to my above address. 
Ralph K. T. Larson 
911 Westover Avenue 
Norfolk, Va. 23507 
All  of  us,   through   the  years, 
f^ f\   have  appreciated   the   work  of 
J Vk Class Reporter William B. 
mmm\J Bolton. Now, with those duties 
staring me in the face, I 
appreciate him all the more. He politely but 
firmly declined to continue. In a letter to me 
this very wise classmate of ours gave his 
explanations. I may wish to use it as a model 
soon. 
It is up to all of us to keep the class well 
represented in The Alumni Gazette. Send in 
notes, vital statistics—and anecdotes about 
our days at the College of William and Mary. 
The editors, we hope, will allow us to 
indulge in reminiscences as long as they 
pertain to Alma Mater. Anecdotes are the 
spice of any history and part of the 
substance. For instance: 
Dammit. This four-legged campus charac- 
ter elected himself the William and Mary 
mascot of our days there. Dammit belonged 
to no specific class, in either school or 
dogdom. His area of concentration was the 
humanities, or the study of the human race 
and how to influence it. 
Botany was his sub-major. In Yard or on 
campus utterly neglected was the tree trunk 
he had not studied and pointed out, as best 
he could. 
The next anecdote I "borrow" from 
another class, but since the professor 
involved was ours, too, I feel no compunc- 
tion to withhold it. 
Gordon Campbell, '29, now a very 
successful attorney and alumni supporter, 
reminds us that when Dr. John Garland 
Pollard, once voted the most popular 
professor, would walk into the assembled 
class, his students would sing out, "Oh, Dr. 
Pollard, you are not old." His white- 
crowned face would beam. 
Well, Campbell graduated and in one of 
his first cases he lost the verdict. His client 
was given the death sentence. Sometime 
later, Campbell went to Richmond. He asked 
to see the Governor and was ushered in. 
There sat the Governor, and Gordon sang 
out, "Oh, Dr. Pollard, you are not old." 
And a life was spared. 
So, send in the anecdotes and recollec- 
tions. 
J. M. (Suey) Eason was the subject of a 
"Whatever Happened?" installation of 
Virginian-Pilot Abe Goldblatt's Sunday series 
recently. The veteran sports writer leads in: 
"You read about college football coaches 
fighting for three-year contracts. Well, J.M. 
(Suey) Eason signed an unprecedented 10- 
year contract to coach at William and Mary, 
held spring practice and then said he didn't 
want the job. 
"A highly successful coach at Hampton 
High School, Eason was offered the William 
and Mary job in 1952, after Marvin Bass 
(another William and Mary luminary) has 
stepped down. 
" 'I was called for an interview by Admiral 
Alvin Chandler (then president). I was 
thinking in terms of the athletic director's 
position. I didn't know that Bass had quit 
. . . they wanted me both as athletic director 
and football coach. 
1 remembered reading where Herman 
Hickman had signed a 10-year contract to 
coach Yale'." 
Really not expecting to get it, Eason still 
asked for a 10-year contract. The Board 
of Visitors offered a five-year one, but Suey 
held out and got it. Spring practices was 
right on him, in a matter of days. It was 
successful, what with the likes of Jerry 
Sazio, Ed Mioduszewski and Bill Bowman. 
Still, the pull and thrills of high school foot- 
ball bugged him, and the headaches of 
college coaching loomed. He resigned and 
had extremely successful records at Crewe 
and later at Hampton, where he still lives. 
He was to see his son Jimmy an authentic 
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*p»* COLLEGE BEGINS PLANT COMPLEX 
The old war surplus quonset huts, which have been an eyesore since they were brought to 
William and Mary from Solomon Island, Md., in 1946 to be used by the plant department, 
are in the process of being demolished this ivinter to make way for a new $1 million plant 
complex and parking lot scheduled for completion in Jan. 1981. The complex will include 
craft shops and the campus police office and a 145-car parking lot. 
TENNIS TEAM IN CLASSIC 
While some people were suffering cold 
weather the women's tennis team com- 
peted in the Marriott National Collegiate 
Tennis Classic in Rancho Mirage, 
Calif., January 4, 5, & 6. Lisa Milligan, 
Carolyn Saylor, Chris Mast and Sue 
Howard played singles and doubles in 
the event which included women players 
ranked in the USTA along with Martina 
Narativola and Chris Evert. 
football hero under his dad and highest 
honor student (not under his dad). Jimmy 
went to North Carolina to star. Both of them 
and their families live in Hampton. 
E. Carlton Macon, fullback and teammate 
of Eason, chuckles after being somewhat 
momentarily startled by new coming from 
the class, the sad news that he must have 
passed on. Thus it was that Carlton lost his 
lifetime job, having long ago been elected 
permanent secretary-treasurer of the Class 
of '28. (Pst-To the rest of the class, I 
nominate him for Class Reporter.) 
Here are some new items Bill Bolton 
collected: Julia Zisgen Heavey of Oakland, 
N.J., is the mother of our children: John, an 
attorney; Gerald, a financial officer of a New 
York corporation; Thomas has his own 
business managing bicycle travel tours for 
teenagers in New Hampshire, and he has 
just published a book, Twenty Bicycle Tours in 
Neic Hampshire. Her only daughter, July, is at 
Ramapo College. Julia also has 10 grand- 
children. Julia began her real estate business 
in 1952, and continues active in that 
business. She was the recent subject of a 
newspaper article in the Paramus, N.J. Posf. 
Dorothy Broughton Brennan enjoyed 
reading news about the Class of 1929 
reunion since so many of the names among 
those attending were familiar to her. It 
reminded her again of the pleasure of 
attending the Class of '28 reunion. 
Mary Craig Wornom of New York City 
took great interest in reports from friends 
who attended our 50th reunion in 1978, and 
wishes she would have been there. She is 
well pleased with the directory. 
Iola Johnson Maloney of Richmond, Va., 
and her husband, a VMI graduate, have 
been quite active in attending the football 
games and reunions of VMI and William and 
Mary. They have made two trips to Europe. 
They enjoyed travelling on the EuRail. They 
have one son and three grandchildren. The 
son, a graduate of Woodberry Forest, Yale 
University and the University of Virginia, is 
a Richmond lawyer. 
So delighted to receive a letter from Eliza 
Hunter Trainham of Newport News. Eliza 
made a 13-day tour of Canada. On her way 
home she spent the night with Marian 
Silberger Goodman. Eliza made my day by 
writing that she thoroughly enjoyed the 
news of our class in the Gazette. 
A beautiful picture postcard from George 
R. Whitley of Falls Church, Va., postmarked 
Vail, Colo., arrived while George was on a 
tour of Colorado. The picture was of the 
marker showing the Continental Divide 
which was fascinating. Another card from 
him was from Bethlehem, showing the 
Church of Nativity. George and his wife 
must not have stayed at home very long 
because a short time later another card 
arrived from Sydney, Cape Breton Island, 
Nova Scotia, Canada. Bill sends many 
thanks to George for remembering him. 
The September issue of the Virginia Bar 
Neics had a picture on the front page of 
Governor John N. Dalton, Lewis F. Powell, 
III, Mrs. Lewis F. Powell, III and our class- 
mate, Virginia Chief Justice Lawrence W. 
I'Anson. We were all pleased to read in the 
Gazette that Lawrence W. I'Anson, Chief 
Justice of Virginia and president of the 
National Center for State Courts, was 
elected chairman of the Conference of Chief 
Justice at the organization's annual meeting 
in Flagstaff, Ariz. 
Malvern H. Omohundro, Jr., of Rich- 
mond wrote to Bill Bolton in October telling 
him about Homecoming. Malvern said that 
he and his wife were at a table with George 
and Edna Whitley, Virginia Vaiden Bowen, 
Harry Light, Eulah Massey and Bill and 
Hilda West. Malvern said he saw many 
other members of our class including 
Whitfield Roberts. 
Hayden Gwaltney of Petersburg recom- 
mends a trip to Alaska, having taken one via 
the inland route from Seattle to Skagway, 
then by bus to Fairbanks, visiting the 
University of Alaska and a wonderful 
museum. (Your new Class Reporter some 
years ago was introduced to a William and 
Mary couple, the Eugene Guesses, by the 
then governor, in the Matanuska Valley. The 
Guesses have made names for themselves in 
our 49th state.) 
Frances Hunt Cole of Scituate, Mass., 
urges that life must go on, she having lost 
her husband, Herbert E. Cole, and doubling 
her work in transcribing Braille and her 
church activities. She winters in Tucson and 
notes she is blessed with a daughter, son-in- 
law and grandson. 
Marjorie Lacy Bums, Roxboro, N.C., has 
been enjoying visits with her family, her 
son, Paul L. Burns, Wake Forest, '57, and 
wife, Barbara Frye of Concord, N.C., and 
her two grandsons, in St. Louis, Mo. 
In the back of one of our era annuals there 
appears a "Joke." 
"What did Sir Walter Raleigh say to 
Queen Elizabeth when he spread his cloak 
over the mud puddle?" 
"Answer: 'Step on it, gal. Step on it'." 
So to all you gals and lads out there, STEP 
ON IT. SEND NEWS AND ANECDOTES. 
Mrs. Joseph N. James 
(Eleanor C. Williamson) 
Millwood, Va. 22646 
M^ y^ Dr. Simon M. Shubitz was 
^ I I honored by the University of 
i^_W\M Chicago when he was awarded 
a Cancer Prize and a Lectureship 
was established at the University. The prize 
honors and rewards excellence in cancer 
research and is given to internationally 
respected scientists who have made signifi- 
cant contributions to the solutions of the 
cancer problem. How proud we are that a 
member of our class has not only brought 
such an honor to our Alma Mater, but has 
done so much towards stamping out this 
dread disease. Congratulations! 
Elizabeth Lanier (Betty) continues her 51st 
year of interest and activity in Kappa Delta. 
She attended her 15th convention in 
Coronado, Ca., in June. In October she 
spent ten days enjoying the fall foliage in 
New England. 
Thomas A. Hart evaluates the countries 
they visited in Europe in April, May and 
June as follows: Switzerland-the most 
expensive; Italy-the most artistic; Spain-the 
most fatalistic; Portugal-the most welcoming 
and the least expensive; and England - 
nostalgic, like a visit to grandmother's. He'll 
be back for our 50th reunion—another 
nostalgic trip! 
Lucy Mae Boswell Crymble lives with her 
husband among many other retirees of 
Tennessee Eastman Corp. in Kingsport, 
Tenn. Lucy Mae taught school in Windsor 
and later in Petersburg until she married and 
moved to Tennessee. This was her 
retirement 44 years ago. Since then she has 
done and is still doing much volunteer work. 
From this she says she'll expire, not retire. 
She is on one of the standing committees of 
the First Presbyterian Church, an active 
sustainer of the Junior League of America, 
has served as president, treasurer and now 
is on the steering committee of the board of 
the Netherland Inn Assoc., Inc. During her 
15 years with this organization she has 
assisted in the restoration of the Old Stage 
Coach Inn and credits the years at William 
and Mary with sharpening her interest in 
this project and the wonderful display, "A 
Century of Clothing," which was exhibited 
in October. They have two children, Lucy 
Morse, who has three children and lives in 
Winter Park, H., and A.C. Crymble, Jr., a 
systems engineer with IBM in Kingsport 
who has three boys. 
Elsie Beebe Swezey was active in 
initiating a chapter of Mortar Board at the 
University of Delaware. A group of members 
from various chapters acted as a steering 
committee in the organization and now have 
a well-established chapter. She and her 
husband plan to come to our 50th class 
reunion if it does not conflict with the 
similar reunion at the U. of Del. Her 
husband is serving on the committee for that 
reunion. We hope it works out that they can 
attend both. 
Billey Baylis Kenny is now a great- 
grandmother for the 6th time. She'll be 
attending a grandson's wedding in Chicago 
in May. Again, we hope the dates will not 
conflict. 
Ed Trice has the right attitude about our 
reunion. He says he and Bernice will be 
there and he'll do anything he can to help. A 
great offer and I pass it along to the Alumni 
Office. 
Joe and I are in Melbourne until April 
when we'll return to Millwood and we'll be 
in Williamsburg in May. '30 '80, a long 
time, but we're all much the same. Come 
back and see! 
Mrs. Thomas C. Bradshaw 
(Josephine M. Habel) 
131 North Main Street 
Blackstone, Va. 23824 
^* ^^   A note from the Class Reporter 
«£    w   saying there is no news for this 
\J £m issue. Please send her your news 
for the next issue.  Your class- 
mates are interested in vou. 
Mrs. Frederick J. Dau 
(Helen V. Singer) 
47 Winster Fax 
Williamsburg, Va. 23185 
Mrs. John C. Harris 
(Frances N. Spindle) 
1324 Richmond Road 
Williamsburg, Va. 23185 
Enjoyed   hearing   both   directly 
and through the Alumni Office 
from    some    of   you.    Helene 
Donnelly was sorry to miss the 
45th because of a trip to the South Pacific, 
but   she  enjoyed   looking  over  the  class 
reunion picture.  Lillian Carmine Sterling 
(one   of   the   old   faithfuls   at   reunions), 
accompanied by her husband and oldest 
daughter, visited their grandson and wife— 
both in the Air Force at Homestead AFB near 
Miami, Ha., then went on down to the Keys 
for a pleasant trip. Lillian still lives in historic 
Gloucester, Va. 
Elizabeth Young Clark of Bluefield, 
W.Va., had a lovely Mother's Day gift - her 
first" grandson! Kitty (Catherine) Blanton 
Seay (whom I had the pleasure of sitting 
near at the Alumni Banquet, renewing old 
memories) is also proud of a new grandson, 
and her daughter Ann Seay Duncan is an 
alumna of the Class of 1961. Sounds like we 
are raising lots of future frosh for W&M. 
Ruth Proudman Biermann and her 
husband are ardent sailors, wintering in 
places like St. Croix, then on to more sailing 
at Punta Gorda, Ha., and continuing the 
sport on Indian Lake at home in Ohio. 
Lucille Ozlin Mays from Orlando, Ha., said 
that she and her husband regretted missing 
the reunion, though there in spirit, because 
of taking a long-planned trip to California. I 
was delighted to receive some personal 
letters as a result of the last newsletter. One 
from Ann Pharr Goodykoontz, Louisville, 
Ky., said that the sad illness and death of her 
brother kept her and her husband from the 
45th, but they are enthusiastic about the 
50th! Winnie Cory Jobbins (I have always 
claimed Jimmy as a classmate, but it seems 
now he is a Lehigh graduate) wrote that after 
28 years with Binny & Smith they have 
moved from Pennsylvania to Howey-in-the- 
Hills, Fla., where they are starting a new 
career - the citrus business (we'll keep our 
fingers crossed for a mild winter down that 
way!). They are hoping to include Williams- 
burg in their trip north in the late summer, 
and Fred and I would certainly welcome a 
visit. I do find it difficult to remember who 
was in which class; after all, we started in 
'30, and thus had friends and acquaintances 
from '30 to '37. (I have always felt we'd see a 
lot more people we know at the big reunions 
if it could be for adjacent classes instead of 
classes 5 years apart). Carleen Loeffler Sims 
keeps in touch from Washington, D.C, 
where she stays busy with community 
activities; her husband "Admiral" (Air Force 
retired) has been recovering from a broken 
hip for some time and we were delighted a 
few months ago to even see him dancing a 
bit up in D.C. Faith Bugbee Vogel (circum- 
stances took her to California and she was 
graduated from Stanford) lives in San Rafael 
and is still a devotee of the College. We 
enjoyed seeing Faith and Fred in San 
Francisco last year. They did get back for a 
reunion a couple of years ago. We hope they 
can make the 50th. Always look forward to 
their Chrismas cards with pictures taken of 
them from some exotic place. They do travel! 
Ruth Sharrett Glen is enjoying life in West 
Palm Beach, Fla. She keeps interested in 
politics, music, the arts, etc. We had a lovely 
visit with her a couple of years ago and hope 
to repeat. I never think of the Yorktown 
Sesquicentennial without thinking of Ruth. 
We were partners in a dance in gym class; 
and, if you remember, we all had to perform 
at Yorktown! 1981 will be the big celebration 
there. (Except for no ferry, it hasn't changed 
that much!) 
Of course, Alice Cohill Marquez and I 
have kept in close touch through the years. 
She and Greg live in her lovely old family 
home in Qear Spring, Md. We always love 
visiting there and hope to go soon. Alice 
retired from teaching, still keeps busy with 
various literary organizations, the theatre, 
and helping Greg show his beautiful roses. 
There are quite a few of us in Williamsburg 
and vicinity — Frances Spindle Harris, who 
shares my enthusiasm for hearing from all of 
you and working now for a good class fund 
and a great 50th reunion; so glad she moved 
here from Richmond. Edna Bland Hall 
MacGillivray (we finally met again recently 
after all these years); Dot Littlepage Allen 
who, with husband Gib, does a lot of 
travelling, and enjoys her new grandson. I 
was distressed to see their names omitted 
from the 45th — they sat at the same table 
with us at the Alumni Banquet. Emil 
Johnson and wife Ted leave their lovely 
home near Irvington, Va., to visit once in a 
while. Emil remains an ardent worker for 
our Alma Mater and is another enthusiast 
about a great 1984. Anne Spratley Dice 
moved back to Hampton this past year — 
good to have her near. Howard Scammon is 
supposed to be "retired," but he is one of the 
busiest people I know. If you haven't 
purchased a copy of The William and Mary 
Theatre - 50 Years, it is well worth the price 
for the beautiful pictures and wonderful 
memories. A real labor of love and devotion, 
it never would have been captured on paper 
if Howard hadn't done it — those wonderful 
years with Althea Hunt, and rhpn fnr future 
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HALL OF FAME 
Three inductees into the William and 
Mary Athletic Hall of Fame proudly display 
the symbol of their new honor recently at 
the College. From left to right are Susan 
Bunting Lamb '45, Quincy, Mass.; John 
Wills Tuthill '32, Washington, D.C.; and 
Edwin Earl "Ted" Filer '52, Richmond. 
Others inducted at a ceremony at the 
College in December were R. Harvey 
Chappell '48, BCL '50, Richmond; Tom 
Mikula '48, Meriden, N.H.; Terry Donnelly 
'68, West Linn, Oregon; and the 1953 
football team. 
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JEFFREY MILHAM '68 
HEADS DESIGNERS 
Jeffrey A. Milham '68 has been elected 
president of the International Association of 
Lighting Designers, an organization com- 
prised of professwnal lighting design con- 
sultants for architecture. Milham is 
president of Design Decisions, Inc., a 
division of Syska and Hennessy, Inc. As 
such, he is responsible for all lighting and 
design and application of their offices in 
Neiv York, Washington, D.C., Los Angeles, 
and San Francisco. He also teaches an 
advanced course in lighting design at 
Parsons School of Design in Neiv York. 
classes with Howard. Now Howard directs 
the "Covenant Players" (students in the 
Catholic Student Association and the 
Canterbury Association [Episcopal]). There 
were two fine productions this past year — 
"Godspell" and "St. Joan." At present he is 
working on a new musical, "Joseph and the 
Amazing Technicolor Dream Coat." In 
December he played four parts in the world 
premier of Thea Musgrave's "A Christmas 
Carol," performed by the Virginia Opera 
Company in Norfolk, Va. The most exciting 
role was Jacob Marley's Ghost. Howard said 
it was a terrific experience "creating" such a 
part for the first time. Before schools closed 
for Christmas holidays he spent a couple of 
weeks, appropriately dressed in a "bundly 
red costume" with knit cap, scarf, etc., 
reading Christmas stories to kindergarteners 
through second grade youngsters in the 
Great Hall. The fireplace mantel was 
decorated in holiday fashion, and each 
kiddie received a gingerbread man. This is a 
sample - did I say "retired"? 
Haven't heard from Bob Land and Cecil 
Harper since the reunion, but they are two 
more who really want the 50th to be a great 
success. Anyway, Frances and I hope you 
are inspired to let us know what you are 
doing and enjoying. I don't think we've ever 
had a Class Fund??? So we'll try to get the 
ball rolling soon. Keep in touch. I hope 1980 
is a healthy and happy year for you, and no 
more snow for us. We had 14 inches on 
January 5th! 
Mrs. Robert G. Babson 
(Sara Shelton) 
16636 Pequeno Place 
Pacific Palisades, Calif. 90272 
i-,     -.   Eleanor Hooker Boisseau wrote, 
*^T%  "We   a11   love   me   Colle8e   of 
^J Wj  William and Mary as my whole 
family  went  there.  We go  to 
Williamsburg every  chance  we get.  My 
father, who is 94 years old, is still active in 
William and Mary affairs. My son, a William 
and    Mary   graduate,    was   married   in 
November. We have a good alumni club 
here (Richmond) which we all enjoy." She is 
a member of the council of the Virginia 
Museum.  She gives  two days a month 
helping there. She is also a member of the 
Sunshine Circle of the Crippled Childrens 
Hospital. They work all year making items to 
sell at the Holiday Mart. This past year they 
cleared over $13,000. 
Eugene Barclay and Bea Torrence Barclay 
wrote that their news is all travelling news. 
They have been travelling both in the United 
States and in Europe. In June they visited 
Bea's sister Claudia, '39, in California. They 
also visited their daughter Claudia and their 
grandchildren in Colorado. Both Claudia 
and her husband attended William and 
Mary. In September, Gene and Bea toured 
Scotland and England. This January they 
plan to visit Florida and expect to see Red 
Kranke while there. 
Helen Conner Young is now living in Fort 
Worth, Tex., with her husband who is an 
engineer. They are retired and celebrated 
their 40th anniversary in July, 1979. They 
have two daughters and four grandchildren.. 
They enjoy Texas. "Connie" said she 
received a Christmas card from Dorothy 
Prince Oldfield and husband Barney 
Oldfield. Dot and Barney live in Westfield, 
N.J., and have one daughter and two sons. 
Mabel Turner Powell was a widow with 
two children for 26 years when she married 
Harold Powell, a widower, just five years 
ago. Mabel's first husband, Graves Smith, 
died of Bulbar Polio leaving her with a son 
Dick, age six, and a daughter Nancy, age 
three. Mabel taught school in Norfolk, Va. 
Her son Dick has two boys. Her daughter 
Nancy is still waiting for the perfect man to 
come along. She is a Deputy Clerk in 
Juvenile Court. Mabel and her husband have 
a Terry Travel Camper. In Florida they 
visited Louise Merkle Fritsch and her 
husband Bill. While camping on Skyline 
Drive in September, 1979, they visited 
Marianne Keller Nixon and her husband 
Ed. Mabel wrote that renewing friendships 
with old William and Mary friends was a 
wonderful experience. 
Louise Merkle Fritsch is alive and well 
and living in Fort Myers, Fla. She and her 
husband Bill keep busy with their eight 
grandchildren. They also keep busy with 
guests, including old WAVES, dropping in 
on them. Several years ago they had a 
reunion of William and Mary friends, includ- 
ing Eleanor Gill, Billie Newberry Mac 
Farlane and husband, Peggy Rocap Schaldel 
and sister Ruth. Peggy Rocap Schaldel lives 
in Clearwater, Fla. 
Herbert K. Salter wrote that he is moving 
permanently to Florida. His new address is 
Stone Hill, 441E. N.E. 195th St. #302, North 
Miami Beach, Ha. 33179. 
CoraJane Quarrier Parker writes that her 
sister Emily, '37, took a trip with her to 
Mexico City and Yucatan in April. They also 
had a delightful trip to Cornwall, Wales and 
Scotland in June. In November they went to 
Ecuador and Macchu Pichu in Peru. 
Jasper L. Kranke, better known as "Red," 
writes, "I am Vice President of Alfer 
Associates, Inc., a building construction co., 
plus I assist in the VITA Program to help 
senior citizens. I also assist some small 
businesses. I am busy, really." 
Classmates, please write. We care. 
Mrs. Erring B. Hauge 
(Jane Speakman) 
503 Ivydale Road 
Wilmington, Del. 19803 
^% ^^ It's good to be able to report more 
*^^& activities of energetic '38 class- 
^~J\J mates. Martha Moreland 
Thomas (I'll never be able to 
think of her as anything but "Pete") writes 
from Hampton that she has retired after 30 
years as librarian for the United States Army 
at Fort Monroe. She's enjoying retirement 
and time for duplicate bridge, tennis and a 
few organizations. She adds, "We have 
season tickets for William and Mary football 
games—always enjoyable. Williamsburg is a 
lovely place." Amen to that, Pete. 
Remember Dottie Kincaid Portz's fas- 
cinating letter in The Alumni Gazette several 
years ago? She is still a practicing attorney 
and active in politics in Solon, Ohio. She and 
husband Woody plan to come East for son 
David's graduation from law school at 
Georgetown University. I'm hoping to see 
them when they visit friends in Wilmington. 
Elizabeth Rumsey Weber reports that she 
has two married daughters: Mary Weber 
Williams, a graduate of Virginia Common- 
wealth University, is active in arthritis 
research in Hartford, Conn.; and Elizabeth 
Weber Hoskins, mother of two, graduated, 
cum laude, from University of Maryland in 
1978. 
Frances Jenkins Taylor writes from 
Richmond: "After our three boys finished 
college, married and now have homes of 
their own, I went back to Virginia Common- 
wealth University and got a certificate in 
library science. After working a few years as 
part-time librarian in schools, I have now 
retired and am librarian for my church." 
Another retiree is Harold Kyle. He will no 
longer be a senior vice president of The 
Chesapeake Corporation of Virginia, but will 
continue to serve as a director of the 
company. Congratulations, Harold! 
Virginia   Beits   Chapman   writes   from 
Smithfield that she and her husband visit 
Williamsburg and the College often, 
especially during the basketball season. 
We'll hope to hear more from Margaret 
Heatwole Lockwood come fall, for her brief 
note is most enthusiastic. "In the summer of 
1980, I shall be working as instructor of 
water sports at Mic Mac Cove Camp- 
grounds, Union, Me. You know it will be 
more pleasure than work!" 
A clipping about Carol McCoy Auer is 
very impressive. For many years she has, as 
a volunteer, taught painting at East Harlem 
Protestant Parish. Last fall a selection of her 
paintings was shown in Upper School 
Gallery of Greenwich, Conn., Academy, 
and her works are in numerous private 
collections. 
Mildred Albee Babb has lots of hobbies 
and I enjoyed catching up with them and her 
through her newsy letter. In addition to 
keeping up with married children and four 
grandchildren, Mildred is extremely in- 
volved with a community theatre group. She 
has been property mistress or costumer for 
several of their plays recently, working with 
several other William and Mary people as 
actors and directors. She is also active in her 
church in Hampton, which dates back to 
1610. She is an officer in Women's Guild, 
Chairman of Guild of the Christ Child, 
teaches in Sunday School (even to designing 
much of the curriculum) and is a member of 
Hunger Task Force and Heritage Committee. 
I recall mentioning something about having 
a "cause" in one of last year's letters. Carol 
and Mildred certainly do their share in this 
regard, and we're delighted to hear about it. 
I wasn't able to go to Homecoming last fall 
and my only contact with the College was 
not a happy one. Husband Nick and I went 
to the William and Mary-University of 
Delaware football game near here with 
another William and Mary couple and 
watched Delaware batter our Indians. The 
after-game party was on a happier note, but 
there were no other '38 classmates there. 
Keep those letters coming! 
Mrs. Franklin D. Henderson 
(Bobby Clawson) 
Box 186, Irvington, Va. 22480 
jm ^^ I am grateful for Christmas cards 
/| I 1 which I look forward to receiving 
^T\_^ each year. David and Bobbie 
Milligan Molyneux have sold 
their home in Charlotte, N.C., and have an 
apartment in a new complex to see if they 
like this type of dwelling for when David 
retires. They spent this past Christmas in 
Florida for a change from the "snow route." 
Their new address in Charlotte is Essex 4942 
A, 4900 Sardis Road. 
Charlotte Bagot White's youngest, Lisa, 
was married in April and is living in Wichita. 
She and her Peter were expected home for 
Christmas, along with her older sister Lynne 
and brother Frank from California. Chad's 
younger son Gary is working and living with 
her in Overland Park, Kan., for a while. 
Jean Clarahan Bratton moved into her 
new home in Emory, Va., in May and is 
happily settled. She had a lovely introduc- 
tion to the Southwest this fall when she 
visited a Wilmette friend now living in 
Arizona. She took her on a mini-tour which 
included a swim in Green Valley, south of 
Tucson, and snow on the way to the Grand 
Canyon. She says these short trips make her 
look forward to retiring in a few years and 
being able to stay a little longer in the 
fascinating places she sees so briefly now. 
Jean plans to try to go to Homecoming in 
October for our 40th. Ditto for Rosa Ellis 
Long, "Cookie" and Caldwell Cason, and 
Margaret and Al Alley. 
From Alfred Alley in Fair Oaks, Calif., we 
learn that son Bill remains in the Los Angeles 
area — working and singing and studying for 
an operatic career. Al and Margaret went in 
June to her class reunion at Vassar and, after 
visiting in Virginia, flew on to Texas. 
Margaret resigns her job on March 1st and Al 
retires on June 1st. He is working on a cook 
book which he hopes to have in manuscript 
form to submit to a publisher by June. 
"Cookie" (Elizabeth Jane) and Caldwell 
("Casey" now) Cason have moved to 
Bradenton, Fla., after "Casey's" second 
retirement (first was from the Navy) October 
12th. We saw them at Homecoming 
champing at the bit to get going and now 
they're all settled and supremely happy. 
Scrib and Ginny Clauden Allen moved 
into their condominium in Burlington, Vt., 
in January during sub-freezing and frozen 
pipe weather, and Scrib has found a "happy 
niche as Executive Director of the Target 
Area Development Corporation." Daughter 
Pam's Master & National Honor Society 
Award for Educational Psychology helped 
her get the job she wanted, running a pilot 
program in St. Paul which detects children's 
learning problems and, with training, sends 
normal, happier children off to start their 
education. Son Jeff is doing graduate work, 
is in "the very popular post and beam 
construction world," as well as the Olympic 
speed skating committee, Audubon, and 
representing the Vermont Institute of 
Natural Science. 
Frances Wagener Read is on the Board of 
Historical Alexandria Docents and Secretary 
of Waynewood Citizen's Association and is 
active in Fairfax County (Virginia) Republi- 
can Party. 
Elizabeth Craig Kirkwood of Menlo Park, 
Calif., was in Williamsburg between the end 
of the school year and the beginning of 
summer session so didn't see anyone. She 
enjoyed walking over the campus and 
playing golf at the Golden Horseshoe 
Course. 
Ned and Helen Gudebrod LeGrande have 
sold their farm and have moved to Naples, 
Fla. Their new address is Holiday Manor, 
Box 778, Rt. 4, 33942. 
We are indeed saddened to learn that 
Seymour Shwiller's wife passed away in 
April. Our belated sympathy to you, Sy. 
Our congratulations to Jack Garrett who 
has been named to the Search Committee for 
the new Vice President for Development at 
the College. . 
And, speaking of Jack, it is none too soon 
to be making your plans for our big 40th 
reunion at Homecoming, October 3-4. We 
hope to have a great turnout and it promises 
to be a very special occasion. Do keep me 
posted of your plans. 
Mrs. Irvin L. Malcolm 
(Joyce Mathes) 
1063 Chestnut Drive 
Escondido, Calif. 92025 
M f^ Roy B. Merritt retired in June 
^J W after 34 years of teaching, coach- 
X«a ing and educational administra- 
tion. He is now free-lance writing 
fictioh and poetry, and hopes to start work 
on a novel soon. Still married to Mary 
Henderson after 37 years, they share golf 
and tennis, and I'm sure a very happy 
retirement in Chestnut Hill, Mass. 
Mary Ruth Black Ddwling's two daugh- 
ters, Lynne (W&M '74) and Dana, were 
married last year. She finished her term as 
president of Girl Scouts of Central Maryland 
and is now on the Board of Directors of the 
United Way of Central Maryland. The 
Community Chest and Maryland Associa- 
tion of Parliamentarians also fill her time. 
Betsy Wakeman Serbell is still teaching 
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GRIFFIN DUO 
SUPPORTS TRIBE 
Robert Lee Griffin Jr., '40 attended the 
William and Mary-Georgia Tech football 
game this fall with his grandson Robert Lee 
Griffin IV, who, like his grandfather, 
dressed in green and gold that day and had 
a homemade baby-sized pennant to wave. 
Mr. Griffin journeyed to Atlanta from 
Norfolk to see the game. The Gazette is 
indebted to his daughter-in-laio, Mrs. 
Robert L. Griffin III of Decatur, Ga., for 
the photograph. 
COHN '49 PROMOTED 
BY ARMCO CORPORATION 
Ted Cohn '49 has been named Group Vice 
President overseeing Armco's financial service 
businesses including finance leasing organiza- 
tions in Europe and the Pacific and the 
Dallas-based Annco Industrial Credit Corpora- 
tion in addition to his current duties as 
Chairman of the Board and chief executive 
officer of Armco's Bellefonte Companies. 
biology in Whittier, Calif., high school. 
She is now an accomplished weaver, a 
hobby she plans to turn into, a full-time 
business in a couple of years when she 
retires from teaching. We manage to get 
together occasionally. 
Louise Julius Greene is living in 
Sacramento. Her husband is a retired Air 
Force officer. We shared Christmas of 1978 in 
Escondido. 
Jeanne Jefferson, '41, Brown of Denver 
spent several days after Christmas in the San 
Diego area and came to dinner with her new 
husband, Allan Brown. She is about to be a 
grandmother for the third time. 
Good news from Frances Pendleton, '44, 
Elliott of two weddings in her family, too. 
Son Bill is now living in Toronto, Canada, 
and daughter Dorothy will be living in 
Grenoble, France, for a year. 
My summer was really exciting as I spent 
three weeks in Kenya, Africa, visiting 
friends. They took me on three safaris, and 
the beauty of that vast country and the 
excitement of being in the midst of 
thousands of wild animals defies descrip- 
tion. The city of Nairobi is as cosmopolitan 
as Paris or London. However, in August my 
husband underwent surgery for a malignant 
brain tumor. Recovery is slow, but having 
two of our daughters here for Christmas 
helped a lot. 
Now that the Class of '42 column is back in 
business, please send me your news. I keep 
in touch with my various roommates, but 
local alumni meetings cater to a much 
younger crowd, so my resources are limited 
if you don't write. I would love to see any 
Southern California visitors. 
Donald L. Ream 
5911 Greentree Road 
Bethesda, Md. 20014 
— _ Our 35th Reunion at Home- 
f\ f\ cotnmS '79 was a great success 
*T*T and everyone should be making 
plans for the 40th in 1984. The 
weather during the four days was the best 
I've seen in the last twenty years for 
Homecoming. In fact, the Saturday night 
class cocktail party hosted by the Entwisles 
and Vermilyes was held in the garden rather 
than indoors. There was also the Donald- 
Foster-Williams Bloody Mary party at the 
Brickhouse to watch the Homecoming 
parade. 
Many people who returned for the first 
time since graduation admitted they had 
been missing a great time and promised to 
return soon. 
The Kappas returned in mass, with many 
seeing each other for the first time in years. 
There were Billy Davison Cantlay and her 
newly retired General husband, George, 
who are going to live in Hawaii, Marion 
Ross Karrick and Sam, Katie Rutherford 
Watson and Jack, Jean Lockridge Quinn and 
Langdon, Ann Washington and her 
husband, Bebe Nelson Judge and Ed, 
Dorothy Lee Nelson, Prickett Carter 
Saunders and Hallie Rennie Martin. 
There was also Ralph and Gloria Lipfert, 
Jean Boyd Lacy and Ben, Anne Dobie 
Peebles, Bill Ditto and Anne, Dot Agurk 
Edmonds and Dave, Dixon and Nancy 
Norris Foster, Jane Rohn Tobish and Joe, 
Wayne and Marge Retzke Gibbs who were 
all excited about their retirement to North 
Carolina, Jane and Bill Smith who also again 
ran another successful Alumni Tennis 
Tournament, Lois Spratley Donald and 
Doug, John and Marilyn Miller Entwisle, 
Sarah Jane Snyder Vermilye and Dyck, Bill 
Bauman, Walt Weaver and Mary, Artie 
Reisfeld and Adelaide, Gloria Morgan 
Abbotts    and    Bill,    Sunshine    Trumbo 
Williams and Rolf, Anna Edwards Harns- 
berger and James, George Rafey, and Don 
Ream. My apologies to any one who has not 
been mentioned since my memory is limited. 
There were many notes of regret from 
those who wished to be at Homecoming but 
who could not attend. Mary Carven Sale 
wrote from Pittsburgh that she would be 
unable to attend since her husband had been 
in the hospital. Pat Howard Parry and Bill 
are now planning a trip through the Panama 
Canal, live in California. C. J. Claudon's 
reunion plans were cancelled because of his 
father's illness. Marge Talle Merryman 
wrote from Baltimore that she would be in 
Iowa in October for a month—rented a red 
school house and would paint, draw and 
sketch. Billie Snead wrote from Baltimore . 
that she had pressing legal work and could 
not come. Louise Spalding Hollis and John 
were going to be at a judicial meeting. 
Gladys Wallace Goldsmith and Larry's 
daughter was to be married Homecoming 
weekend. Winnie Gill Gessey and Don sent 
regrets from Santa Cruz but noted a 
successful cruise through the Panama Canal 
to various South American and Carribean 
ports. Likewise, Jean Bulette Boggs and 
Larry were going to be traveling in India, 
Kashmir and Nepal for a month. Julius T. 
Sadler sent from Litchfield, Conn., that the 
manuscript for The Stable Tour by J. T. Sadler 
& Jacquiline Sadler is off to the publisher for 
sale in fall of 1980. 
Robert Weinberg of Pikesville, Md., wrote 
that he missed Homecoming because of 
travel in Spain. He also reported the death of 
one of our classmates, Florencio Coll, '44, in 
Barcelona, Spain, in June 1979. 
This news is a combination of inputs from 
Sunny Trumbo Williams and Don Ream. 
Sunny had a busy time after Homecoming 
since her daughter Lesney was married at 
Sandbridge the first weekend after Home- 
coming and the next weekend, Jean Boyd 
Lacy's daughter was married at Front Royal, 
Va. At the Williams' wedding house party 
were Fran Loesch Bruner and Bob, Ruth and 
Cato Tillar, Jean and Page Preston, Jane and 
Pete Whittemore, Lois Spratley Donald and 
Doug, Jean McPherson Morris and Hal, and 
Connie Curtis Law. At Front Royal, in 
addition to the Williams, Dot Agurk 
Edmonds and Dave (with Florida shrimp 
they had flown in for the reception), the 
Whitemores, and Prestons. 
Thanks to all of you who participated in 
some manner - wrote letters, sent money, or 
who attended Homecoming - to make our 
35th a GREAT REUNION. Don't forget to 
continue to support the Class of 44's 35th 
Reunion Gift-the new patio for Alumni 
House. We need your help. 
Please write with your news and doings. 
Start planning for the 40th. 
Mrs. George R. Holladay 
(Catharine G. Mitchell) 
350 South Market St. 
Selinsgrove, Pa. 17870 
M f    Our new class reporter is Barbara 
l\w\   Nycum Moore, Rt. 2, Box 93, 
JtV/ Waverly, Va., 28890. Since 
Nickie lives close to Williams- 
burg, she will be expected not only to write 
this column, but to keep an eye on the 
College for us, and not let anything happen 
to it! Write her your news. In the meantime, 
here's a little bit of what's been going on 
with some of us! 
Frances Wills Lee Young of Norfolk has 
been employed since last May as Personnel 
Administrator for the Va. Beach Branch of 
VSE Corporation. It is an engineering 
company, she says, with corporate head- 
quarters in Alexandria, Va. 
Henrietta Kapler Margraf of Tuckerton, 
N.J., now has a total of 3 grandchildren—2 
boys and a girl! Henzie was looking forward 
to spending the holidays in Iowa with her 
daughter Nancy. 
Roberta Volkert Harrison of Ft. Worth 
went to Homecoming with her sister Ruth, 
'49, whose class was having a reunion. 
Bobbie is working hard these days at the Ft. 
Worth Symphony. 
Peggy Burdick Purcell of Glen Burnie, 
Md., has a daughter at the College! Karen 
Burdick Purcell is a sophomore. 
Betty Marie FJlet Lile of Little Rock 
enjoyed visits from three classmates last 
year. In the spring, Jene Carr Dent was there 
and later in the summer Olive Ann Hasty 
Shelor and husband Roy stopped by. 
I've had a wonderful time being Class 
Reporter. Send Nickie your news—and let's 
always stay in touch! 
Mrs. William R. Murphy 
(Lucy V. Jones) 
9133 Grant Avenue 
Manassas, Va. 22110 
.- —^ It is hard to realize that three 
f\ $£ months have passed since that 
*T C ~3 very special event - Homecoming 
1979! There were too few there 
from our class, but those of us who were 
there had a great time. The cocktail party in 
the wide-open spaces of the Student 
Activities Center was most enjoyable, and I 
personally felt that it was most appropriate 
for us to be there on the campus. Since it was 
reunion for the class of '49, that class was 
well represented, and we especially enjoyed 
mixing with so many that we had not seen in 
many a year! 
Some of those whom we saw were Tina 
and Dabney Carr, Warren and Pat Snyder 
Smith, Harvey and Arm Pope, Walt Weaver, 
Dixie and Nancy McFadden Walker, Dennis 
and Jean Ann Harrup Cogle, to name a few. 
Because we were uncertain of our time of 
arrival, we did not plan to attend the class 
dinner. When this began, Henry and Phyllis 
Struse Shook, the Cogles and we found 
dinner at the Lafayette as delicious as 
always. 
On Saturday morning we made our way 
through the mist and fog to the President's 
House for coffee and to cheer the joggers on. 
We thought Don Ream in his 1944 
sweatshirt the star! President and Mrs. 
Graves, gracious as always, had open house 
for the occasion and showed everyone 
around the house, which had been 
renovated and had a new archway joining 
the two "parlors," one of which has a lovely 
new chandelier. 
At the dinner-dance, we enjoyed being 
with Warren Rockwitt and his wife Mimi, 
who had driven from Syracuse, N.Y., to 
Williamsburg - twelve hours. It was a 
pleasure to see Shirley Major Wartel and 
husband Bill, who somehow finds time in 
his very busy life to teach a class at The 
Wharton School. He has his Ph.D. from 
there; and, as some of you will remember, he 
was-Phi Beta Kappa in our class. 
One incident that somewhat dashed our 
good spirits was Charlie Bryan's rather rude 
treatment at the hands of a waiter at the 
Lodge, who actually dealt him a blow on the 
head with a plate! Somehow this seems to be 
poor treatment for our patronage. 
All things considered, being back in 
Williamsburg was great! Even though 
Rutgers won the game, the weather turned 
out to be fine, and Chi O was second in the 
floats! (Alpha Chi won again!) 
There are many news items this time. One 
of the most interesting and different was a 
note from Sylvia Lagerholm Vaughn. 
Sylvia, who lives in San Mateo, Calif., was 
traveling in Portillo, Chile, when she saw an 
extraordinary sight - a South American boy, 
typical of the Andes, wearing - what else? - a 
William and Mary shirt! 
Ann Brower Turner, retiring chairman of 
the North Carolina Art Society's Tour 
Committee, and 50 other members of the 
Society visited China in the fall for nearly 
three weeks. 
Virginia Jewell Pollock writes that she 
and her husband Dr. Nicholas Pollock are 
living in Frederick, Md. They have three 
children: Brian, who is 22 and in the doctoral 
program at the University of Alabama; 
Susan, 17, a senior in high school and 
looking forward to college in the fall; and 
Lynne, 15, a sophomore in high school. 
Lorabeth Moore Fitzgerald lives in 
Grandhedge, Mich. Her son Frank was 
graduated from the College in 1979 and is 
now attending law school in Michigan. 
Jane Eastham Rottier lives in Annandale, 
Va., with her husband, a retired photo- 
grapher with National Capital Parks, and 
two of their six children. Richard (21) work 
in their Genius Construction Company and 
Robin (19) attends Northern Virginia 
Community College in Annandale. Oldest of 
the six, Jane (26) is studying art in New York 
and attends Hunter College; Ross (25) was 
graduated Phi Beta Kappa from V.P.I, and 
works in Palisade, N.Y., and attends 
Columbia University. Kathy (24) and Julie 
(23) are both graduates of James Madison 
University. 
Susanne Earls Carr lives in New York and 
has been asked to join the interior design 
firm of Parish, Hunley, Inc. 
Howard Hopkins Hyle and his wife Mary 
live in Atlanta, Ga. They have four children: 
Julie, who spent one year at William and 
Mary, is now a research nutritionist at 
Emory Hospital in Atlanta, after receiving 
her M.S. from Cornell; Meg, who teaches, 
received her M.A. from Georgia State; their 
son Howard is with the Bay County, Fla., 
Chamber of Commerce; and Chip, their 
youngest, is a senior at Westminster School 
in Atlanta. 
Our Christmas notes held great interest 
for Bill and me as I am sure they will for you. 
Elaine Campton Baker and husband Jim are 
now in Tunis, Tunisia. It is hard to tell where 
on the globe they will turn up next. I hope 
Elaine is progressing on that book she must 
write. Few people have such lives of 
adventure as Jim and Elaine! 
Ann Potterfield Gregory and her husband 
Brodie live in Leesburg, Va. They now have 
three grandchildren: two girls and a boy. 
Janet Pierce Waller lives in Leesburg, too, 
with her husband John and their two 
children, Jonny and Ellen. Her "terse" 
Christmas note stated that they had seen 
Elaine and Jim on their way to Tunisia. 
As usual, I enjoyed hearing from old 
friend Sally Phillips Mileur of Silver Spring, 
who assured me that they would not be 
moving to Okla. until '81 at least; and Edie 
Horn, who lives in Takoma Park, Md., 
thinks we should have a reunion of William 
and Mary folks from this area at Tysons' 
Corner Mall. I agree! 
Recently, I chatted on the telephone with 
Nancy Hynson Tallant, who lives in 
Wilmington, Del., where our daughter Lou 
is. Her son - a law student - is to be married 
in the spring and her daughter is at 
Westhampton. Nancy's cousins, some of 
whom are Hynsons, live here in Manassas 
and two of them are our neighbors. Small 
world? 
Did I write that I had a long and 
interesting letter from Nancy Noyes Safko? 
She and her husband Bill, who has recently 
received his master's degree from western 
Kentucky University, have moved to San 
Diego. Their lives sound full - busy, interest- 
ing, and fun. 
You write too, hear? 
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BROKERAGE FIRM 
PROMOTES ALUMNA 
Kafliryii W. Wommack '71 has been 
named Assistant Vice President by Wheat, 
First Securities, Inc., a financial services 
and brokerage firm in Richmond. Miss 
Wommack came to Wheat, First Securities, 
Inc., from the Hartford National Bank of 
Hartford, Conn. She has been a Product 
Leader within the Fixed Income Department 
with several different types of securities. 
ARENA REUNION IN RICHMOND 
The photo at left teas taken at the 25th reunion of a group of outstanding Virginians who 
organized the conversion of the city garage in Richmond to the Arena-Parker Field, the city's 
first important sports facility. The organizers, who included W. Brooks George 32 (second 
from left, seated) and H. I. Willett '25, '55 LLD (third from right) gathered to celebrate the 
event at which Clyde Ratcliffe, ]r., president of the Arena-Parker Field from 1954-79, 
presided. Mr. Ratcliffe, who recently supplied the Gazette with the photo, is married to the 
former Lelia Omening 32. William and Mary teams played many times in the Arena. 
Mrs. Robert R. Morrison 
(Phyllis Reardon) 
912 Jamaica Way 
Bakersfield, CA 93309 
■■■ ^^ Thanks for all the cards and notes. 
U^ I 1 Considering our age, I think it is a 
v, W \J prettv good turnout. I had a long 
note from Tommy Banks. Tommy 
and wife Lorraine visited Ava Gardner in 
London. Later in the summer the Banks were 
hosts at the Ava Gardner Collection in 
Srrdthfield, N.C. They plan this as an annual 
exhibit. Tommy has really done quite a bit with 
this exhibit and I am sure if any Phi Kappa Taus 
have any souvenir pictures, etc., he would be 
delighted to add them to the collection. You can 
contact Tommy at The Aristocrat, 1608, 1200 
Hibiscus Ave., Pompano Beach, FI. 33062. 
Had a note from Jim Brothwell, regional 
vice president of United Bank of Arizona, 
chairman of 1980 United Way. Jim is a verbal 
chamber of commerce for Mesa, and if the 
newspaper articles of the campaign put on by 
The All American City are true, he will be hailed 
for many more. Incidentally, Mesa must be a 
great place to live. 
Nancy Kurtz Falck and George will be 
grandparents in the spring to daughter Susan's 
first. Daughter Gigi and husband will be moving 
to Richmond and son Andrew is a thriving 8th 
grader. Daughter Laurie is loving law school. 
Nancy was elected to the Fairfax County board 
of Supervisors. Pat Jones Warner and Bill 
spent some time with Shirley Lyons 
Hardwick in London. Pat's son Bill is in the 
seminary in Denver. Daughter Sally and 
husband have a new home in Carrolton, Tex. 
Short     note     from     Skippy     Beecher 
Scrymgeour. She and Bruce have been busy. 
Nicky Dillard Dewing and Jay still sail and 
Nicky has her flower business. Her brother Jim 
Dillard, '59, was reelected to the Virginia House 
of Delegates. 
Woodland Wayland and Yvonne made it to 
Homecoming this year. Daughter Kathy is an 
outstanding student at Queens College. Sons 
are 17, 15, 13. Hope to see Woody and 
Yvonne. My brother and I bought a condo in 
Annapolis so maybe it will be an excuse to get to 
Maryland. 
OB and Mim Root plan to go to 30th 
reunion in the fall. 
Blair and Gloria Mackenzie are still in 
Virginia Beach. They have been busy in the 
Tidewater Sports Car Club. 
Sue and Randy Davis have joined the ranks 
of no children at home. Son Randolph is 
coaching and teaching. Beth and husband are 
in Virginia Beach, Mallory and new husband are 
in Norfo'k. Sue had a visit with Jean Murphy 
Meile and Bill. Jean and Jack Bruce have a 
granddaughter. Jack Cloud is on the mend 
after a terrible accident playing soft ball. Joe 
Mark and Faith are in Charlottesville, Veto and 
Betty at Shippensburg (Veto's coaching). 
Shirley Green May and Billy visit Sue and 
Randy often. Their youngest is in pilot school in 
Horida. Sue and Dick Duncan are regulars at 
William and Mary games. Thanks so much, Sue, 
for the news. 
Janet Pierce Waller and John had a great 
trip to Horida in the fall and drove up the coast. 
Ruth Barnes Chalmers was spending 
Christmas in Horida. She has been to Europe a 
couple of times this year and visited with 
Shirley Lyons Hardwick. Ruthie sees Bill 
Low and Jean quite often in Houston. 
Liz and Bob Shuman plan to enjoy 
Christmas with their sons who are both living 
nearby now. 
Walter E. Pcheny is still in the Boston area 
and looking forward to having some William 
and Mary athletic events scheduled there. 
Walter lives in Salem, Mass. 
Marvin Atkins is living in Barrington, ID. His 
daughter Debbie is going to graduate school at 
Stanford as a business major. Congratulations, 
Marvin, Stanford has an excellent reputation. I 
am kind of an adopted alumna as I have so 
many Stanford "Indian" friends. Tommy 
Palmer is living in Charleston, S.C He retired 
from the Marine Corps in 1968 and has been 
elected Speaker of Faculty at the College of 
Charleston for the second year. He and Marge 
restored an antebellum home in Charleston. 
Sounds great. They have three grown sons. 
Edward Bricked has been named one of 
North America's top 100 school administrators 
by the Executive Educator, published by the 
National School Boards Association. The top 
100 were drawn from every level of school 
administration and were chosen from among 
hundreds of names submitted by the American 
School Board Association's Journal. Con- 
gratulations, Dr. Brickell. 
We had both girls and both of our mothers for 
Christmas. Our weather held out and all 
enjoyed the visits. Bob and I made a dash to 
Virginia in November on our wav to a Morrison 
reunion in Louisiana. Many thanks to all of you 
who took time to make this column so long. 
How about more of you doing the same? 
Remember, we are all 50, and it isn't that bad, 
reallv. 
Mrs. Jarrold C. Patterson 
(Liz Beard) 
5025 Elmhurst 
Royal Oak, Mich. 48073 
!■■ f^ The idea of a mini-reunion for the 
fc^ t Class of '52 in the Arlington, Va„ 
\^9 J^m \icinitv occured to me prior to' 
Jerry's and my heading for 
Homecoming. In short notice, the response 
resulted in an evening of pleasant visiting with 
former classmates. Joan Burgess and husband 
George brought a visiting relative with them 
They have recently moved from Vienna to 
historic Falls Church, Va. where they are located 
nidwav between their respective teaching jobs. 
Joan teaches third grade in Vienna and George 
teaches engineering at Northern Virginia 
University. Among the small but interesting 
groups were Betsy Graves and Bob Smith from 
Fairfax, Va. She is working in a media-resource 
center this year, but she is eager to return to 
classroom math teaching next year. She and 
Bob were to have spent Christmas in San 
Antonio with their daughter. Dick Lewis and 
his wife attended the gathering as it was his first 
time since graduation that he was unable to be 
at Homecoming weekend. We were interested 
to learn that Dick flies to Detroit frequently to 
confer with one of his clients, Ford Mortor Co., 
in Dearborn. Claudia Richmond Harman came 
also and shared highlights with us of her Greek 
Isles Cruise last September. Thanks to those of 
you who phoned or wrote regrets. Well see you 
another time. 
Venturing on to Williamsburg the next 
morning we first touched ground with our son 
Bruce, who was busy setting up a pre-game 
party in Brian Court, a lovely dorm-courtyard 
complex new to campus since "our" days. 
VMien we arrived at Jockey Corner to view the 
parade we immediately found Darrell High and 
Bernie Wittkamp and their family. They attend 
nearly all home games and visit their son, a 
junior at the College. Jer and I had an extended 
visit with Betsy Skinkler, '54, and Ron Barnes 
from parade time through lunch and learned 
much about their active lives. Ron's Transitions 
consulting business is doing well. He is also 
traveling around the country extensively, 
conducting management seminars. Recently he 
organized Contact, Inc., a firm that provides 
employee counseling for Arizona businesses. 
Betsy continues her involvement with League of 
Women Voters and Toastmasters. She has just 
completed a term as chairman of the statewide 
League committee on tax reform and school 
finance. The Barnes' Christmas letter, with 
photos, mentioned their celebration of their 
twenty-fifth wedding anniversary, a trip to Maui, 
Hawaii, and a visit with Betsy's family in New 
Jersey. Upon learning that Ann Buckles was in 
town, I tried and tried to locate her. Marge 
Huff had better success as I discovered when 
we dined at the same place that evening. (See 
her '54 column, please.) 
Christmas brought cards and letters from 
nearly all of the above-mentioned .people and 
June Compton Merkle and Jim, who have two 
teenagers still at home; Carolyn (Andy 
Anderson) and Don Beimdick, who, along with 
many of us, are finding themselves faced with 
three college tuitions simultaneously (fore- 
warning of such predicaments would have been 
appreciated in Kernodle's marriage class). 
Beimdicks visited recently in St. Louis with Jim 
Stoner, the organizational leader of our 
Religious Emphases Week on the Campus in 
'52, thanks to Dr. Marsh.; and from Alice 
Williams and John Phillips, who toured 
France and visited the little town in which thev 
resided 15 years ago when John was stationed 
there. Nostalgia! Alice continues her work as a 
social worker in Richmond, Va., and John is 
retired from the service, but keeps busy with 
business ventures. We enjoyed reunion with 
them and Wittkamps a year ago—"tailgate 
picnic a la Wittkamp" and dinner. Alice's 
note solved the mystery as to why I am 
writing this for you. My friend!; Katie Beyers 
and Bob Hoffman, '51, wrote at Christmas 
also. She collects antique dolls, has taught 
adult education for two years, and is keeping 
her teaching certificate updated in social 
studies and English by being a perpetual 
part-time student. Bless vou, Katie, for also 
visiting nursing homes. 
Old Dominion Day in Detroit in November 
provided us with a double-featured surprise. 
Jerry found a former medical school (U. of 
Mich.) classmate attending the dinner with his 
wife, Virginia Hungerford '55. Ginnv and her 
husband, Dr. Allen Moore, live in Bav City 
where he has a medical practice and she is bis 
receptionist. They and another William and 
Mary couple used the occasion as an excuse to 
spend the night at Plaza Hotel, part of the 
unique and eye-boggling Detroit Renaissance 
Center. Ginny pursues her interest and talent 
with drama by participating in community 
theatre. I spoke with her by telephone recently 
and she has just completed directing "Sleuth" 
and will be acting in "California Suite" the end 
of March. "Break a Leg, Ginny!" 
Marvin West has been elected to the Board 
of Directors of the United Virginia Bank of 
Williamsburg. Marvin is a dentist and serves on 
the Alumni Board at the College. 
Keep the letters coming. Oh, yes, Rush' 
1-o-v-e-d- Japan, as testified by a postcard from 
there and a Christmas note. Thanks, everyone! 
Mrs. J. Mitchell Brown 
(Marguerite Huff) 
6720 Deland Drive 
Springfield, Va. 22150 
pa ym The Homecoming-25th Reunion 
U^ /I weekend was super, just not long 
\_f^m enough! We had a good turnout. 
Those who gathered together for 
the class picture numbered around fifty. The 
weather was cooperative, except we were 
several degrees warmer than we might have 
liked to be in the sun at the football game. Even 
the loss to Rutgers failed to dampen spirits of 
those who returned to see friends not seen in 
many years. 
For those of you who could not be there, you 
were missed. Some who came were Barb and 
Bill Brink, all the way from Connecticut. I'm 
sure there was extra incentive to come because 
daughter Julie is a sophomore at the College. 
Betsy Skinker Barnes and Ron '53 came 
from Arizona. Bety was planning, after the 
weekend, to go for a visit with her daughter, 
who iives and works on the east coast; also she 
planned to see her brother Hap and Judy, his 
wife, who was Judy Bell '56. 
There were a few non-Wffliam and Mary 
loyal, nonetheless, husbands who came along. 
One, Phil Meyers, was brought by Joanne 
Eversole Meyers, and another, Jay Brown, 
was brought by your reporter. Joanne and Phil 
live in Rochester, N.Y. Joanne's business is 
manager of marketing services for Information 
Associates. The firm specializes in administrative 
data processing systems for colleges and univer- 
sities. The job gets her into travel, training and 
convention planning. 
Harriett and Carol Baskett were one of the 
couples who were both class members and 
were in attendance. Pete and Sandy Crenier 
were there, and I was able to meet their son 
Ted. The Creniers are also from Connecticut, I 
should say, for the present, since they have 
lived in many different places over the past 25 
years. Pete is with the Staley Manufacturing 
Company. Sandy is a medical secretary. 
Nate Carb was there, though I missed a 
chance to chat with him He is a professor of 
English at Glassboro State College in New 
Jersev. 
Joe Kinder from Rhode Island came with his 
wife, neither of whom we had seen since a 
reunion some ten years ago. 
Mickey MacCoy, who didn't have far to 
come, living in Williamsburg, extended us some 
warm Williamsburg hospitality at half-time at a 
small tail-gate gathering, where we met his wife. 
Ever-loyal in attendance and support of the 
College was Rene Henry, coming from Los 
Angeles, where he is in an international public 
relations firm He has since sent to the College 
films on gymnastics to be used for instruction. 
Back in the United States after living in 
Tehran for some years is John Westberg. He is 
practicing law in Washington, D.C. 
I must not fail to mention others we saw: 
Quinby Hines, Bob Lawrence, Ann Angle 
Smith and Tanky Fichtenger Stephenson. 
Ann Smith is a student again, this time at the 
University of Virginia in Charlottesville. 
It was good to see Gerry Harris and Ann 
'53, also John Laughlin and his wife Rosalie, 
from Richmond. 
From Lock Haven, Perm., Pete Griffin 
came. He is the town's Public Defender. 
Richmond is now the home of Mary Knabb 
Blake, who has a good visit with her "old 
roomie," Bette Bodley Dunker, from 
Greensboro. 
When we gathered for our picture, we found 
Russ Gills and Page '53, Al Gross, who lives 
in Williamsburg, Terry Hamilton Carter, 
Nancy Dixon, Anne LeHew Legge, Shirley 
Geddes Swickley, and Gordon Vliet. 
I was surprised to see Annie Lee Lewis 
Waltrip, and to find she resides in Williams- 
burg. Jim Grant and Bonnie '56, and Luther 
Kiger and his wife were other welcome faces. 
And there were still more, but memory fails. 
Some who didn't make it, but wrote us, were 
Gil Parmele, who had another very important 
event conflicting, and Carole Raymond 
DeSamper. Carole was in Hawaii, but thinking 
about us. 
Nancy Williams Steams is still pursing her 
interest in the theatre, no longer a free-lance 
director, but doing full-time work with 
Madison's Dane County Arts Council, and 
serving as legislative liaison with Wisconsin 
Theatre Association. She was president of Zeta 
Phi Eta, a theatre and speech professional 
fraternity. 
A note from Nannell Bartenstein Grube, 
now widowed, tells of her two sons - Mchael, 
who graduated from Duke in 1976, who 
now a lieutenant in the U.S. Navy, and another, 
John, in graduate school, having attended 
Johns Hopkins University and George Washing- 
ton University. Another communication was 
from Margaret Braddock Bowman, who lives 
in Los Alamos, N.M Her husband Al '51 is a 
physical chemist with Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory. They have four children, two sons 
still at home (Murray, in sixth grade, and Ken in 
ninth). Cathy is at the University of New 
Mexico, but was out and working last semester. 
Brenda graduated from University of California 
at Santa Barbara in environmental sciences and 
is living there, working. Margaret teaches sign 
language to the deaf at Northern New Mexico 
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JUDGE COOK WINS 
ALUMNI AWARD 
The Honorable Robert E. Cook BCL '50, 
Ravenna, Ohio, has been named the winner 
of the Kent State University Alumni 
Association's 1979 Distinguished Alumnus 
Award. The award, the highest honor a 
Kent State graduate can receive from the 
Alumni Association, is presented annually 
to a graduate who has made an outstanding 
contribution in his field and who has 
performed extraordinary service to the 
university or to the community, state, or 
nation, fudge Cook is a member of the 11th ' 
District Court of Appeals in Ohio. 
TIME MAGAZINE HONORS 
MANASSAS AUTO DEALER 
Jack Martin '53, president of Dudley 
Martin Chei'rolet, Inc., Manassas, Virginia, 
zi'fls named a TIME Magazine Quality Dealer 
Award (TMQDA) winner for 1980 at the 
National Automobile Dealers Association 
(NADA) conivntion in Neiv Orleans, 
February 9. Martin is one of only 70 dealers 
in the entire nation selected for the TIME 
honor. 
Community   College   and   is   lay  reader   at 
Trinity-on-me-HEl Episcopal Church. 
An interesting write-up appeared in The 
Lexington Leader, Lexington, Ky., on Martha 
Bennett Stiles, or Peggy Wells '54. It dealt 
with her latest book, and she has written 
several. Star in the Forest, which I just read, has 
been nominated for the American Library 
Association's Notable Books of 1979 list. It has 
been selected as required reading at the 
University of Kentucky in one of the courses in 
library science, dealing with critical analysis of 
children's literature. 
Mary W. Warren 
RD 1, Box 191 
White Stone, Va. 22578 
mm f I hope you all survived the holidays 
^\ m\ more or less intact. Now, if we can 
^J \J get through the flu season, we can 
do anything 
I've progressed up the road to the VWidmill 
Point Marine Resort, where the Rappahannock 
River joins the Chesapeake Bay. It's a small bit 
of heaven on earth, about an hour by car from 
Richmond. We're open year-around, so come 
on down. 
The first person I met on return to home 
territory was Dwight Ozment. His place in 
posterity is assured with a nearly-two-year-old 
son, and two grandchildren. Lucky man. 
Got a Christmas card from roomie Ginny 
von Breitenfeld Fenre. She, Dave and 
youngest stopped by for a visit in the spring. 
Anyway, son Paul loves Virginia Tech and 
her other cherub may land at W&M The 
Colonial Echo staff would be delighted 
to have you on board, Pete. 
Chris and Bob Schlatzer are perking right 
along. Bob stopped by last summer. Their son 
Kurt got married this fall. Kids grow up too fast. 
Anne Pope Kitchen writes that the Ferres 
stopped by their place foflowng their visit with 
me. 
Little Sis Janet Shaw Finn and her 
handsome boy Mck fell in the door one day this 
summer. Her oldest, Carl, is at Notre Dame. 
Carl worked out at Yorktown for awhile, but I 
never did catch up with him. 
Joy Schlaprizzi Thunstrom and Len visited 
somewhere along the line, but my mental 
calendar is out of whack so I can't remember 
just when it was. I do remember that we ate 
well. Her Kfe seems to be very full of family and 
menagerie. Holly is getting married in March 
(that tittle tyke married!?l). Karin is running in 
cirdes ana will wind up a paramedic this 
summer. 
Bobby Jo Peters Zahn and Bob sent word 
that the natives are friendly the other side of 
the Appalachians. Maybe so, but there can 
never be too much Virginia. 
Milton and Alice Glover Glasser sent 
greetings from themselves, Laurie and 
Miltie, and from pets Mac Tavish and 
Fitzpatrick to my animal, a dachshund 
named Peter. They also enclosed a picture of 
young Miltie, a good-looking fellow. 
Used to see Dottie Guthrie Wilson fairly 
often. She just gets prettier every year. 
Donald Moore has been named the State 
Director of Purchasing for the Common- 
wealth of Virginia by Governor John Dal ton, 
'53. Don previously had been Corporate 
Director of Services and Purchasing for 
Sandoz Pharmaceuticals. 
Jane Dougherty Marfizo of Harrisburg, 
Pa., has been elected Vice Chairman of the 
Lower Paxton Township Board of Super- 
visors. She was appointed to the Board in 
June and later elected without opposition. 
She will also serve as the township repre- 
sentative to the Tri-County Regional 
Planning Commission. 
That's all for now. Dear Bob Gibbons, 
where are you? Come on down to Windmill 
and we'll commiserate about things in 
general, deadlines in particular. 
Mrs. N. Davis Wrinkle, Jr. 
(Polly Stadel) 
7741 Rockfalls Drive 
Richmond, Va. 23225 
fm* f^ Happy New Year! 1980 promises to 
*^^fc be a good year for '58ers. 
^J \J Christmas cards and notes to the 
Alumni Office indicate we are out 
there, and we are ready to be heard! 
A Christmas note from Jean Zwicker 
Durant says that Jean and husband John are in 
the Washington area (Annandale, Va.) and have 
been since their return fro m India five years ago. 
Their daughter, Ann, is a freshman at the 
College, and Theresa is a freshman in high 
school. It was good to hear from you, Jean. 
Deny Grant has been appointed to the 
Henrico County School Board in Richmond. If 
that wasn't enough, he was appointed to the 
Search Committee for the new football coach at 
the college! (Our dassmates do, indeed, stay 
right in the middle of things in WDiamsburg.) 
John Lundelius is with Air Jamaica as a DC8 
captain. John resides in Homestead, Ha. 
"A History of Powhatan County" has been 
researched and written by Richard Couture. 
This two-year project has been published by the 
Powhatan Historical Sodety. The publication 
includes information on the founding fathers of 
the country, beginning with the Monocan 
Indians and the first English settlers. Persons 
interested may order a copy by contacting Ms. 
E.C. Bolte, Box 293, Powhatan, Va. 23139. 
Sid Mook writes that he hopes to finish his 
PhD in Urban Planning at Mchigan State 
University by the end of the year. 
Susie Moore was remarried in May, 1979, to 
Mr. Jack McCarter. Susie is living in Dallas, Tex. 
Thank you for your notes. We are off to a 
good start. I would love to hear even tivo 
sentences from some of you we haven't seen 
since June of '58. Make it your new resolution 
for the 80's to bring us up to date on your lives. 
It is really great to catch up with each other after 
22 years. 
Mrs. Robert W. Squatriglia 
(Betty Lee Powell) 
118 Wofford Road 
Conway, S. C. 29526 
v- ^^ Happy New Year to you all! I re- 
ft^ I I ceived some cards and notes from 
\J \J our dassmates during the holidays. 
Charlie Nahill and wife Nancy 
Branham, '61, are living in and restoring an old 
house in Glenside, Perm. Charlie is enjoying his 
first session in the Pennsylvania Legislature. 
When not in session, he sells title insurance. 
Gloria Man- Gassman and husband Dean 
are still living in Carmel, Ind. Gloria has been 
active for the past few years in "Birthright." She 
is also busy with the activities of her four 
children. Her oldest daughter, Terri, is a 
freshman at DePauw University. 
Paula Wolpow Hoffman, '61, sent news of 
her family and activities. She, husband Buddy 
and their two daughters live in Newport News, 
Va. They are in the process of planning and 
building a new house. 
Dick Coyle, '61, and wife Sue Meara, '63, 
now Kve in Pittsburgh, PA, with their son and 
daughter. Dick is with American Telephone and 
Telegraph. Sue has been teaching fifth and sixth 
grade math and science. 
Jim Ukrop was on the search committee for 
the new football coach at the College. 
Dan Newland has expanded his law 
practice, working with CPAs, accountants and 
trust officers, in Hawaii 
Lee Hay Ellison is a cardiovascular surgeon 
in Hartford, Conn. He and his wife Ruth have a 
son and a daughter. 
Deborah McMahon O'Hara is the mother 
of six children. She enjoys playing tennis, 
working for the Baltimore Symphony and the 
Parish Education Committee. She plans to 
come to Homecoming 
Nick St. George and wife Lorna Bowman, 
'61, live in Greensboro, N.C Nick is the Chief. 
Executive Officer of Oakwood Homes Corp. He 
has also been elected as director of the 
Manufactured Housing Institute in Washington, 
DC. 
Mrs. James R. Henry 
(Nancy A. Sinclair) 
505 JanneyS Lane 
Alexandria, Va. 22302 
62 A Happy New Year to all of you and please make a resolution to drop me a line this year so you 
will be included in our class 
news. 
I received the following news by way of 
Christmas cards. From the state of Washing- 
ton, Linda Lester Hagen wrote that their 
children age 13, 11, 9, and 4 now. With a 
teenager in the family, she said she feels 
antiquity approaching. They hope to stay in 
Washington now. She is active in AAUW 
and Juvenile Court volunteer work. 
Jane Noble Lundy and family are still in 
California. Jane is teaching four French 
classes. She is also an advisor to the new 
AFS Club and is the Dept. Chairman. She, 
Rich, Mark (10), Adam (9), and Jane (6) had a 
summer of camping and backpacking in the 
Sierra. She had a 36-hour visit with Nancy 
Young and Bill Young just before Thanks- 
giving. Bill is on sabbatical from Lynchburg 
College. 
Mary Alice Adams Betts, Lee and family 
are in Winter Park, Fla. Mary Alice keeps 
busy being one of Gamma Phi Beta 
Sorority's Province Directors. 
Gayle Crabill Kerns sent a nice note and 
two lovely pictures of her three children. The 
children are in the 11th grade, 6th grade and 
3rd grade. Her husband Waldon travels a lot 
for his job in Blacksburg, Va. Gayle said her 
pace slowed down considerably when they 
discovered she had diabetes this fall. She 
said that she is so thin but can't gain weight 
with her restricted diet. 
News came by way of a UPI story that 
Charlie Woollum, who is Bucknell's 
basketball coach, was named as a top 
candidate for the head coaching job at 
LaSalle College. However, Charlie withdrew 
his name from consideration. His reasons for 
withdrawing were personal. Charlie began 
his coaching career at Newport News High 
School. He went on to Ferguson High and 
then was an assistant coach at Old Dominion 
University. 
Gil Bartlett has been elected to the County 
Board of Supervisors in James City County. 
Percy Hicks Severn, husband Cliff and 
children Catherine (10) and Cliff (8) spent 2 
months in Africa and England this past 
summer. They visited Bronze Age Zulus at 
home. When they aren't traveling, they live 
in Newbury Park, Calif. 
Joan Buhlmann spent the summer in 
Paris, France, researching the critical edition 
of Louis LeCaron's Dialogues. She is co- 
editing this edition. In July she attended the 
Medieval Sermon Symposium at Oxford. In 
September she partidpated in the Patristic, 
Medieval and Renaissance Conference at 
Villanova and in October the Committee for 
the Advancement of Early Studies. Joan is 
still at the University of Nebraska at Lincoln. 
Lynn Marie Crisman Wieland lives in 
Ridgefield, Conn. She loves being a mother 
and took 3'/:-year old Jamie camping across 
country this summer. She and Walt took 
Jamie to Seattle and then down to San 
Franrisco. 
Thanks to Ann Smith Hughes and the 
Theta Newsletter the following news arrived 
in time for this issue. Ann Smith Hughes 
and family spend their free weekends and 
vacations traveling in their motor home. Jim, 
her husband, turned out eight paintings of 
TRAVELERS INSURANCE 
NAMES BJORHUS '49 V-P 
Robert E. Bjorhus '49 has been appointed 
executive vice president of the group depart- 
ment at The Travelers Insurance Companies. 
He had been senior vice president in charge of 
sales and undenvriting, and takes on 
additional responsibility for claim services for 
life, accident and health products. He is also 
president of The Travelers Corporation of 
Bermuda Ltd, and a director of The Plaza 
Corporation and The Travelers Life Insurance 
Company of Canada. 
the Myrtle Beach, S.C. area. He will soon be 
a published artist. He has done a mountain 
snow scene of.a fox for the cover of Virginia 
Country Magazine and a painting to 
accompany a civil war article and is also 
illustrating a cookbook. Ann has discovered 
quite a market for her handicrafts and filled 
many orders before the holiday season. 
Their children are Jimmy (11) and Scott (8). 
Cynthia Isemann Buxton and Don have 
an active 2-year-old, Gary, and a 6-year-old, 
Deanna. Don is retiring March 1st from the 
Navy after 22 years and will be looking for a 
job in the Washington, D.C. area. They are 
living in Herndon, Va., at the present time. 
Dorcas Brown Bankes and Paul Bankes 
live in Wynnwood, Penn., with their two 
daughters. Dorcas has learned that her first 
novel is still making the rounds of the New 
York publishing houses. A half dozen 
publishing houses have indicated interest in 
her second book. Dorcas has dabbled some 
in Little Theater and currently is fasrinated 
with C.G. Jung's philosophy. Paul is still 
hard at work on his court case for the United 
Methodist Church. 
Peggy Hargroves Bartlett wrote from 
Portsmouth, Va., to Ann Smith Hughes last 
Christmas that she and her husband had 
been separated for over a year. She was 
working on her degree in administration. 
She is an assistant principal and teaches 
remedial reading. Her children are 15 and 9. 
Sue Oakley Nelson is in Durham, N.C. 
Her son Chip is in kindergarten and 
daughter Kara is in 5th grade. She 
volunteers one afternoon a week at school 
and teaches at the Learning Development 
Center working with LD children. She says 
the Junior League, Girl Scouts, Sunday 
School teaching, Citizens Advisory Council 
for Women's Prescription Drug Abuse, 
tennis, decorating, religious class, entertain- 
ing and, most of all, family fill her other 
hours. 
Martha Walton High and Jack recently 
had a wine and cheese party and Pat Graves 
Ballard and Linnea Barnes Sandstrom were 
there. Jack has been named Director of 
Government Affairs at Univac. Martha is the 
Register and has been elected to the Vestry 
at St. John's Episcopal Church in McLean, 
Va. Martha was recently visited by Donna 
Floyd Fales and children Emerson (12), 
Floyd (10), and Cooley (7). Donna was in the 
area for a meeting of the Board of the Junior 
Tennis League. Donna is the assistant tennis 
coach at the University of Miami. Gordon, 
her husband, is Vice President of Florida Air. 
Donna's father has given tennis lessons to 
Hamilton Jordon and, on an arranged White 
House tour, Donna and family were lucky 
enough to visit the Oval Office while 
President Carter was there. 
Linnea Barnes Sandstrom and family have 
bought a new house out in the country with 
7 acres, a horse, pony, and lots of cats and 
dogs. Linnea is busy with her real estate 
business in Virginia. 
Kay Christian Sills and Art are living in 
Grand Rapids, Mich. Art is in business for 
himself. Kay keeps busy taking courses for 
her Master's in education. Their children are 
11 and 9. 
Pril Nash Brown and family live in 
Sarasota, Fla. She and Seab have two 
children, a first grader and one just out of 
diapers. Seab has had a bad bout with 
pneumonia so Pril has had to work extra 
hard in their Hickory Farms business. Pril 
also wrote that Susan Griggs Braman and 
E.J. were with them for a visit this past year. 
Bunny Becker Harrington is still teaching 
at the graduate business school at the Uni- 
versity of Virginia. Bunny is traveling 4-5 
days a month presenting papers and con- 
sulting. Will, her husband, is set up in the 
best studio facility he has had so far for his 
sculpturing. He is in a converted barn in 
Charlortesville. 
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COLLEGE NAMES 
BREDIN FELLOWS 
A biologist and a linguist at the College share the designation this semester ofBredin 
Fellows, on leave to do research. 
Joseph L. Scott, associate professor of biology, and Gary A. Smith, associate professor 
of modern languages and literatures, have been designated as Bredin Fellows, funded by 
grants from the Bredin Foundation, headed by J. Bruce Bredin, '36. Bredin is president of 
the Bredin Realty Company of Newark, Del., and serves on the Board of Visitors of the 
College and the College's National Development Council. 
THORP '60 LEAVES 
COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG 
Philip A. Thorp '55, M.Ed. '56, has 
resigned as the Master Silversmith at Colonial 
Williamsburg to go into private business in 
Northern Virginia. Thorp, who had worked 
for Colonial Williamsburg for more than 20 
years, succeeded his mentor, William L. 
deMatteo, as Master Silversmith in August of 
1979. In 1960, he was the first of more than 
two dozen subsequent apprentice silversmiths 
to receive journeyman status through an 
authentic 18th-century apprentice training 
program. 
Lynn Eads Black writes that she is alive 
and well in South Texas. She and John Black 
were divorced last year. Lynn spent the last 
school year as registrar and French teacher at 
Villa Maria High School; then began a new 
career this summer as Personnel Director at 
Brownsville Medical Center. Sara is in the 
7th grade and Kiley is in the 4th grade. Lynn 
is on the Episcopal Day School Board and 
serves on the Vestry of her church. 
Dorcas Miller Lounsbery writes that she 
has gone back to work as the departmental 
lab technician at the local Palomar College. 
Ken continues happily as City Manager of 
Escondido, Calif. Their daughter Anne (16) 
is planning to study abroad her senior year 
and will apply at The College of William and 
Mary. Dan, their son, is in the 8th grade. 
Dorcas reports that Marcia Ballard Scott will 
soon be moving to San Diego and that she 
also saw Carol Kirkup Bloomstrom at a 
William and Mary party attended by Linda 
Lavin, '59, "Alice" on TV. 
I really appreciated all the cards and letters 
that arrived with all this enjoyable news of 
our class. Continue to let me know of your 
accomplishments. 
My husband Jim was featured in a half- 
page article in the Washington Post on 
January 18, 1980. It was in connection with 
his work as the Alexandria Police Chaplain. 
He does this work as a volunteer. He is the 
assistant at St. Paul's Episcopal Church in 
Alexandria, Va. I visited with Beth Poole 
Radford in November. She and her family 
live near Columbia, Md. 
Mrs. Joanne Arnet Murphy 
8 Beech Tree Lane 
Bronxville, N.Y. 10708 
f M Homecoming 1979 — our fif- 
#^/| teenth reunion ~ a glorious 
\J^I   Indian    summer    weekend 
temperatures in the 80's -- 
scarlet, gold, bronze and orange foilage 
framing the old brick buildings where we 
lived and studied and partied in the early 
sixties — Williamsburg, never lovelier. 
Vignettes: Standing on the corner where 
"Greeks" used to be, chatting after the 
parade were Dick and Dave Kern and wives 
Sharon Cosminsky '66, and Sandy McNeil 
'68, Beth Chiles Svee and Dick, Al and Pam 
Derrickson Etheridge, Marynell Roberts 
and Steph Gordon, Janet Fohs and Wally 
Lynn, '63. 
Dick Kern and Sharon and their two boys, 
10 and 6, now live in Greensboro, N.C., 
where Dick, is with Central Carolina 
Warehouses. 
Dave Kern and Sandy and their three 
children live in Bethlehem, Pa., where Dave 
is with Container Corporation of America. 
Beth Chiles Svee and Dick had come 
across country from their home in Pacifica, 
Calif. Beth is the librarian for the city of San 
Bruno, having earned her Master of Library 
Science degree from the University of North 
Carolina. Beth and Dick bought an old 
hunting lodge which they are renovating 
and they also are enjoying all the pleasures 
of the San Francisco area. 
Al Etheridge and Pam and their two boys 
live in Virginia Beach, Va., where Al is an 
attorney in private practice, having earned 
his law degree from the University of 
Virginia. Pam is a student in law school and 
is President of the Virginia Beach chapter of 
the American Association of University 
Women. 
Marynell Roberts Gordon and Steph also 
live in Virginia Beach, Va., and have two 
sons. They are both on the Board of 
Directors of a new professional regional 
theater. They have been working to launch 
the theater for five years and were excited 
about its first season. 
Janet Fohs Lynn and Wally live in 
Roanoke, Va., with their two children. Wally 
is a marketing representative for Honeywell 
Corporation and Janet is a Learning Dis- 
abilities teacher. 
At the game, the familiar pageantry of 
Queens Guards, Homecoming Court, 
Alumni Band and, sadly, a losing effort by 
the football team. The Homecoming Queen 
and Court are now escorted by their fathers. 
In the row ahead are Bob Joynt and Ann and 
Billy Jones '65. Bob and Ann have two 
children and live at Virginia Beach. Bob is a 
vice president and commercial loan officer 
with Virginia National Bank. Billy is with 
Blue Cross-Blue Shield in Richmond, Va. 
Remember gathering at the Colonial 
across from the stadium. . . the old Colonial 
crowd gathered at the new Colonial 
Restaurant just outside of the restored area . 
. . lots of Pikas, twelve in fact, were back 
from the sixties graduating classes, and they 
parried until the wee hours. 
At the Colonial, Greg and Pat Evans, Ray 
Jones, Tish and Bill Mirguet, Dick Weber 
and Wade Cheatham and their wives 
and many others were recapturing old times 
in a new setting. 
Tish Paschal! Mirguet and I shared our 
disappointment that so few Tri-Delts and 
Thetas from our class were back. Tish 
teaches English at the Hampton Roads 
Academy in Newport News, Va. Bill is a 
senior vice president at First and Merchants 
National Bank in Newport News. Bill and 
Tish have a son and a daughter. 
Ray Jones is an associate professor at the 
University of Maryland School of Medicine 
in Baltimore. A pathologist, Ray received his 
master's in marine biology from the 
University of Delaware and his Ph.D. in 
pathology from the University of Maryland. 
Ray and his wife Joyce live in Westminister, 
Md. 
A huge crush of people at the cocktail 
party after the game: in the corner by the bar 
and by the band, the SAEs, Dick Carting, 
Pete Stout, Clyde Culp, Tommy Meadows, 
etal. 
Dick Carting and Kitty Anderson '65 live 
in Richmond, Va., where Dick is with the 
Dominion National Bank. 
Pete Stout and Micki Leef, '65, also live in 
Richmond. Pete is in general law practice 
with the firm of Shaia, Stout and MacKow. 
The Stouts have two daughters. Micki is 
active in the Junior League and manages a 
gift shop in Maymont Park: 
Clyde Culp, '65, and Mary Ellen Coleman 
'65, live in Annapolis and Clyde is President 
of DavCo Food, Inc., in Crofton, Md. 
Tommy Meadows and Leigh live in 
Roanoke, Va., where Tommy is in private 
law practice. They have a daughter, Devon, 
7, and a son, Gardner, 3. 
Pete Latkin and Bunny Popkin, '66, live in 
Falls Church, Va., and have two children, 
Danny, 8, and Shannon, 7. Pete is a pediatric 
allergist in private practice. He also coaches 
Little League basketball and soccer. Bunny is 
a social worker and Pete's "right arm,",he 
noted. 
Janet Wilier DeRubbo was married in 
August of '79 and now lives with her 
husband on three acres in Madison, Va. Her 
husband L.J. works with the Rochester 
Corporation in Culpeper, Va. 
Robin Reighley, '63, was back escorting 
his two daughters, Stephanie, 14, and 
Jennifer, 12. Robin, Suzanne and their 
daughters live in the D.C. area as Robin, a 
Commander, U.S. Navy, is attached to the 
Naval Material Command in Washington. 
Robin spoke of setting up the William and 
Mary alumni group when he was stationed 
in San Diego. The group is now thriving. 
Helen Mageras Elks was up from Virginia 
Beach where her husband's business is the 
Denco Tire Company in Chesapeake, Va. 
Helen has twin daughters, 5Vi. 
Cam Walker answered lots of questions 
about the students and college today, from 
her perspective as an associate professor at 
the College. 
Bill Pippin is on sabbatical at the Univer- 
sity of North Carolina to complete his M.A. 
requirements in Educational Media. Bill has 
been the Director of Television at Plaza 
Junior High School in the Virginia Beach 
City Public School System. He is single. 
On to dinner, I was delighted to discover 
on Friday evening that Christiana Campbells 
had not changed one iota, same wonderful 
menu, same atmosphere, same chef. 
Saturday evening, back to the Colonial 
where hordes of alumni ate and greeted each 
other. It was a special pleasure for me to see 
Cam Buchanan Spirn '65 who is now a full 
fledged obstetrician-gynecologist and will 
hang out her shingle this summer in 
Williamsburg, where husband Stuart has a 
private law practice. Cam, Clyde Culp and I 
caught up on each others' lives with Pris 
Brown Holman and Charlie, who were back 
visiting the Spirns from Atlanta. Pris and 
Charlie have a daughter and Pris is expect- 
ing. Pris and Charlie see my old friend Dick 
Thomasson, who is also in Atlanta with his 
wife and child. 
And what would a Homecoming weekend 
be without the Saturday night after-after 
hours parties. The one I attended was 
enlivened by a visit from some Rutgers 
alumni. It was fun to see Bart and Emily 
Vawtor Barbee, who still operate their Black 
Angus cattle farm in Purcellville, Va. They 
have each taken on additional roles, 
however; Bart is vice president of Victory 
Van Corporation, international moving 
specialists, and is vice-president and 
treasurer of the Cardinal Forwarding 
Company which is based in Alexandria, Va. 
He and Emily are opening an antique shop 
in Hillsboro, Va., to be called "The 
Ordinary." They have two children, Randy, 
7, and Britton, 2. 
Ann Tomlinson Barton and Tom recently 
moved to Virginia Beach where Tom has a 
Ford dealership called Beach Ford. She and 
Tom have four children: Tom, 12, Kristin, 10, 
and twin boys, Dan and Bob, 5. 
Susan Roache and Ray Warner were back, 
Ray works on the Hill in Washington and 
they live in Oakton, Va. 
Homecoming Sunday was even more 
beautiful weather-wise than Saturday. We 
ran into Sharon and Dick Kem again who 
said that they had known Jim Bjorkholm 
and his wife Gay when they lived in 
Tennessee. Jim and Gay have two children, 
Ellen, 8, and Eric 5, and live in Henderson- 
ville, Tenn., where Jim has his own finance 
and credit company. 
Philip Tutschek, who lives in Hacken- 
sack, N.J., and has his own electronic 
component rep business, P. T. Associates, 
was back for his first Homecoming since 
graduation, and perhaps summed up many 
classmates' feelings about Homecoming '79 
when he said that he intended to return to 
Homecoming 1980. 
Susan Johns Murphy has remarried 
and moved to Stow, Ohio. She is now 
working in the Health, Safety and 
Environmental Section of Goodyear Tire and 
Rubber Company. 
Jimmye Lubin Angell is now single, living 
in Walla Walla, Washington, and is in 
private practice in psychotherapy. 
deSaussure McFadden McCutchen, who 
lives in NcAllen, Tex., has changed jobs, and 
is now Consultant for Gifted and Talented 
Children for Region I Education Service 
Center of Texas. 
Jane Pierpoint Lynch is still living in 
Phoenix, Ariz., where she is actively in- 
volved with the Republican State Commit- 
tee, the Phoenix Art Museum, Goodwill 
Auxiliary, and her seven year-old's school 
and Brownie troop. 
Karen Rackley Credeur is working in 
Washington, D.C, for one year so she and 
her husband Leonard are doing a lot of 
weekend commuting between D.C. and 
their home in Poquoson, Va. 
Dr. William Black has been named 
Teacher of the Year for Appoquinimink 
School District in Delaware. He is an English 
teacher at Middletown High School. He was 
cited as representing the best traits of 
teachers and for his superior ability to 
inspire students with a love of learning. 
Edward Horton, a pilot with American 
Airlines, is moving to Dallas, Tex. 
Lewis Wehner, who lives in Honolulu, 
Hawaii, was back to William and Mary for a 
visit with his wife Jane and wrote that the 
old campus brought back many warm 
memories. 
Margaret Tomlin Glenn changed jobs. 
She now works as a computer programmer 
for Virginia National Bank in the head- 
quarters building in downtown Norfolk. 
Sarah Kemp Brady recently gave up her 
position as Director of Administration for the 
Republican National Committee to stay 
home and care for son Scott and daughter 
Melissa. Her husband John is press secretary 
to Governor John B. Connally, who is a 
Presidential candidate. The Bradys live in 
Arlington. 
Currell Pattie finished his academic work 
with a Ph.D. in Industrial Psychology from 
Purdue University in '73. He lives in Utica, 
Mich., with his wife, Mary Copenhaver 
Pattie Longwood, '66, and their two 
children, Jennifer, 7 and David, 5. Currell is 
Manager of the Human Factors Engineering 
Safety Department of Chrysler Defense in 
the Detroit area, and is a part of the XMI 
Main Battle Tank design team. Currell 
restores old cars and is a runner, recently 
completing his first marathon of 26.2 miles. 
He hopes to qualify for the Boston Marathon 
in the future. 
I enjoyed playing "Brenda Starr, Girl 
Reporter" at Homecoming, trying to jot 
down a few notes on the classmates I saw for 
this column. It was impossible to see every- 
one, so I hope that those of you who 
attended and caught up on people I missed 
will drop me a note and share your news. I 
am now in charge of New Business Develop- 
ment for Municipal Finance at Merrill Lynch 
White Weld, One Liberty Plaza, New York 
City. I spoke to another classmate recently, 
Joe Gatti, who is in law practice in mid-town 
Manhattan, a partner in the firm of Reilly, 
Fleming and Reilly, and vice president of the 
New York Chapter of the Society of the 
Alumni. Joe spoke of the highly successful 
chapter event held at the studios of Perry 
Ellis, '61, now a designer of international 
acclaim. Attending from our class were 
Anne O'Hare Fillipone, who lives in New 
Jersey, Phil Van Kirk, who is Director of 
Information Systems for Schering-Plough 
Corp. in Chatham, N.J., and Gene Galusha, 
who has a successful New York acting 
career, having done newscasts for Channel 
13, NOVA shows and commercial work. Joe 
commented, as did Gene, that Perry's 
hospitality and spring fashions were 
sensational, and everyone enjoyed hearing 
Dr. Graves and Gordon Vliet. 
Mrs. Arthur P. Henderson, Jr. 
(Nancy C. Rhodenhizer) 
232 Dominion Dr. 
Newport News, Va. 23602 
66 
It was great seeing friends at 
Homecoming. Pete Nance was 
proud of his recent promotion to 
vice   president  of  General   Re- 
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CLARENCE GAINES NAMED 
ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICAN 
Clarence E. Gaines, William and Mary's starting tailback last season, has been named 
to the Academic Ail-American Team by the National Collegiate Athletic Association. The 
honor, which carries U'ith it a $2000 post-graduate scholarship, is conferred on only 80 
student-athletes in the nation and assists the recipients in continuing their educational 
pursuits. Clarence earned a 3.6 grade point average at William and Mary in all studies 
and a perfect 4.0 in business, his major. Tim other Tribe athletes were named to the 
All-South Independent Athletic Team. They are Al Tafro, senior wide receiver majoring 
in economics, and linebacker Steve Shidl who graduated in Januan/ with a business 
degree after only three and one-half years at the College. 
PROS DRAFT DAVIN 
FOR SOCCER LEAGUE 
Chris Davin, the senior co-captain of the 
soccer team at William and Mary, has been 
drafted by the Atlanta Chiefs of the North 
American Soccer League. Davin joined the 
Chiefs after completing the first semester at 
William and Mary, but he plans to return to 
the College in the fall to complete require-, 
ments for his psychology degree. 
PROFESSOR HONORED 
BY HOME NATION 
Mario D. Zamora, professor of anthro- 
pology, has won the Outstanding Filipino 
Overseas Award for 1979 in the field of 
education and will fly to Manila later this 
year to receive official recognition of this 
honor from Philippine President Ferdinand 
E. Marcos. 
Ten awards are made annually to 
Filipinos overseas who have excelled in the 
fields of medicine, education, laiv, business, 
science, agriculture, public office, sports and 
the humanities. 
insurance' Corporation and he should be! 
John and Dorothy Hutton Tudor had driven 
all night from Columbia, S.C., to come in for 
the big weekend. John is supervisor of 
secondary schools for the State Department 
of Education of South Carolina. They were 
with Mike and Karen Cottrell Schoenen- 
berger and Bill and Connie Hudson Harris. 
Bill is program director for the National 
Science Foundation and Connie is a nursery 
school assistant teacher. The Harrises are 
presently living in Reston with their 
children, David, 9 years, and Catherine, 6 
years. 
Mary Faulstich Siegel is working part- 
time as assistant director of Kraskin Gallery 
which specializes in contemporary prints. In 
addition, she has started her own business, 
"Little Stitches," selling English smocking 
kits. Mary and husband David are living in 
Atlanta, where David has opened his own 
law firm, Ledbetter, Milkey and Siegel. 
Wilbum C. Dibling, Jr., has been city 
attorney of Roanoke for three years. In 
August, he was elected president of the 
Local Government Attorneys of Virginia. 
Will and his wife Carol have recently become 
parents of their third child and first son, 
Wilbum, III. 
Jim Smart, his wife Tally and their two 
children are living in Kansas City, Mo., 
where Jim is practicing law. He and his 
family are very active in their local church 
activities. 
Gail Williams Wertz was promoted in July 
to associate professor at the University of 
North Carolina School of Medicine. She was 
the recipient of two research grants from 
NIH-Institute of Allergy and Infectious 
Diseases for the study of mechanism of 
replication of RNA viruses. 
Martha Wessells Steger has recently been 
named senior editor of Richmond LifeStyle 
magazine. This new Richmond magazine 
represents the August merger of LifeSh/le 
magazine and Richmond magazine. Martha 
was formerly staff writer and associate editor 
of LifeStyle. In November, Martha covered 
the First Annual Governor's Awards for the 
Arts in Virginia. Receiving one of the awards 
was poet Dabney Stuart, English instructor 
of many of us our first years in college. 
Carlton Hardy is headmaster at the Gloria 
Dei Lutheran School in Hampton. It is 
currently a 320-student school for grades 
kindergarten through fourth grade, expand- 
ing hopefully to include the fifth and sixth 
grade in the next two years. Carlton is also in 
the doctoral program in education and 
administration at the College. 
Mrs. Fred L. Simmermon 
(Sandra Abicht) 
56 Wildman Street 
Leesburg, Va. 22075 
f~ ^% Corita Herrmann Kirby and 
V^/^b family are putting down roots in 
\J\J Fredericksburg, Va., where her 
husband David joined a group 
practice in obstetrics and gynecology. The 
Kirbys and their three children, Brian (10), 
Douglas (6), and Lauren Elizabeth (2), enjoy 
hiking in- the Blue Ridge, surf fishing off 
Nagshead and gardening. Corita relaxes 
with needlework and a gourmet cooking 
class when not working at home, helping 
with a Cub Scout den or participating in 
Junior Women's Club activities. The Kirbys 
frequently see Gail Watkins Conway and 
her husband Dave, '67. The Conways have 
restored a Victorian home near Kenmore. 
Dave is an elementary school principal and 
Gail is, active in religious education. Gail, a 
former member of Orchesis, continues to 
dance locally. 
Jean  Branham  Reid and  I  met in our 
doctor's office. Jean and her husband— both 
teachers— live in Alexandria with their two 
sons. Jean reports that the Scarsdale Medical 
Diet works and eagerly awaits another 
Homecoming before she regains the lost 
weight. Jean also related that Naomi 
Dankers Miske married in June 1978. She 
recently earned a law degree from American 
University and passed the Virginia bar exam. 
Bernie and Linda Sorrell McMahon moved 
into a new home in Northern Virginia. Bob 
Foster and his wife Sharon are living in 
Jacksonville, Fla., where Bob is a lawyer. 
Dave Davis has moved from his former 
address in Savannah: Jean and several other 
class members are waiting for his change of 
address notice. 
Susie Mann traveled from her home in 
Silver Spring, Md., to visit Hugh Babington- 
Smith and his wife Mannie at Windsor, 
Berks., Great Britain in May 1979. Hugh is a 
captain in the British Army and is posted in 
West Germany. The Babington-Smiths have 
two daughters, Alexa and Camilla. 
Dennis Howard, Paula, and their 
daughter Mandy (3) are presently stationed 
in southern California. Dennis is a pilot for 
United Airlines and will be transferred soon 
to Washington, D.C. 
Camilla Gardner Levien, Hank, and their 
four children-Peggy (8), Alan (6), Andrew 
(3) and Matthew (1)— are moving from 
Alexandria, Va., to San Diego, Calif. 
Keith Brown works as a computer 
specialist for L.T.V.'s Hampton Technical 
Center in Hampton, Va. 
Sandra Bocock Scholz has for sale a desk 
once used in the Wren Building classroom. If 
you're interested, please write to Sandy at 
4915 Hillbrook Lane, N.W., Washington, 
D.C. 20016. 
Margie Kuhn Williams is a guidance 
counselor and crisis teacher in an elementary 
school in Savannah, Ga. 
Joyce Hill Stoner has been named 
Delaware's Outstanding Young Woman of 
the Year for 1979. Joyce is currently chief 
Paintings Conservator and Adjunct Asso- 
ciate Professor of Art Conservation for the 
Winterthur Museum. 
In Kansas, Ward Walsh has been named 
international sales manager for Didde- 
Glaser, Inc., a firm which manufactures web 
offset presses and automated collating 
machines. He was previously international 
sales manager for King Press of Joplin, Mo. 
From Boise, Idaho, Diana Biggs Hun- 
sucker writes that she is a staff assistant in 
the Boise District Office of United States 
Senator James A. McClure. Carl Wayne 
Hunsucker is now a full partner in the 
architectural firm of Hummel, Jones, Miller 
& Hunsucker, P. A. 
Mrs. T. Thomas Van Dam 
(Randy Pearson) 
368 Maple Street 
Haworth, N.J. 07641 
pg_ -^ If I may be so bold as to take ad- 
' / I I vantage of my position and write 
£ II our news first . . . arriving with 
Santa, Martha Hamilton, our first 
child, was born Christmas Day at 12:28 p.m. 
An 8 lb., 15 oz. bundle of joy and a great 
Christmas present!! 
The first woman to be appointed to a 
managerial position in Emission Standards 
and Engineering Division, Susan Wyatt was 
appointed chief of that division of the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency at the 
Durham, N.C. office. 
Dave Stout wrote from St. Petersburg, 
Fla.,  where he is partner in the firm of 
Johnson and Stout, Attorneys at Law. Dave 
is also President of the St. Petersburg 
Gateway Rotary Club, 1979-80, as well as 
founder of Heritage Properties, Inc. In 1977, 
he married Maureen Libby of St. Petersburg. 
June, 1979, Kathy Netzley Franco finished 
her residency. Presently, Kathy is working 
in child and liaison psychiatry at the Medical 
College of Ohio at Toledo. 
Barbara "Tiddle" Richardson Pearson 
and Mel have moved to Winchester, Va. As 
of last September, Tiddle had joined the 
ranks of the unemployed, but looked 
forward to getting into pottery again soon. 
Mel teaches at a local elementary school. 
Bruce Stanley is an attorney with 
Blackwell, Walker, Gray, Powers, Flick and 
Hoehl in Miami, Fla. 
Province Alumnae Officer for Kappa Delta 
Sorority for three years, Sandra Borden 
Koval attended their national convention in 
San Diego last year. 
Lynn Ferryman Ackerman sells Creative 
Expressions Needlework while teaching 
needlepoint and crewel embroidery at 
Thomas Nelson Community College. Lynn 
serves on the Newport News Special 
Education Advisory Committee and is 
president-elect for the Peninsula Organiza- 
tion for Exceptional Children. 
Elected a vice-president of the Central 
Fidelity Bank of Richmond, Phil Rohrbach 
manages the methods division. He joined 
CFB in 1970 and was elected operations 
officer in 1972 and assistant vice-president in 
1976. Phil is a director of the Richmond 
Chapter of the Administrative Management 
Society and is on the Virginia Advisory 
.Council for Business Education. 
Don McGlothlin participated in a series of 
lectures on the legal profession sponsored by 
-the Juris Society at Clinch Valley College. 
After three years of army service in the JAG 
Corps, Don returned to Grundy, Va., and is 
in the firm of McGlothlin and McGlothlin. 
After a summer of hiking Lake Tahoe, 
Lassen Park, Sun Valley and Canada's 
Rockies, Barbara Burket is back in Santa 
Barbara with Raytheon. Tendonitis in her 
ankle will keep her from the ski slopes this 
winter. Hopefully, trips along the coast 
highway will keep her mind off her "with- 
drawal from skiing." 
Conrad Tamea has joined the staff at 
Greenbrier Physicians, Inc., and the Green- 
brier Valley Hospital as a specialist in general 
and orthopedic surgery. Conrad received his 
MD from Hahnemann Medical College, 
Philadelphia; completed his residency at St. 
Joseph Hospital, Denver; and did orthopedic 
residency at St. Francis Hospital, Wichita. 
On her second year of a university 
fellowship, Beth Furbush is still attending 
Syracuse University in the Humanitarian 
Doctoral Program. Beth is in the writing 
stage on a dissertation on Ralph Waldo 
Emerson, Free Will and the Indian Vedantic 
Tradition. Beth would like to know the 
whereabouts of Anne Beazley Harlowe! 
Barbara Pate Glacel teaches graduate 
courses in public administration for John Jay 
College of Criminal Justice, City University 
of New York, in their extension program at 
West Point Academy. At the same time, 
Barbara guest lectures in urban government 
at the Academy. Husband Bob has been 
extended at West Point until June, 1981. Bob 
sponsors the Academy's track team, which 
will take the Glacels to San Francisco in 
March and to England in June for the 
Oxford-Cambridge series. 
Edward Klein has a successful piano 
tuning business in Lexington, Mass. Last 
August, he participated in EST and found it 
"the most important experience" of his life. 
It's not too early to be making plans for 
our tenth reunion coming up this fall!! Please 
make a special effort to make Homecoming 
this year! Have a nice spring!! 
Peggy Corso 
5767 Reading Avenue, #263 
Alexandria, Va. 22311 
^^ ^%   I hope 1980 has been a good year 
£    J    for everyone so far. I've heard 
*    ^™   from several classmates and hope 
more of you will take a minute to 
let us know what you're doing. 
Joanne Madden Deaton is teaching third 
grade in Chesterfield County and has 
enrolled in an MBA program at Virginia 
Commonwealth University. Her husband 
John is now a branch manager with 
Southern Bank. Ginny Miller writes that she 
began law school in August 1979, at William 
Mitchell College of Law in St. Paul, MN. The 
year before she moved from California to 
Minneapolis on a transfer with her job. 
After finishing work on the Einstein 
centenary exhibit at the National Museum of 
History and Technology, Frank Roche 
became the collections manager of the 
museum's exhibit, "1876: A Centennial 
Exhibition," in the Arts and Industries 
Building of the Smithsonian Institution in 
Washington, D.C. Harvey Credle has been 
named artistic director of theatrical history 
programs for Colonial Williamsburg. He will 
oversee the design, coodination and 
administration of theatrical history pro- 
grams, including street acting, theatre living 
history presentations, and other interpretive 
programs. Trudy Horton has had one book 
of poems published, There's a Neic Song In 
My Heart, and will soon see a second book of 
prose in print, which she co-authored. The 
book of poems was published by Broadman 
Press and the first printing has been sold 
out, with a second planned. Trudy has also 
been designing greeting cards and posters 
inspired by her spiritual thoughts and 
feelings about what the Bible says and how it 
has been relevant in her life. 
I received a nice letter from John Turner 
who has been pretty busy with fiddling, 
school and work. Since 1976 he has 
successfully defended the title of U.S. 
National Scottish Fiddling Champion which 
is awarded at competition in Alexandria, 
VA, each year at the annual Scottish games. 
He holds several other awards and has 
recorded three albums, "Montgomery Blue - 
The Scottish Fiddling of John Turner," "John 
Turner - Third Generation Fiddler," and 
"John Turner's Scottish Musical Mena-i 
gerie." He plans to do a fourth album next 
spring, and he has published a book of fiddle 
music called Tlie Fiddletree Manuscript. The 
albums and book are available at Scottisli 
specialty stores. John and his wife Chris, '74, 
have managed to spend several weeks in 
Scotland each year for the past several years. 
In addition to fiddling, John taught science 
in the Henrico County Schools for two years 
and then went to Union Theological 
Seminary in Virginia to earn a Doctor of 
Ministry degree in 1979. Since June of 1978, 
he has served as the-Associate Minister at 
Centenary United Methodist Church in 
Portsmouth. He and his wife had a daughter 
in July. 
John related that Floyd Griffith graduated 
from optometry school in Philadelphia last 
spring and is now an officer in the Navy, 
stationed at the Naval hospital in Ports- 
mouth. Patricia Kenig Curd is an instructor 
of philosophy at Hillsdale College in 
Michigan. She completed her Master's 
degree work at the University of Exeter and 
the University of Pittsburgh and received her 
Ph.D. from the University of Pittsburgh. 
Bill and Katherine Gooch Sirbaugh are 
living in Winchester, VA, and say they have 
plenty of room for guests and would like to 
see and/or hear from classmates. Bonnie 
Bailey Korta graduated from the Catholic 
University's National Catholic School of 
Social Services in 1977 with a master's in 
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DR. BRICKELL NAMED 
TOP EDUCATOR 
Virginia Beach Public School Superintendent Dr. E. E. Brickell '50, rector of the Board 
of Visitors, has been named one of North America's top 100 school administrators by the 
Executive Educator, published by the National School Boards Association. Several weeks 
were spent by a panel composed of editors and educators sifting through the nominations 
and making the final selections. According to Executive Educator, the final 100 
represent "the pinnacle of school management in the U.S. and Canada." The top 100 are 
drawn from every level of school administration, bearing eloquent testimony, the magazine 
says, to the abundance of leadership serving contemporary education. 
IBM SUPPORTS 
WOMEN'S PROGRAM 
The International Paper Company Foundation ofNeie York has given the School of 
Business Administration an additional $10,000 grant to support the School's Women in 
Business program. 
The grant is the second of a tivo-part, $25,000 commitment by the foundation to the 
Campaign for the College to promote development and expansion of zmrkshops, seminars 
and conferences for women in business throughout the South. 
A portion of the grant will support graduate fellowships to immen in William and 
Mary's Master of Business Administration degree program. 
social work. She then took a position as a 
marriage and family counselor with the 
Family Guidance Center in Hickory, N.C. 
She also taught Applied Psychology and 
Marriage and the Family at Catawba Valley 
Technical College. Bonnie and her husband 
Fred both missed the Virginia area and 
relocated to Lynchburg this past November 
where she is a family counselor with Family 
Service of Central Virginia. They have one 
daughter. 
Mike Scearce has been an Air Force 
aviator for six years. He served as a radar 
navigator/bombardier for three years and 
was then selected for undergraduate pilot 
training outside the Phoenix area. He was a 
class leader, SRO, and graduated with top 
honors in flying and academics. From 
Phoenix, Mike and his wife moved to 
California where he was a student pilot and 
then to North Carolina where he is currently 
a pilot. They had their first child, Marissa, 
this past August and look forward to a 
Pacific tour and possibly a European tour in 
the future. Mike has almost completed work 
on his MBA, and he has his private and 
instructor's flying licenses. Their address is 
204 Rose Drive in Goldsboro, NC 27530 for 
those of you having truble keeping in touch 
with them. 
I heard from Debbie Forster Thomas over 
the Christmas holidays. She and her 
husband Dale had been living in Montana 
but recently moved back to the Plainfield, NJ 
area. She is keeping busy with their 
daughter, Aryn. She also said that Linda 
Stone is living in Washington State, working 
in the city planning area. 
I also heard from Martin and Gayle Vester 
Pera who now hail from Great Britain. 
Martin received his Ph.D. in pharmacology 
and has a two-year fellowship to do research 
in London. Gayle keeps busy with her 
young daughter, Ginnie. 
Calvin Remsberg, on the faculty of the 
Madeira School in Greenway, Va., will 
perform at the College on Sunday aftemooi'., 
March 17, at the Campus Center Ballroom, 
as part of the Williamsburg Sunday Concert 
Series. 
Mrs. James W. Theobald 
(Mary R. Miley) 
4205 Booth Drive 
Sandston, Va. 23150 
fm9 /I ' appreciate all the letters and 
' / f\ notes that came over the past 
£ \3C couple months — especially the 
beautiful postcard of the Isle of 
Capri from Bill Clark. It made me wish I 
could pick up and take an exotic vacation to 
sunny skies and blue water this winter . . . 
alas! Bill has been cruising the Medi- 
terranean on board the aircraft carrier U.S.S. 
Independence, visiting Athens, Tel Aviv, and 
other ports. He was sorry to have missed 
Homecoming but consoled himself by 
vacationing at the resort Palma de Mallorca 
instead. 
Several classmates are moving up in the 
world of college administration: Sally 
Gordon Stacker is an Admissions Counselor 
at Mary Baldwin College. Sally loves her 
work — particularly the travel involved. She 
was recently in South Carolina and Florida 
on business. Robert Massa is the assistant to 
the dean of admissions at Colgate Univer- 
sity. He and Anne Cary Glass were married 
Nov. 24 in the Wren Chapel. She has just 
completed an M.A.T. degree at Colgate and 
is now teaching science and chemistry at 
Norwich High School in Norwich, N.Y. 
Kathy Hobbs Amaudin is also teaching. 
This is her sixth year of teaching, and her 
third year of working with gifted students in 
the New Orleans public school system. 
Shelton L. Smith and his wife Cheryl 
Barnett, '76, are living on the west side of 
Richmond. Shelton has been working at 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield since he received his 
MBA at W&M a couple of years ago. He was 
recently promoted to supervisor in cost 
accounting. Another classmate at Blue 
Cross/Blue Shield is Charles Wilson. 
Charles is the manager of the benefit control 
division and has been with the company 
since 1975. 
Dr. Thomas Cheezum has received his 
Doctor of Optometry from the Pennsylvania 
College of Optometry and is now practicing 
in Suffolk. "Almost-Dr." Susan Early is in 
her fourth year of med school at George 
Washington and plans to go into surgery. 
Carol Honebrink Lavoritano writes that 
she is still working for the transportation 
authority and has moved to a new house last 
year in Bala Cynwyd, Penn. 
1979 was the year for Sarah Beeler 
Hudson to change occupations. After five 
years of teaching biology in Charlottesville 
area high schools, she is now doing research 
for U.Va.'s med school, and loves her new 
job. Kaethe Post Ferguson is also doing 
research at the new med school in Johnson 
City, Tenn. In addition to her research 
responsibilities, Keathe has written several 
papers for publication and assisted in 
teaching a microbiology course at the med 
school. Kaethe and her husband Don are 
avid gardeners and Kaethe was busy this 
past fall freezing their home-grown 
vegetables and fruits. But she is looking 
forward to winter months when they can 
tackle the indoor projects. Though Kaethe 
loves her new house, she is less than 
enthusiastic about the former owners' 
decorating tastes, and is anxious to paint 
over the glitter on the ceiling! 
I got a long letter from Leslie Slemmer 
Clark. She and her husband Rick, '73 moved 
to New Castle, Del., last July where Leslie is 
vice president of a company which designs 
and produces displays for museums and 
businesses. She wrote that Kim Lewis 
Green and some friends have opened their 
own business in Chicago. It's called "A Dash 
of Class" and sells redwood and burlwood 
furniture. Kim is president of the company 
and it seems that they have been so success- 
ful that they are opening — or already have 
opened — a second store. 
Okay, folks, keep those cards and letters 
coming. Only one more '74 Class News until 
this fall! 
George W. Duke 
301 North Laburnum #4 
Richmond, Va. 23223 
mm f- It was good to hear from a lot of 
/ m^ you all since the last newsletter, 
£ \J so I'll relay the news that has 
been sent in. It seems like a new 
star is emerging in the personage of John 
Weiner, and remember, folks, you heard it 
first in this column. John writes that he is 
living in a New York City apartment and has 
made six commercials—Close-Up Tooth- 
paste, Patio Mexican Dinners, Arrid Extra 
Dry, and three with Mellow Roast Coffee. 
Besides TV ads, he has been on "As the 
World Turns" twice. He has also been 
working in a restaurant in Greenwich 
village, the "Horn of Plenty," where Hope 
Mauzerall, 74, also works. John says he'll 
see everyone at the fifth year reunion in '81. 
Jon Hauser graduated from U.Va. Law 
School in May and has become associated 
with another attorney, Henry Schwan, in 
Norfolk. Jon says it's quite a challenge trying 
to build his own clientele from the 
beginning. Bob Ott is another newly 
graduated attorney, from Catholic Univer- 
sity. He writes that he and Wally Stanton 
shared an apartment their first year and both 
of them made Law Revieie. Following Bob's 
summer marriage after his first year to Paula 
Stassi "77, he was chosen associate editor of 
the Law Review in the second year. 
Currently, Bob is associated with Arnold and 
Porter in D.C., the second largest firm in the 
area. He says the work borders on thrilling, 
and he practices in the area of corporate 
litigation, tax, and banking law. Paula is 
teaching the fourth grade at a private school 
in Vienna with plans to return to school to 
work on a master's degree in education or 
psychology. They say they would like to 
hear from other alumni. 
Meanwhile, Wally is an attorney for 
Esmark Corporation, which owns, among 
other things, the STP Motor Product 
Division. He also enjoys his work and has 
just moved into a new apartment in Upper 
N.W., D.C. A classmate of Bob's and 
Wally's, Brian Seeber, works for another 
downtown D.C. law firm and resides in 
Silver Spring, Md. Nancy Hadlock also 
works in the area, for the American 
Chemical Society. Her work involves 
planning conventions and other events for 
the ACS, and she resides in historical Old 
Towne Alexandria. 
Tom Driscoll and his wife, Linda 
Singleton Driscoll, have returned to 
Richmond after spending some time in Ann 
Arbor, Mich., where Tom received his 
master's degree in biology. Tom is the 
Naturalist for the Chesterfield County Parks 
and Recreation Department and was 
featured in an October article in the 
Richmond News Leader about the family- 
oriented nature hikes at Rockwood Park. 
Linda is an executive secretary with Central 
Fidelity Bankshares, and they both plan to 
begin taking courses at VCU in the near 
future. Tom had news about Danny Garland 
and his wife Anne. He is in Eastern Virginia 
Medical School and she is working for the 
Va. Archeological Center at W&M. Tom 
wants to know about Dave Alexander and 
Dave and Darr Barshis. Can anyone help 
him out! 
Michael Gilleran worked for two years 
after graduation on an assembly line for 
Chrysler in Detroit. During a vacation break, 
he and Dabney Eastham travelled to Europe 
and, among other events, climbed the 
highest mountain in Europe, Mount Blanc. 
In September 1978, he entered the N.Y.U. 
School of Law where he is now in his second 
year. This summer he'll be working for the 
Boston law firm of Gaston Snow & Ely 
Bartlett. Another international traveller is 
Susan Parsons. Following graduation from 
W&M with an M.A. in Plant Ecology, she 
volunteered for a two-year teaching assign- 
ment with Wycliffe Bible Translators in Porto 
Velha, Brazil. 
Steve Fisher has finished his residency in 
Wilmington, N.C, and has graduated with a 
master's in health administration. Following 
graduation he and his wife Patty travelled 
for two months around the country before 
going to Twin Falls, Id., where Steve began 
work with a local hospital. Patty had been 
teaching 7th grade life science and math in 
Wilmington. While travelling through the 
U.S., they ran into Pam Kuchenbuch in 
Carlsbad, N.M. She was travelling with her 
company, Duval Corp., and working in the 
area of borate exploration. Pam actually lives 
in Tucson, Ariz., and has travelled all over 
the Southwest, including the Mojave Desert. 
Steve and Patty were hiking on a trail in 
Yosemite National Park and came upon 
fellow hikers — Ken and Kathy Andaas 
Braaten from Chicago! What are the odds? 
They also visited Jeff and Lynn Marble 
Sconyers in New Haven, Conn. Jeff is in his 
first year of Yale Law School and Lynn 
utilizes her master's in social work in a local 
pursuit. Tom and Lisa McCauley, 77, 
Seelinger were also visited and word has it 
that Tom has plans to take courses in 
computer programming as an addition to his 
seminary training. 
John and Anne McFadden Metz are in 
Washington, D. C. where John is in his last 
year at Catholic University Law School and 
Anne is working as a radiation technologist. 
John was also working as a law clerk in the 
Bureau of Mining Health and Safety and 
Anne has begun applying for med school. 
Gary and Jennell Piplico Charles are in 
Richmond, where Gary is in his final year at 
Union Theological Seminary and Jennell is 
working in the Pediatric Unit at Richmond 
Memorial Hospital. Finally, in St. Louis they 
saw Mark and Dana Lewis "77, Brown, 
where Mark is a salesman for Milliken 
Carpet. 
We also have these bits of news from the 
Alumni Office. Rolf Williams is a sales 
representative with Barber Steamship Lines 
in New York City. Roberta Storch Lawrence 
teaches Spanish and French at a high school 
in Montavale, N.J. Raymond Bleday is in his 
senior year at the Illinois College of Pediatric 
Medicine in Chicago. Henry Crider is in his 
final year at the T. C. Williams School of Law 
in Richmond. Finally, Kathryn Auerbach is 
director of historic programs for the Bucks 
County Conservancy and participated this 
summer in a study program sponsored by 
the Royal Oak Foundation. 
Margaret Bowen 
1531-K Honey Grove Drive 
Richmond, Va. 23229 
mm X^   Happy 1980! I hope this new year 
/ 1l£ is good to all of us. I'm pleased to 
M \J have news from several of our 
classmates for the first time. 
Debbi Cook married David Felts last 
August. They are living in Franklin, Va., 
where Debbie is' working as a sales 
correspondent for Union Camp Corporation. 
Also in Franklin, Lou Anne Bryant is 
employed by Southampton Memorial 
Hospital as a respiratory therapy technician. 
In Fredericksburg, Betty Wells has been 
selected by Child Evangelism Fellowship as 
fellowship director; CEF is an international 
organization that teaches children about 
Christ through neighborhood clubs called 
Good News Clubs which meet weekly. 
Others in our class who have found 
careers of interest include Ellett Snead and 
Chip Perkins. Ellett has been confined to a 
wheelchair and has launched his own 
business taking advantage of his talents and 
interests by making custom fishing rods..He 
prefers graphite and develops the rod 
according to the type of fishing the customer 
prefers. Chip is working as a management 
trainee with Colonial American National 
Bank in Roanoke. He is in the credit depart- 
ment studying the analysis of financial state- 
ments and commercial lending. With the 
present economy and high interest rates, 
Chip feels that commercial lending is the 
most active area in banking. 
Robert Reeves is combining work and 
school in N.Y. He has been working for IBM 
since July 1978, and last September began 
evening classes at Fordham University in the 
MBA program. Paul Palmer and Ashley 
Easterling write from New Orleans where 
they are pursuing graduate studies at Tulane 
University. Both will receive their degrees in 
May; Paul will receive an MA in history and 
Ashley an MBA. 
Barbara Bruno is a second-year graduate 
student in theatre at Penn State. She 
recently served as director for the Penn State 
Thespians' production of "Company" and 
appeared in one production and worked as a 
choreographer in another. 
Ed Bright is in his second year of law 
school at U.Va. Chris Kelley is clerking for 
the   firm  of  Fillen  and   Caliendo   while 
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DONALD SWEIG '73 
WINS HISTORY PRIZE 
Donald M. Siveig 73, who is completing his doctoral studies in history at William and 
Mary, has nvn the fourth annual Charles Thomson prize by the National Archives and 
the Organization of American Historians. 
The prize, which carries an honorarium of $250, is awarded annually for an essay 
based on archival research. It is named in honor of the first secretary of the Continental 
Congress. 
Siveig, who is on academic leave from the Fairfax County (Va.) Office of Comprehen- 
shv Planning, wrote an essay entitled "The Human Dimension of Interstate Slave Trade: 
A Reassessment Based on Shipments from Alexandria, Virginia, to Neio Orleans." It 
analyzes 28 shipments encompassing more than 3,500 slaves shipped from the port of 
Alexandria to Nac Orleans and Natchez. Most were shipped by the firm of Franklin and 




William and Man/'s record-setting quarterback Tom Rozantz  79 has signed a one year 
contract with Saskatcheivan of the Canadian Football League. The Fairvieiv, Pa., native 
was a free agent with Neiv Orleans in the NFL but failed to make the squad last year. 
Rozantz's agent is joe Montgomery 74, a former All American center at William and 
Man/ and ncnv an investment broker in Williamsburg. He said the Canadian team feels 
"certain Tommy can make the grade." Tlie 22-year-old Rozantz set career records at 
William and Man/ for total offense (5,385 yds.) and yards passing (4,019). He was a two 
time AP honorable mention All American. 
completing his second year at New York 
Law School. David Cartwright is on the law 
review in his second year at the University of 
Illinois law school. He writes that he has 
accepted a position with the Chicago firm of 
Katten, Muchin, Gitles, Zavis, Pearl and 
Galler. 
John Lawless is working toward a Ph.D. 
in classics at the University of Texas at 
Austin. 
Many of you will remember Kerry Kasten 
from our first years at William and Mary. 
She is now a chemist and an expert witness 
for the state of Florida in chemical analysis. 
She sends greetings to all of us and, even 
though she is not able to visit often, she 
keeps track of most all our events. 
During recent holidays I was able to visit 
Robin Markwith Sleeth and Margie Weber 
in N.J. It was a wonderful vacation for me 
and I'm happy to say they are both doing 
quite   well.   May   Graves   visited   me   in 
Richmond recently. She is in her last 
semester of the MBA program at William 
and Mary. Susie Forbes completed this 
program in December and is living in 
Williamsburg for the next few months while 
job-hunting. 
Mike and Debbie Potter were visiting 
William and Mary for the recent basketball 
game against University of Richmond (super 
job, Indians!!). Their son John is adorable! I 
understand several of our classmates will 
have families to write about by the spring- 
time. Best wishes to all of you! 
Bob Rigrish visited Peter Garland, '77, in 
Richmond recently during our big snow 
storm. He is enjoying his second year of law 
school at UNC. 
We have one more column this spring. 
The response is really great, let's keep it up. 
There are many classmates from whom we 
still have not yet heard. Happy New Year to 
all of you. 
Vital Statistics 
BIRTHS 
To: Martin E. Everhard, '53, a son, Craig 
Martin, August 4, 1979. Seventh child, fifth 
son. 
To: Lee C. McCandless, '61, a daughter, 
Alina Stase, July 30, 1979. Second child. 
To: Sara Monroe (Smith), '63, a son, 
Christopher Monroe, July 17, 1978. 
To: John P. Wenrich, '63, a daughter, 
Rachel Ann, August 28, 1979. Second child. 
To: Sharon Christie (Jacumin), '64, a son, 
Walter Joe, Jr., October 28, 1977. Fourth 
child, first son. 
To: Paul Travis Mattox, '64, a son, Samuel 
Travis, February 5, 1979. 
To: Ann Baskervill (Simpson), '65, and 
Robert L. Simpson, '63, a daughter, 
Mary-Douglass, July 13, 1979. Fourth child, 
second daughter. 
To: Jean Stern (Lavid), '65, a daughter, 
Laura Ruth, March 19, 1979. Fifth child, first 
daughter. 
To: Henry A. Davis, Jr., '66, a daughter, 
Janet Corinne, April 10, 1979. Second child. 
To: Wilburn C. Dibling, Jr., '66, a son, 
Wilburn Charles, III, October 29, 1979. Third 
child, first son. 
To: William N. Hendricks, HI, '66, a 
daughter, Ruth Genevieve Stevenson, June 
18, 1979. 
To: Alan B. Mollohan, '66, two sons, Alan 
Andrew, June 16, 1977, and Robert H, 
December 3, 1978. 
To: Sally Smith (Brown), '66, and Arthur 
H. Brown, III, '66, a daughter, Sarah 
Elizabeth, May 8, 1979. Third child, second 
daughter. 
To: Nora Acree (Walker), '67, a daughter, 
Evelyn Ryland, September 7, 1979. First 
child. 
To: J. Lynn Booker, '67, a daughter, 
Allison, February 24, 1979. First child. 
To: Robert Edward Bradenham, II, '67, a 
son, Robert Edward, in, March 19, 1979. 
First child. 
To: Joyce Hartman (Fazar), '67, and W. 
Randolph Fazar, '65, a daughter, Laura 
Barrett, November 12, 1979. Fourth child, 
third daughter. 
To: Roy Wendell Cherry, '67, a son, 
Andrew Wendell, June 14, 1979. First child. 
To: Sandra Abicht (Simmermon), '68, a 
daughter, Jessica Ann, December 11, 1979. 
Second child, first daughter. 
To: Jean Branham (Reid), '68, a son, 
Andrew Carroll, September 4, 1979. Second 
child, second son. 
To: Susan E. Crouse (Smith), '68, a son, 
David, October 27, 1972, and a son, Peter, 
October 19, 1976. First and second child. 
To: Camilla Gardner (Levien), '68, a son, 
Matthew Carl, January 8, 1979. Fourth child, 
third son. 
To: Marilynn Hunt (Guzelian), '68, a 
daughter, Catherine Lynn, August 13, 1979. 
Second child, first daughter. 
To: Kenneth C. Irby, '68, a daughter, 
Kimberly Caron, April 9, 1978. First child. 
To: James Bruce Kerr, '68, a daughter, 
Frances Leah, November 24, 1979. Second 
daughter. 
To: Diane Letchworth (Burgess), '68, a 
son, Richard Reid, May 1, 1979. First child. 
To: Rosalie Petrillo (Gabriel), '68, a son, 
Michael Joseph, May 25, 1979. Third child, 
second son. 
To: Lynda Cyrus (Malone), '69, a 
daughter, Anna Richmond, November 16, 
1975. First child. 
To: Martha McGuire (Keating), '69, a son, 
Andrew Wade, June 1, 1979. Second son. 
To: Nancy Pitzer (Vermillion), '69, a 
daughter, Marguerite Elizabeth, May 18, 
1979. First child. 
To: Earl R. Adams, '70, a son, David Earl, 
June 14, 1979. First child. 
To: Herbert B. Armstrong, '70, a daughter, 
Lauren Elizabeth, July 15, 1979. First child. 
To: Mary Couper (Lischer), '70 and Jeff 
Lischer, '70, a daughter, Margaret Anne, 
July 11, 1979. Second child, first daughter. 
To: Deene Hall (Allen), '70, a son, Jake 
Thomas, December 4, 1979. First child. 
To: Randy Pearson (Van Dam), '70, and T. 
Thomas Van Dam, JD '73, a daughter, 
Martha Hamilton, December 25, 1979. First 
child. 
To: Joyce A. Stroop (Moran), '70, and H. 
Wayne Moran, MA '71, a son, Kristopher 
Taft, July 4, 1979. First child. 
To: Barbara Collins (Morgan), '71, a son, 
Marshal Grant, April 13, 1979. Second child, 
first son. 
To: Kathy Plasmati (Baldwin), '71, and Jim 
Baldwin, '71, a son, Jesse Hambrick, October 
20, 1978. Second child. 
To: Raymona Rawls (Hester), '71, a son, 
August 2, 1979. Second son. 
To: Alice Scantlebury (Keener), '71, a 
daughter, Bethany Alice, April 14, 1979. 
Second child, first daughter. 
To: Toni Singleton (O'Neil), '71, and Rick 
O'Neil, '69, a son, Kevin Singleton, August 
4, 1979. First child. 
To: Linda Allmond (Emory), '72, a 
daughter, Elizabeth Parker, March 8, 1979. 
Second daughter. 
To: Joanne Bird (Randa), '72, and Richard 
Dean Randa, '71, a daughter, Carrie Dean, 
May 4, 1979. First child. 
To: Robert H. Brewer, '72, a son, Paul 
Eugene, September 11, 1979. 
To: Judith Ruff (Stocks), '72, a daughter, 
Devon Rebecca, August 24, 1979. Second 
daughter. 
To:   Linda   Charles   (Dill),   '73,   a   son,. 
Thomas  Alan,   November 21,   1979.   First 
child. 
To: Harleen Harper (Dizer), '73, a 
daughter, Emily Kathryn, November 28, 
1977. 
To: Karen VanderWerff (Dorgan), '73, a 
daughter, Kelly Maureen, November 10, 
1979. First child. 
To: Helene Willis (Haluska), '73, a son, 
Brian J., April 22, 1979. First child. 
To: Mary Lou Conklin (Matthews), '74, a 
son, David James, March 5,1979. First child. 
To: Sharon Jones (Stamps), '74, and 
Robert Timothy Stamps, '73, a son, Andrew 
Timothy, September 12, 1979. First child. 
To: Linda Cool (Larson), '75, and David 
Larson, '75, a daughter, Sarah Elizabeth, 
September 1, 1979. 
To: Jane Snoddy (Smith), '75, a daughter, 
Amanda Catherine, May 7, 1979. Second 
child, first daughter. 
To: Tracy Walker (Wyman), '75, and David 
Wyman, '75, a son, Jonathan Scott, August 
21, 1979. First child. 
To: Kathleen Frost (Duffner), '76, and 
Mark Stephen Duffner, '75, a daughter, 
Christina Marie, July 15, 1979. First child. 
To: Steven Peter Kurtz, '76, a daughter, 
Rachel Esther, August 3,1979. Second child, 
first daughter. 
To: Karen Larson (Gillespie), '76, arid 
Robert Maxwell Gillespie, II, '77, a daughter, 
Kelly Megan, June 16, 1979. First child. 
To: Peggy Moler (Sullivan), '76, and 
Stephen Michael Sullivan, '77, a daughter, 
Colleen Gwynn, July 7, 1979. First child. 
To: Jean Hughes (Nicolaus), '77, a 
daughter, Jennifer Jean, January 15, 1979! 
To: Thomas G. Theisen, '77, a son, Daniel 
Curtis, July 19, 1979. First child. 
To: Jennifer Miller (Owens), '74, a son, 
Christopher Michael, on February 18, 1980. 
Second son. 
MARRIAGES 
Martha Waldrop McCartney, '59, and Carl 
Aschman, July 20, 1979. 
Catherine J. Calvert, '69, and Alasdair R. 
Findlay-Shirras, October 27, 1979. 
Cheryl Lyn Scott, '70, and John Dozier 
Rome, November 3, 1979. 
Mary Booth Hollowell, '71, and Joseph 
Edward O'Gorman, April 29, 1978. 
Lynne Ellen Dowling, 74, and Craig Alan 
Rockenbauch, September 10, 1978. 
Werdna Wayland Eure, Jr., '74, and Kris 
Kershaw, October 13, 1979. 
Leanne Dorman, '75, and Robert 
Alexander Kurland, December 1, 1979. 
Susan Hildebrand, '75, and Arthur 
Ruegger, August 25, 1979. 
Samuel W. Lanham, Jr., '75, and 
Stephanie Taylor Laite, August 11, 1979. 
Mallory Ann Davis, '76, and Steven Alan 
Horbal, '75, October 27, 1979. 
Martha Watters Lufkin, '76, and Charles 
Norman Durfor, Jr., '74, November 4, 1979. 
Lynne McMichael, '76, and Charles B. 
Lindsey, MBA '77, October 27, 1979. 
Stephen Lee Winston, '76, and Sandra 
Claudette Tillis, October 6, 1979. 
Clair Hill, '77, and Eric Spencer, JD '77, 
September 7, 1979. 
Mary Sue Hogan, '77, and John R Sharp, 
August 21, 1979. 
Paul Philippe Simonpietri, '77, and Linda 
Susan Janacek, July, 1979. 
Melanie Sushak, '77, and Scott Alan 
Katzmann, August 18, 1979. 
Melanie Waller, '77, and Charles Lamb, 
May 19, 1979. 
Debra Jean Mclntyre, '78, and Charles 
Bryan Hunter, Jr., November 3, 1979. 
Helen Plunkett, '78, and Gary Dean 
Steffey, May 12, 1979. 
James Woodward Potts, '78, and 
Stephanie Anne Curfman, November 3, 
1979. 
Leslie A. Sciarra; '78, and Charles P. 
Shimer, 78, August 11, 1979. 
Stephanie Tsacoumis, 78, and Wayne L. 
Meyer, 78, December 30, 1979. 
Nancy Lee Bartlett, 79, and Mark David 
Payne, '79, November, 1979. 
Jane Gresham, 79, and Steve W. Fortner, 
79, October 27, 1979. 
Melissa Anne Larson, '79, and W. Sam 
Howard, '77, June 30, 1979. 
Catherine Anne Lint, 79, and John 
Anthony Messina, Jr., November 24, 1979. 
Alice Anne Stiff, 79, and Richard A. 
Lloyd, 78, August 24, 1979. 
DEATHS 
Joseph Farland Hall, '12 B.A., November 
10, 1979, in Richmond, Virginia. 
Charles Clark Renick, '15 B.S., December 
29, 1979, in Naples, Florida. 
Virginia Isley (Smith), '24 A.B., February, 
1979, in Charlotte, North Carolina. 
Merrill Miller (Baird), '29, September, 
1979, in Dyersburg, Tennessee. 
Helen P." Acton, '32 A.B., January 17,1979, 
in Gainesville, Florida. 
Hunter Chappell Curling, '32, December 
9, 1979, in Chesapeake, Virginia. 
Charlotte Emily Taylor, '32, September 23, 
1979, in Washington, D.C. 
Elizabeth Johnson Betts (Howell), '33 
A.B., November 24, 1979, in Smithfield, 
Virginia. 
Samuel A. Kushner, '33, October 19, 1979, 
in Danville, Virginia 
Robert Vaughan Terrell, '34 B.S., February 
5, 1980, in Richmond. 
Mary Fairfax Shreve (Bishop), '35 A.B., 
November 18, 1979, in Ann Arbor, 
Michigan. 
Charles Bitner Shade, '36 B.S., June 1, 
1979, in Yorktown, Virginia. 
Constance Southgate (Kauders), '38, 
December 11, 1979, in Beverly Farms, 
Massachusetts. 
Helen Gray (Meyer), '41, October 10,1979, 
in Darien, Connecticut. 
Florencio Llach Coll, '44, June, 1979, in 
Barcelona, Spain. 
Mary Elizabeth Wood (Caves), '44, April 3, 
1979, in Honeoye Falls, New York. 
John William Johnson, '46, November 24, 
1979, in Raleigh, North Carolina. 
James Wallace Bolding, '48 A.B., August 
11, 1979, in Manassas, Virginia. 
Richard Caldwell (Plumer)! '48 A.B., 
August 7, 1979, in Dover, New Hampshire. 
Marie Miller (Necarsulmer), '48 B.A., 
October 18, 1979, in White Plains, New 
York. 
Mary Lois Settle (Price), '49 B.A., 
September 23, 1978, in Atlanta, Georgia. 
Ronald Eugene Fidell, '55, November 21, 
1979, in Chicago, Illinois. 
Lorraine Jansen Nicholson, '64 B.A., 
March 6, 1978, in Hampton, Virginia. 
Gregory Lance Labell, 71 B.A., December 
9, 1979, in Germany. 
George Kirby Shepherd, 73 B.S., 
November 28, 1979, in Antarctica. 
Cecily Barksdale Warrick, '81, December 
24, 1979, in Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
John Paul McConnell, Jr., A.M. '23, 
August 23, 1979, in North Carolina. 
Spring Into 
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MARCH 1980 THE OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENT 
President's Council Enjoys Nostalgic Evening 
It was a night for nostalgia-a brief 
look at the past in the midst of a 
weekend focusing on the future of 
liberal education. 
The annual President's Council 
black-tie dinner, held Friday. February 
8. the night before Charter Day. was 
attended by about 150 of the College's 
most loyal and dedicated supporters. It 
was not only a night to see old friends 
as they are now. but a night to see how 
a great many of the Council members 
looked when they attended the 
College. A special slide presentation 
brought to life old yearbook pictures, 
and as the William and Mary Choir 
hummed "The Way We Were." the 
audience chuckled over pictures show- 
ing Gordon Vliet '54. with a crew 
cut. a skinny young T. C. Clarke '22 in 
his baseball uniform, and dozens of 
other popular alumni during their 
College years. 
President Graves joined W. Brooks 
George '32. Secretary of the Council, 
in saluting the outstanding generosity of 
Council members. He pointed to a 
significant increase in membership, 
from 185 members in 1979 to 244 
members for 1980. 
All alumni and friends who make 
annual personal gifts of $1,000 or more 
to one or several College funds are 
members of the Council. Members for 
1980 are listed below: 
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Ackerman. Mr. 
and Mrs. A. Marshall Acuff, Jr... Mr. and 
Mrs. C. S. Adlis, Mr. and Mrs. Alan F. 
Albert. Mr. and Mrs. Saunders Mann 
Almond. Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Walter T. 
Anicka. Mr. and Mrs. Gamer Anthony. 
The Hon. and Mrs. R. William Arthur. 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert W. Ayers. Jr.. Mr. 
and Mrs. James A. Baber, III. Mr. and 
Mrs. Daniel W. Baran. Mr. Richard C 
Bechtel, Mrs. Virginia F. Beirne. Mr. 
and Mrs. Vincent Beninato. Dr. and 
Mrs. William M. Bickers. Mr. and Mrs. 
Willits H. Bowditch, Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert Friend Boyd. Sr.. Mr. and Mrs. 
J. Bruce Bredin. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. 
Bretnall. Mr. and Mrs. James W. 
Brinkley. Mrs. G T. Brooks. Sr.. Mr. 
and Mrs. G T. Brooks. Jr.. Mr. Russell 
Edward Brown. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. John 
Bruce. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. D. Tennant 
Bryan. Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. 
Bryant. Dr. Lester Cappon, Mr. and 
Mrs. William D. Carlton. Mrs. J. D. 
Cameal. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph 
Carter. Mr. and Mrs. David B. 
Chalmers, Mr. and Mrs. R. Harvey 
Chappell. Mr. and Mrs. Roy R. Charles. 
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wayne Cheek, Mr. 
■ and Mrs. Leslie Cheek. Jr.. Mr. and 
Mrs. Carter C. Chinnis. Jr., Mr. arid 
Mrs. Page B. Clagett. Mr. and Mrs. 
Franklin W. Clark, Mr. and Mrs. T C 
Clarke. Mr." and Mrs. Guy Coheleach. 
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot Cohen. Mr. and 
Mrs. Howard T. Cohn. Dr. Waverly M. 
Cole, Mr. and Mrs. C. Lacey Compton. 
Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. Clement Conger. Mr. 
and Mrs. Edgar Renn Conner. Jr.. Dr. 
and Mrs. Denton A. Cooley. Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles Crone. Mr. Ernest B. 
Curry. 
Mr. and Mrs. Colin R. Davis. The 
Hon. and Mrs. Richard J. Davis. Mr. 
and Mrs. Ward W. Deems. Mr. and 
Mrs. Martin DeHaan. Mr. and Mrs. A. 
Robert Doll. Mr. Ray S. Donaldson. 
Mrs. Evelyn C. Doss. Mr. and Mrs. 
Milton L. Drewer. Jr.. Mrs. Thomas P. 
Duncan. Mr. and Mrs. Richard G. 
Duncan. Mr. and Mrs. Louis Ellenson. 
Mr. Perry Edwin Ellis. Mr. and Mrs. 
Donald C. S. Elmore. Mr. and Mrs. 
Ralph A. Elmore. II. Mr. Ralph A. 
Elmore, III. Mr. and Mrs. John 
Entwisle. Mr. and Mrs. Robey W. Estes, 
Sr.. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Ewig, Mr. 
and Mrs. George Falck. Dr. and Mrs. 
Robert J. Faulconer. Mr. and Mrs. E. C. 
Ferguson. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. Donald 
Fergusson. Mr. William F. Fitzhugh, Jr.. 
Mr. and Mrs. Lakis Florakis. The Hon. 
and Mrs. Dixon L. Foster. Mr. and Mrs. 
Thomas R. Frantz, Mr. and Mrs. Robert 
L. Freeman. Dr. John H. Fritz. 
Mr. and Mrs. A. John Gabig. Mr. 
Eugene Belden Galusha. Capt. and 
Mrs. John H. Garrett. Jr.. Mrs. Vernon 
M. Geddy. Sr.. Mr. and Mrs. W. Brooks 
George. Mr. and Mrs. Chester F. 
Giermak. Mrs. Raymond W. Gill. Mr. 
George I. Gondelman. Mr. and Mrs. 
Donald J. Gonzales. Mr. and Mrs. 
Ernest Goodrich. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd 
Dewey Gottwald, Sr.. Mr. and Mrs. 
Floyd Dewey Gottwald. Jr.. Mr. and 
Mrs. Bruce C. Gottwald. Mr. and Mrs. 
Martin Gracey. Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert 
Granger, Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. 
Gravely. Mrs. John O. W. Gravely, III. 
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Greenblatt. Dr. 
and Mrs. Loren P. Guy. Mr. and Mrs. 
Philip B. Hamilton. Gen. and Mrs. 
Arthur Briggs Hanson. Mr. and Mrs. C. 
Gerald Harris. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred P. 
Hart, Mr. and Mrs. William Hawkins, 
Mr. and Mrs. Randall S. Hawthorne, 
Col. and Mrs. Leonard D. Henry. Mr. 
and Mrs. J. B. Hickman. Mr. and Mrs. 
David M. Hillegas. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. 
John E. Hocutt. Mr. and Mrs. A. Frank 
Hooker. Sr.. Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. 
Hornsby. Dr. and Mrs. William Hume 
Hoskins. Mr. and Mrs. James Edward 
Howard. Mr. and Mrs. John O. 
Hummel. Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. 
Hungerford. 
Mr. E. Ralph James, Sr.. Mr. and 
Mrs. C  Ray Johnson. Mr. and Mrs. 
Emil O Johnson. Mr. and Mrs. J. 
Rodney Johnson. Mr. and Mrs. John R. 
Lee Johnson. Jr.. Mr. J. Seward 
Johnson. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth 
Johnson. Mrs. Robert Wood Johnson. 
Ms. Laurie A. Johnston. Mr. and Mrs. 
Hubert L. Jones. Mrs. R. Keith Kane. 
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Kaufman. Mrs. 
F. V Keesling. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. 
Herbert V. Kelly. Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert 
Kinnamon. Mr. and Mrs. William 
Berriman Knowles. Mr. and Mrs. Mike 
Kokolis. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Koons. 
Mr. and Mrs, John R. Kris. Mr. and 
Mrs. Ralph Ladd. Mr. and Mrs. Robert 
I. Lansburgh. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph 
William Lawler. Miss Miriam R. LeVin. 
Ms. D  Elaine Lewis. Mr. and Mrs. 
Herbert L Lewis. Mr. and Mrs. Richard 
Henry Lewis. 
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. MacCoy. III. Mr. 
and Mrs. Angelo Mageras. Mr. and Mrs. 
Frederick C. Maloney. Mr. and Mrs. 
James E. Maloney. Mr. and Mrs. D. J. 
Martin. Jr.. Mr. H. L. Martin. Mr. and 
Mrs. Aubrey L. Mason. Mr. and Mrs. 
Walter G. Mason. Mr. and Mrs. Paul N. 
Massey Mr. and Mrs. Mark H. 
McCormack. Dr. and Mrs. Bruce T 
McCully Mr. and Mrs. Franklin J. 
McDermott. Mr. and Mrs. J. H. 
McKenzie. Mrs. Anne C Meehan. Mrs. 
Jack N. Meeks. Mr. and Mrs. James R. 
Melchor. Mr. and Mrs. Cloyd R. 
Mellott. Mr. and Mrs. George Milboum. 
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Milby. Mr. and 
Mrs. Patrick J. Milmoe. Mr. Robert 
Members of the President's Council at a pre-dinner cocktail party include 
George Walters, Mr. and Mrs. Brooks George, and Mr. and Mrs. L. C. 
Ackerman. 
Stewart Muscalus. Mrs. Thomas 
Newman. Mr. and Mrs. Blake T. 
Newton. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph R. 
Nimmo. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Olsen. Mr. 
and Mrs. Malvern H. Omohundro, Jr.. 
Mr. David W. Otey. Mr. and Mrs. John 
P. Ottaway. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. Carroll 
Owens. 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas G Paynter. 
Mr. and Mrs. David L Peebles. Mrs. 
Carrie Sheren Perlmutter. Mrs. 
Gertrude Perrin. Mr. and Mrs. William 
L. Person. Mr. and Mrs. Jesse C. 
Phillips. Ms. Julia Mae Phillips. Mr. and 
Mrs. Erwin L. Pincus. Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles P. Pollard. Mr. and Mrs. James 
J. Porach. Mr. and Mrs. David Prosser. 
Mr. and Mrs. R. Bradshaw Pulley. Mr. 
and Mrs. W. W. Reasor. Miss Nancy 
Ann Remine. Mr. and Mrs. Ramon 
Riancho. Mr. Philip Richardson. Mr. 
and Mrs. Robert Rist. Mr. and Mrs. 
Paul Rizzo. Mr. and Mrs. A. Addison 
Roberts. Mr. and Mrs. Austin L. 
Roberts. III. Mr. L. J. Roberts. Mr. and 
Mrs. S. Wame Robinson. Mr. and Mrs. 
D. Hillsdon Ryan. 
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Sacalis. Mr. and . 
Mrs. Nick Saras. Mr. William H. 
Savage. Mr. and Mrs. Dwight 
Schaubach. Mr. and Mrs. G. Elliott 
Schaubach. Jr.. Dr. and Mrs. Robert T 
Sessions. Mr. and Mrs. Henry A. 
Shook. Miss Joan F. Showalter. Mr. 
and Mrs. Richard E. Sikorski. Mr. A. 
Ray Simmons. Mr. and Mrs. Boyd G. 
Smith. Mr. and Mrs. Hinton T. Smith. 
Mr. Joseph Smith. Mr. and Mrs. Layton 
F. Smith. Mr. and Mrs. Willard S. 
Smith. The Hon. and Mrs. William B. 
Spong. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. J. Walton St. 
Clair. Jr.. Miss Elizabeth Stearns. Mr. 
and Mrs. Charles Ray Storm. Mr. and 
Mrs. Macrae Sykes. Dr. Andrew S. 
Tegeris. Mr. Thomas Duncan Terry. 
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert B Thomson. Mr. 
and Mrs. Edward Buford Titmus. Dr. 
and Mrs. Lee B Todd. Dr. and Mrs. 
Rafael Arrillaga Torrens. Mr. and Mrs. 
W. Harvey Trevilian. Jr. Mr. and Mrs. 
James E. Ukrop. Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth 
Ellsworth Umlah. 
Mr. T. Arthur Vaughan. Jr.. Mr. and 
Mrs. Richard Velz. Mr. and Mrs. 
Raymond T. Waller. Mr. and Mrs. 
George M. Walters. Dr. and Mrs. 
William S. Wartel. Mr. and Mrs. Hays 
T. Watkins. Mr. and Mrs. Charles 
Watson. Mr. and Mrs. George Herbert 
Watson. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence 
Francis Weismann. Dr. and Mrs. Walter 
R. Wenk. Jr.. Dr. and Mrs. Marvin 
West. Mr. and Mrs. Edward G. Wetter. 
Mr. George R. Whitley. Mr. and Mrs. 
Thomas Bryan Whitmore. Jr.. Mr. and 
Mrs. Rolf Williams. Mr. and Mrs. R. C 
Williamson. Mr. and Mrs. Hillsman V. 
Wilson. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. Winder. 
Mr. Roger Swire Woolley. Mr. and Mrs. 
John E. Wray. Mr. and Mrs. Walter 
Zable. Mrs. J. Edward Zollinger. 
I 
Parents Contribute Almost $50,000 to College 
Parents of William and Mary students 
came through again in 1979, setting a 
record for the largest number of gifts 
made to the Parents Fund during a 
single year. The total raised during 
1979 was $48,973.99. 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Velde, co- 
chairmen of the Association of Parents, 
were the moving force behind the 1979 
drive, which included personal and 
printed letters, brochures, and several 
student phonathons. The Veldes' will 
again spearhead the drive in 1980, and 
expect to enlist a great deal of help and 
advice from other members of the 
Steering Committee for the Association 
of Parents. 
The names of contributors to the 
1979 Parents Fund are listed below: 
Dr. & Mrs. P. N. Acha. Mr. & Mrs. C. S. Adlis. 
Mr. Charles E. Ailsworth, Mr. Douglas A. Allen. 
Mr. Roy R. Allen, Dr. Earl A Alluisi, Mr. & Mrs. 
Edward P. Almy. Mr. Allen K. Alsobrook. Jr. 
Edward Lee Anderson. Mr. Robert A. Anderson. 
Mr. Samuel W. Apperson. Mr. Edwin C. 
Armbrister. Mr. Edwin H. Amaudin. Mr. & Mrs. 
Eric Arthur. Mr. James E. Astin. Mr. & Mrs. 
Charles E. Auders. Mr. William B. Auping. Mr. 
William C. Bader. Mr. William Baer. M. L. Bailey. 
Mrs. Grace T. Baker. Mr. & Mrs. Eugene L. 
BakewelL Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Bannin. Mr. & 
Mrs. Walter Barbee. Mr. & Mrs. George F. Barnes. 
Mrs. Patricia L. Barnes. Miss Virginia 0- Barr. Mr. 
& Mrs. Robert D. Barranger. Mr. Michael J. 
Barrett. Mr. Victor E. Barton. Mr. Robert E. 
Baskett. Mr. & Mrs. Marvin Bass. Mr. William 
Bataller. Mr. Richard A. Baynton. Mr. Horace 
Buchanan Bazan. Mr. George D. Bean. Mr. & Mrs. 
Gerald A. Belt. Mr. Edward J. Bender. Major 
Gordon C. Bennett. Mr. William T. Bennett. Mr. 
W. T. Berglung. Mr. Willard Bergman. Mr. R. 
Donald Bermudes. Dr. Robert E Berry. Mr. 
Douglas E. Bethel. Mr. George L. Beyer. Mr. 
Richard L. Bidwell. Mr. William C. Bingham. Mr. 
John D. Bird. Mr. John A Blackburn. Mr. & Mrs. 
Richard E. Blanchard. Dr. Frank M. Blanton. Mr. 
Vincent G. Blasco. Mr. Michael P. Bleday. Ms. 
Louise P. Bloom. Mr. Julian M. Bodenheimer. Mr. 
Lester J. Bolanovich. Mr. & Mrs. R Onex Boiling. 
Mr. Neil H. Borden. Mrs. Archie L Boswell. Mr. 
George A. Bourgeois. John I. Bowman. Mr. 
William H. Boyle. Dr. & Mrs. R. W. Bradley. Mr. 
Edward S. Bradshaw. Col. C. H. Braeden. Mr. & 
Mrs. Kenneth L. Bragg. Mr. Oscar H. Braun. Mr. 
Jarvis L. Brewer. Mrs. Clare S. Brewster. Mr. 
Thurman Y. Brickhouse. Mr. Waverly C. 
Broadwell. Mr. & Mrs. William B. Brockwell. Mr. & 
Mrs. Leonard Brooks. Mrs. Alice C. Brown. Mr. Ira 
W. Brown. Mr. & Mrs. James M. Brown. Mr. 
James M. Brown. Mr. & Mrs. R. A. Brush. Mr. 
Ralph S. Bryan. Mrs. Cecil R. Buchanan. Mr. & 
Mrs. Patrick C. Buchanan. Mr. Donald R. Buck. 
Col. Louis P. Buldain. Mr. A. E. Burgeson. Mr. & 
Mrs. William Burgess. Mr. Nelson H. Burke. Mr. 
Ralph E. Bumette. Mr. Ernest Bumick. Dr. & Mrs. 
James J. Butler. Mr. Joseph C. Butler. Mr. John 
Buurma. Dr. C. W. Byrd. Mr. & Mrs. Lee B. Byrd. 
Mr. & Mrs. Clifford D. Caldwell. Mr. & Mrs. 
Edward L. Callear. Mr. Richard G. Camacho. Mr. 
Louis C. Campbell. Mr. Wason G. Campbell. Mr. 
& Mrs. William S. Campbell. Mr. George H. 
Camplair. Mr. Frederick Thomas Carmine. Mr. & 
Mrs. Beverley F. Carson. Mr. Harold M. Carter. 
Mr. Edward S. Carver. Mr. John Cerminara, Mr. & 
Mrs. Milton Cemy. Mr. Charles E. Chambliss. III. 
Mr. A. C. Chase. Mr. & Mrs. Francis D. Chestney. 
Mr. William M. Childs. Mr. & Mrs. Gary Chow, 
Col. Robert H. Clagett. Mr. Kenneth W. Clark. Dr. 
Richard F. Clark. Dr. Paul C. Cline. Mr. Stanley T. 
Cline. Mr. Richard A. Clough. Mr. D. W. Coad. 
Mr. Joseph M. Coates. Mr. John L Cody. Mr. 
Leonard H. Collier. Mr. & Mrs. David B. Conger. 
Mr. Robert B. Connelly. Mr. Robert William 
Conway. Mr Arthur I. Cooper. Dr. T. O. 
Coppedge. Mr. James R. Costello, Ms. Rosemary 
Cotton. Mrs. Maude R. Cox, Mr. Wilbur C. Crane. 
Dr. Allen Cranin. Mr. John F. Cratsley. Mr. James 
Edward Crawley. Col. Buckner M. Creel. III. Mr. 
Richard W. Crowley. Mrs. Willia E. Cupery. Mr. & 
Mrs. Douglas Coleman Curtis. Mr. & Mrs. Donald 
Frank Dalton. Mr. Frank C. Dare. Mr. William C. 
Darley. Mr. John K. Davidson. Mr. & Mrs. Cedric 
Davis. Mr. Willis H. Davis. Mr. Louis P. Decunzo. 
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur H. Demonbreun. Mr Edward 
M. Dennett. Mr. George S. Denning. Mr. Louis 
Dewilde. Mr. & Mrs. W. Joe Diehl. Mr. Robert E. 
Dillon. Mr. James J. Dinardo. Mr. & Mrs. James J. 
Dinardo. Mr. Robert J. Dodson. Mr. & Mrs. 
William C. Dodson. Mr. Eugene T. Dolan. Dr. 
Mario A. Dolan. Mr Raymond J. Donnelly. Mr. 
James Nicholas Dorso. Mr. R. K. Dreyer. Mr. & 
Mrs. Thomas L. Driscoll. Mr. James Drozda. Dr. 
Stephen J. Dubel. Mrs. John H. Dubois. Mr. & 
Mrs. John H. Dudley. R. E Duff. Mr. Henry S. 
Dunbar. III. Mr. Burton C Duncan. Mr. Ross E 
Duncan. Mr. William F. Dunn. Col. John J. 
Durant. Mr. Robert A. Durham, Mr. & Mrs. Joseph 
Russell Durrett. Jr.. Dr. R.D. Dyer. 
Mr. Charles S. Edmiston. Dr. William E 
Edmonston. Mr. John G. Eklund. Mr. Billy J. Ellis. 
Mr. & Mrs. John S. Ellis. Mr. Thomas M. Ellis. Mr. 
Graham J. Ellixson. Mr. Robert R. Elsasser. Mr. & 
Mrs. Richard B. Elwell. Mrs. Aura S. Emery. Mr. 
Paul Emmert. Mr. & Mrs. Leo F. Endler. Dr. & 
Mrs. Herbert Engelhardt. Mr. Roy T. Englert. Mrs. 
Donald Ermlick. Mr. & Mrs. R. W. Estes. Mr. 
Gerald M. Evans. Mr. Gilbert Evans. Mr. William 
P. Evans. Mr. & Mrs. John F. Ewing. Mr. & Mrs. 
John Eyre. Mr. & Mrs. Horace B. Faber. Jr.. Mr. & 
Mrs. Edward D. Failor. Mr. Harry W. Faircloth. Mr. 
William A. Fallon. Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth J. Fawcett. 
Mr. & Mrs. John T. Fay. Col. Herbert M. 
Federhen. Mr. Paul o. Fehnel. Mr. Philip Feins. 
Capt. D. L. Felt. Mr. & Mrs. Leo W. Fenity. Mr. 
Byron J. Fentriss. Mr. & Mrs. Jerry J. FerenHnos. 
Mr. & Mrs. James C. Ferris. Mr. John S. 
Fessenden. Mr. Edward J. Findley. Mr. & Mrs. 
John F. Finger. Mr. Robert W. Finley. Mr. Leo E. 
Fioramonti. Mr. Larry E. Fisher. Mr. Windell F. 
Fisher. Mr. James L. Fitzgerald. Mr. & Mrs. Elmer 
William Flaig. Mr. & Mrs. Bruce August Flatin. Col. 
N. W. Fleming. Mr. J. F. Rabardy Floyd. Mrs. 
Marvin Ford. Mr. and Mrs. Virgil T. Ford. 
Sr.. Mr. Raymond F. Forthuber. Mr. William 
I. Foster. Mr. James C. Fox. Mr. Robert H. 
Foxwell. Jr.. Mrs. Mary A. Franks. Mr. Thomas J. 
Franz. Mr. & Mrs. Frank P. Franzyshen, Dr. Robert 
Freedman. Mr. Louis T. Frick. Mr. & Mrs. Charles 
P. Froom. Mr. & Mrs. Robert M. Fujimoto. Mr. 
Thomas M. Fulcher. Mr. George E. Fulford. Mr. 
John L. Fuller. Mr. Joseph J. Furjanic. 
Mr. & Mrs. Clarence Gaines. Mr. Richard H. 
Gallagher. Mr. Robert P. Gardner. Mr. Alvin M. 
Garland. Mrs. Leonard Gentempo. Mr. & Mrs. 
Drexell A. George. Mr. William N. Georgeson. 
Hon. Francis H. Gettens. Mr. & Mrs. Albert 
Gibson. Mr. Don F. Gieseke. Mr. Albert H. Giles. 
Mr. Francis W. Giroux. Dr. Harvey L. Glass. Mr. & 
Mrs. John A. Gleason. Mrs. Anna Marie Lawrence 
Glenn. Ms. Mary H. Gleysteen. Mr. Fred M. Gloth. 
Mr. Abner M. Gnatt. Mr. William I. Goewey. Mrs. 
David O. Goode. Mr. Otis L. Gooding. Mr. William 
T. Goodwin. Mrs. Joann A. Gordon. Mr. Edward 
J. Gornicki. Mr. Bertram K. Gorwitz. Mr. Andrew 
L. Graham. Mr. Charles Graichen. Mr. & Mrs. 
Gordon E. Granger. Mr. Michael Granville. Mr. 
Willie Gray. Mr. Earle W. Greene. Mr. Gilbert Eli 
Greenspon. Dr. & Mrs. Bernard Greifer. Mr. G. 
Scott Gresham. Mr. Fred Gretsch. Mr. & Mrs.' 
James W. Gribble. Mr. James E. Griffin. Mr. & 
Mrs. Walter P. Griffith. Mr. & Mrs. J. Robert 
Grimes. Mr. L. Clyde Groover. Mr. & Mrs. R. B. 
Gunia. Mr. Om P. Gupta. Mr. William E. Gusmer. 
Mr. Theodore E. Haas. Mr. Marvin E. Habel. Mr. 
Fredric W. Haberman. Mr. James T. Hackett, Mr. 
Tim W. Haden. Mr. Joseph W. Hall. Mr. Ralph W. 
Hall. Mr. Robert E. Hallman. Mr. & Mrs. Jack 
Halpert. Mr. Alfred A. Hambidge. Mr. & Mrs. 
Wilbur H. Hamilton. Mr. John R. Hammer. Mr. 
Charles G. Hammond. Mr. Marvin L. Hancks. Mr. 
Harold B. Handerson. Mr. Richard J. Hanley. Mr. 
John Hansen. Mr. Francis M. Harris. Mr. Henry T. 
Harrison. Mr. James G. Harrison. Mr. & Mrs. 
Alfred Hart. Mr. George F. Hart. Mr. William R. 
Harton. Mr. & Mrs. Kazuo Hashimoto. Mr. James 
L Hassell. Mr. R. W. Hatch. Mr. G. Richard 
Hatterick. Mr. Elmer F. Hauser. Mr. Carl C. Hawk. 
Mr. Lemuel H. Hawver. Mr. Donald F. Hayden. 
Dr. & Mrs. H. Desmond Hayes, Mr. Marion D. 
Hazelgrove. Mr. Edward W. Hazleton. Mrs. 
Geneva L. Heaps. Mr. Henry C. Hecker. Mr. 
Gerald L. Hegel. Mr. J. N. Hegeman. Mr. Paul M. 
Heim. A. H. Heinrich. Mr. Howard E. Helms. Mr. 
& Mrs. Noah W. Helsley. Mr. John J. Hemley. Mr. 
Donald G. Henderson. Mrs. Elizabeth Sell 
Hendricks. Mr. Cole Hendrix. Mr. Elbert B. 
Henley, Dr. Patrick J. Hennelly. Mr. & Mrs. Jarries 
W. Hennessy. Mr. & Mrs. George F. Henning. Mr. 
John H. Henry. Mr. Johann H. Hermannsson. Mr. 
John F. Hershey. Mr. & Mrs. David B. Hill. Jr.. Mr. 
Earl J. Hill. Mr. Eugene T. Hill. Mr. Gene R. Hill. 
Dr. Robert B. Hirschman. Mrs. Elizabeth H. Hoare. 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas C. Hodge. Mr. & Mrs. Caleb 
L. Hodsdon. Mr. Raymond E. Hogan. Mr. Clyde 
K. Hogendobler. Mr. Lewis H. Hogge. Mr. Sven 
Hogsgaard. Mr. Charles E. Holder. Mr. Terry 
Holland. Mr. & Mrs. Herbert J. Hollberg. Mr. 
Joseph S. Holman. Mr. Gerald P. Holmes. Dr. 
Allen H. Holt. Mr. & Mrs. W. Wade Homesley. Mr. 
Roger A. Hood. Mr. Adrian S. Hooper. Dr. 
Herbert C. Hoover. Mr. & Mrs. Charles F. Horn. 
Mr. Edwin A. Horst. Dr. & Mrs. Charles E. Horton. 
Mrs. Phyllis Hough. Mr. Robert J. Hovorka. Mrs. 
Grace K. Howard. Mr. Norman Howe. Mr. & Mrs. 
Ray Howe. Mrs. Michael R. Hryb. Mr. & Mrs. 
Joseph M. Hudacek. Dr. Bohdan Z. Huk. Ms. 
Ellen M. Humphries. Mr. Douglas W. Hunt. Mr. 
Sidney J. Hunt. Mr. Fred Hurwitt. Mr. William F. 
Huschle. 
Mr. Angelos Iatridis. Mr. & Mrs. Theodore H. 
Ifft. Mr. Cornelius K. lida. Mr. Amos W. Ingram. 
Mr. Berkley Ivey. Mr. Cornelius L. Jackson. Mr. 
Daniel H. James. Mr. & Mrs. E. O. James. Mr. 
John A. Jensen. Mr. Donald H. Jermain. Mr. & 
Mrs. Henry Johnson. Mr. & Mrs. James W. 
Johnson. Mr. & Mrs. Orrin W. Johnson. Mr. James 
J. Johnston, Mr. John E. Jolley. Mr. Albert Jonas. 
Mr. Charles F. Jones. Mr. Daniel E. Jones. Mr. 
Edwin H. Jones. Mr. Edwin L. Jones. Mr. J. 
Robert Jones. Mr. & Mrs. 
Larry D. Jones. Dr. Robert P. Jones. Mr. William 
Jenkins Jones, Mr. & Mrs. William M. Jones. Mr. 
George F. Joyce. Mrs. Ruth Kahn. Mr. Albert I. 
Kassabian. Mr. Charles R. Kaut. Mr. & Mrs. John 
V Keena. Mr. & Mrs. Eugene J. Keenoy. Mr. & 
Mrs. Harry B. Keller. Mr. & Mrs. Rodney M. 
Keller, Mr. Russell Thomas Kelley. Mr. & Mrs. 
Maurice A. Kelliher. Mr. C. Burton Kellogg. Mr. & 
Mrs. William J. Kelly. Dr. Patrick D. Kenan. Mr. 
James T. Kendall. Mr. & Mrs. Charles L Kendrick. 
Mr. & Mrs. George Kennedy. Mr. John Leslie 
Kennedy. Mr. John H  Kepchar. Mr. & Mrs. Henry 
N. Keroack. Mr. & Mrs. George R. Kerr. Mr. Allan 
Kiisk. Mrs.-John D. Kilgore. Mr. Carleton J. King. 
Mr. Charles A. King. Mr. Robert J. King. Mr. 
Richard S. Kingsley. Mr. & Mrs. Harry A. Kinney. 
Mr. Alfred Hugh Kirk. Mr. M. Stuart Kirk. Cmdr. 
O. M. Kirkley. Mr. Robert W. Kirkpatrick. Mr. & 
Mrs. John H. Kitchen. Mr. John A. Kling. Mr. & 
Mrs. Frederick Knapp. Dr. Eugene L. Koloski. Mr. 
Jan W. Koper. Mr. William J. Kopp. Capt. Frank J. 
Korb. Mr. & Mrs. Edward J. Krache. Mr. & Mrs. 
Kenneth C. Kramke. Mr. &' Mrs. John T. Kratzer. 
Sr.. Mr. Kenneth E. Kraus. Mr. Samuel Kravitz. 
Mr. John Francis Kroeger. Sr.. Mrs. Ruth Kuhn. 
Mr. Robert Kuntz. Mr. William A. Kunz. Mr. Edwin 
A. Kurtz. 
Mr. Anthony T. La Paro. Ms. Catherine B. 
Lacey. Mr. G. T. Lacy. Mr. Nathan Laibstain. Mr. 
Brockenbrough Lamb. Jr.. Mr. Gaston J. Lambert. 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard B. Lamond. Mr. Robert W. 
Lang. Mr. John H. Lannen. Mr. Grant W. Lapier. 
Mr. Norman M. Lapkin, Mr. Charles T. Lark. Mr. 
Jennings O. Larson. Mr. Josef A Lauer. Mr. Cabel 
G. Layne. Capt. Georges E. Le Blanc. Mr. Maurice 
J. Leardo. Mr. John C. Leary. Mr. & Mrs. Eugene 
H. Lecouteur. Mr. James J. Ledwith. Mr. Ralph E. 
Lee. Mr. Travis T. Lee. Mr. Frits Van Der Leeden. 
Mr. & Mrs. James J. Lehr. Mr. Ralph C. Leinbach. 
Dr. Thomas C. Leinbach. Mr. Joseph Leisch. Mr. 
Edward J. Lemieux. Mr. Ferdinand Richard 
Lentzsch. Mr. Gerald S. Less. Mr. & Mrs. Norman 
Letzer. Dr. David H. Lewis. Mrs. Marion E. Lewis. 
Mr. Robert B. Light. Mr. & Mrs. Levi W. Lile. Mr. 
Lester L. Limerick. Dr. James Lin. Mr. Michael 
Linden. Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Lindstrom. Mr. & 
Mrs. R. M. Little. Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Litzinger. Mr. 
Chia-Chih Liu. Mr. John S. Lloyd. Mr. John R. 
Locke. Mr. Neil Loeb. Mr. Arthur F. Loewy. Mr. & 
Mrs. Joe C. Lohr. Mr. Elon Long. Ms. Marjorie W. 
Long. Mr. Woodrow C. Longerbeam. Mr. Kjeld E. 
Lopdrup. Dr. Jose E. Lopez. Mr. Walter Lorenzo. 
Mrs. Terry H. Losee. Mr. Robert R. Lovegren. Mr. 
Julius B. Lovell. Mr. Robert K. Lowden. Mr. & 
Mrs. James I. Lowdon. Mrs. Louise M. Lowe. Mr. 
Peter Lowenhaupt. Mr. Henry Lowenstem. Mr. 
Irvin C. Lubin. Mr. David G. Lucas. Mr. Emmett 
W. Lucas. Mr. Louis Luedtke. Mr. Edward W. Lull. 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Lundegard. Mr. Arvo A. 
Luoma. Mr. & Mrs. Vincent Joseph Lusardi. Col. 
George W. Lutz. Mr. Joseph J. Lyden. Mr. John S. 
Lyles. Mr. Archie L. Lynch. Mr. Joseph F. Lynch. 
Mr. Joseph R. Lynch. Mr. James V Lyon. 
Mr. Edward L. Maag. Mr. Kenneth A. 
MacGowan. Mr. George G. Mac Masters. Mr. & 
Mrs. Celestino D. Macedo. Mr. Joseph G. 
Machatton. Mrs. Shirley Macintosh. Mr. John S. 
Maclntyre. Lt. Col. Edward Mack. Mr. Wamer M. 
Mackay. Mr. Alan E. Maher. Mr. Edward T. 
Maher. Sr.. Mr. & Mrs. William D. Major. Mr. 
James F. Malone. Mr. Grover J. Manderfield. Mr. 
& Mrs. Clark P. Mangelsdorf. Mr. B. David Mann. 
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick Manzie. Mr. George D. 
Markham. III. Mr. Bernard P. Marrazzo. Mr. & Mrs. 
James M. Martin. Mr. & Mrs. Jesse E. Martin. Mr. 
John M. Martin. Mr. Ralph Martin. Mr. & Mrs. 
William R. Martin. Mr. Francis X. Martino. Mr. & 
Mrs. Frank E. Mason. Dr. Louis B. Massad. Mr. & 
Mrs. Richard I. Mather. Mr. James Aust Matthews. 
Mr. Robert Mauthe. Ms. Phyllis B. Mays. Capt 
Bumham C. McCaffree. Mr. & Mrs. E. D. 
McClure. Mr. & Mrs. Kingston C. McCoy. Ms. 
Marion W. McCoy. Lt. Col. William L. McCulIa. 
Mr. Daniel P. McDevitt. Mr. William A. McElfresh. 
Mr. Eugene D. McGahren. Mr. Robert P. McGee. 
Mr. Richard L. McKiernan. Mr. Alpine W. McLane. 
Dr. Alan L. McLeod. Mr. Roger G. McClanahan. 
Mr. George J. McCloud. Mr. David E. McClure. 
Mr. Carl W. McCrady. Mr. & Mrs. Edward J. 
McCusker. Dr. & Mrs. R. McCutcheon. Mr. & Mrs. 
James McDonough. Dr. Robert L. 
McFarlin. Mr. Paul J. McGrath. Mr. 
Joseph J. McGurrin. Mr. & Mrs. James Mclntosh. 
Mr. Andrew D. McLaughlin. Mr. & Mrs. John P. 
McLeod. Mrs. Harvey V. McMahon. Mr. Robert P. 
McMath. Mr. Edward J. Meagher. Mr. & Mrs. 
George D. Meek. Mr. & Mrs. Cloyd R. Mellott. Mr. 
Carl H. Meltzer. Mr. Clifford N. Melzer. Mr. Fred 
R. Menke. Mrs. Gordon E. Mercer. Mr. & Mrs. 
Peter M. Meredith. Mr. Robert J. Meybohm. Mr 
Allan E. Meyer. Mr. Fred P. Meyer. Mr. Frank 
Michalek. Mr. Keith A. Miller. Mr. & Mrs. Robert 
A Miller. Mr. & Mrs. Warren M. Miller. Mr. William 
H. Miller. Mr. Paul H. Millichap. Mrs. C. W. 
Mitchell. Mr. Thomas F. Modr. Mr. & Mrs. William 
Moll. Mr. John Monioudis. Mrs. Kathryn O. 
Monroe. Dr. Cary Nelson Moon. Mr. Thomas K. 
Moore. Mr. & Mrs. L. Mordhorst. Mr. & Mrs. 
Dewey F. Morgan. Mr. & Mrs. Gerald Morgan. Mr. 
David J. Morgans. Mr. Robert F. Moroney. Mr. 
Eugene Morris. Mr. Walter K. Morris. Mr. Willard 
H. Morris. Mr. James R. Morrison. Dr. Melvin R. 
Morrison. Mr. Richard A. Morrison. Mr. Hartwell P. 
Morse. Mr. & Mrs. Wayne A. Morse. Mr. & Mrs. 
William T. Morton. Mr. Glenn W. Mounts. Mr. 
Tadashi Mouri. Mr. Oliver W. Mowry. Mr. & Mrs. 
William F. Muenchow. Mr. Frank C. Mullin. Mr. 
William B. Munson. Dr. Tomomi Murakami. Mr. & 
Mrs. Sylvester M. Murano. Mr. & Mrs. James P. 
Musarra. Mr. Walter E. Myles. 
Mr. M. L. Nafzinger. Mr. Albert C. Nagle. Mr. & 
Mrs. Edward G. Nagle. Mr. & Mrs. Alexander M 
Naletko. Col. Marvin L. Nance. Ms. Pauline L. 
Nankivell. Ms. Yolada A. Naphy. Mr. & Mrs. 
Bernard Neal. Mr. & Mrs. Philip E. Neff. Mr. Dolph 
F. Nelson. Mr. Reginald H. Nelson. Mr. Carroll F. 
Newhouse. Mr. Harold E. Niebuhr. Mr. & Mrs. 
Oiva R. Niska. Mr. & Mrs. Clyde Nordstrom. Jr.. 
Mr. W. A. Nuernberg. 
Mr. & Mrs. P. J. O'Doherty. Mr. & Mrs. Robert 
M'. O'Hara. Mr. Peter F. O'Malley. III. Mr. Thomas 
L. O'Neill, Mr. Denis F. O'Sullivan. Mr. Martin S. 
Ochs. Mr. Lowell E. Oder. Mr. Yutaka Okinaka. 
Mr. & Mrs. F. E. Opperman. Mr George F. Orsini. 
Mr. & Mrs. Charles H. Overby. Mr. William S. 
Overton. Mr & Mrs. J. H. Owen. Mr. Louis F. 
Owens. Mr. James P. Packer. Dr. Ellis B. Page. 
Mr. Graham F. Pardee. Mr. Jae H. Park. Mr. 
Arthur Parolini. Mr. & Mrs. Roy M. Parsons. Mr & 
Mrs. R. F. Paschal. Mr. John J. Pasteris. Mr. James 
A. Patten. Mr Donald J. Patterson. Mr. Nathaniel 
B. Patterson. Mr. William R Patterson. Mr. Lacy F 
Paulette. Mr. Peter B. Pauli. Mr. & Mrs. Thomas 
C  Payne. Mr. & Mrs. Ira H. Pearce. Mr. Norman 
R. Peglow. Dr. George W. Pegram. Brig. Gen. 
Enerest Dishman Peixotto. Mr. Laurence C. 
Perlman. Mr. & Mrs. John R. Petchul. Capt. John 
V. Peters. Mr. John I. Peterson. Mr. William H. 
Petit. Mr. & Mrs. Beverly S. Peyton. Mr Philip B. 
Peyton. Mr. Harry W. Pfanz. Mr. Paul J. Pflueger. 
Mr. Hans G. Philipp. Mr. Allen Phillips. Dr. & Mrs. 
Charles Phillips. Mr. William D. Phillips. Mr. 
Herbert R. Pickett. Mrs. Richard E. Pierce. Mr. & 
Mrs. William E. Pilgrim. Mr. & Mrs. John 
Pinsoneault. Mrs. Virginia Pitts. Mr. Robert L. 
Plavnick. Mr. & Mrs. Harvey Pobiner. Mr. 
Theodore Chester Poling. Mr. William H. Pollok. 
Mr. & Mrs. Albert Potorti. Mr. George P. Pottle. 
Mr. Alan B. Potts. Mr. John E. Poulson. Mr. 
Robert C. Powell. Mr Robert F. Powell. Mr. & 
Mrs Herbert M. Pratt. Mr. John P. Prisley. Mrs. 
Virginia N. Provost. Mr. Ekvood L. Quails. Mr. & 
Mrs. Paul C. Quigg. Major James B. Quigley. Mr. 
& Mrs. Gerard Quinn. 
Mr. Roger L. Rada. Mr. & Mrs. Lee M. Raden. 
Mrs. Beth Poole Radford. Mr. Elmer Wharton 
Ramsey. Mrs. Judith R. Randolph. Mr. John C. 
Rappe. Mr & Mrs. Samuel F. Rarig. Mr. Clem W. 
Rawlings. Capt. James A. Raymond. Mr. & Mrs 
Carl L. Redding. Mr. J. Edward Reed. Mr. Robert 
D. Reed. Mr. John J. Reilly. Mrs. Jean 
Remler. Mr. & Mrs. D. P. Restuccia. 
Mr. & Mrs. George A. Reter. Mr. Kevin Reynolds. 
Mr. John W. Rhinehart. Mr. Ramon Riancho. Dr. 
Frank B. Richardson. Mr. Edward E. Richter. Mr. 
Joseph H. Richter. Mr. Robert V Rieker. Dr. Irving 
Murry Riffin. Mr. Harold Ringel. Mr. & Mrs. Paul J. 
Rizzo. Dr. George L. Roberts. Mr. John L. 
Robertson. Mr. & Mrs. Charles J. Robinson. Mr. 
John F. Robison. Mr. Thomas Roche. Mr. William 
G. Rodriguez. Mr. Robert Rogers. Mr. Joseph O 
Romness. Mrs. L. J Rose. Mr. Roy H. Rose. Mr. 
Donald M. Ross. Mr. & Mrs. Harry Lee Roughton. 
Col. Hubert J. Routzong. Mr, & Mrs. Edward L. 
Rowan. Mrs. Charles S. Rowe. Mr. Earl M. 
Rubenking. Mr. John M. Ruffner. Dr. & Mrs. 
Abelardo A. Ruiz. Mr. & Mrs. H. Ted Russell. Mr. 
Herbert J. Russell. Mr. Robert F. Russell. Dr. & 
Mrs. Robb H. Rutledge. Mr. Howard E. Ryan. Mr. 
James J. Ryan. 
Mr. and Mrs. Jose Sais. Mr. William L. Salmon. 
Mr. Carlton L. Salnoske. Mr. A. Clifton Samuels. 
Dr. Hugo Sanchez-Moreno. Mr. & Mrs. John J. 
Saueracker. Mr. James F. Saunders. Dr. & Mrs. 
Joseph F. Saunders. Mr. Richard O. Savoye. Mrs. 
John E. Saylor. Mr. & Mrs. Michael Scarlatelli. Dr. 
David N. Scarr. Mr. & Mrs. Roland Schellenberg. 
Mrs. Harris Fulford Scherer. Mr. & Mrs. Paul E 
Schmid. Mr. & Mrs. Seymour Schneider. Mr. 
David P. Schofield. Mr. Otto F. Scholz. Mr. & Mrs. 
Dietrich Schroeder. Dr. & Mrs. Paul J. Schwab. 
Mr. James F. Schwarz. Mr. Wiljiam H. Scofield. 
Mr. Ashby M. Scott. Mrs. Bucher Scott. Mr. 
William E. Scott. Mr. Arthur Segall. Mr. H. Edward 
Seidel. Mr. Robert J. Seidel. Mr Donald O 
Sellers. Mr. & Mrs. Demo J. Sempeles. Mr. 
Salvatore M. Serra. Mr. & Mrs. Charles 
Sertlemyer. Mr. William W. Seward. Jr.. Mr. Carl 
H. Shaifer. III. Mr. Thomas A. Shannon. Mr. 
George H. Sharp. Mr. Jackson A. Sharp. Mr. 
Denis R. Shell. Mr. & Mrs. A. G Shelby. Mr. 
George R. Shepherd. Dr. & Mrs. Virgil Sherwood. 
Ms. Barbara J. Shields. Mr. & Mrs. John F. Shine. 
Mr Charles J. Schoaf. Mr. John F. Shomaker. Mr. 
& Mrs. Emmitt J. Short. Mr. John Edward Sim. 
Mr Alan P. Simon. Mr. Russell W. Simpson. Mr. 
Joseph L. Sites. Mr. Hillard M. Sizemore. Mr. 
Anthony C. Skipper. Mr. Clifford E. Skoglund. Mr. 
Nicholas Skovran. Mr. Adam C. Slonaker. Mr 
Continued on page four 
Law Across State Kick-Off 1980 Fund 
With its new building on the verge of 
completion, the Marshall-Wythe School 
of Law has continued to receive a great 
deal of attention from students, faculty, 
administrators-and. of course-alumni. 
At four annual Law School alumni 
dinners held in Richmond. Northern 
Virginia. Norfolk and Williamsburg, 
alumni have turned out in record 
numbers to listen to Dean William B. 
Spong Jr. describe the new Marshall- 
Wythe. The move has been dubbed "a 
new beginning" for the nation's oldest 
law school, and Spong has encouraged 
alumni to remain active in the future of 
Marshall-Wythe. 
Timothy Coyle '74. the 1980 chair- 
man of the Marshall-Wythe School of 
Law Fund, has written alumni asking 
for their increased financial support 
during 1980. So far, he says, the 
response has been encouraging. 
Coyle steps into the shoes of Michael 
E. Kris '71. chairman of the 1979 
Campaign, which closed December 31. 
Kris reports that the 1979 drive was 
"the most successful ever." both in 
terms of money and alumni participa- 
tion. The 1979 drive collected a total of 
$59,751. an increase of $5,608 over 
the $54,143 raised in 1978. 
The following list includes the names 
of alumni and friends who contributed 
to the Marshall-Wythe School of Law 
Fund during calendar 1979. Names 
marked with an asterisk gave especially 
valuable gifts to the Law School 
because their donations were matched 
by their firms. 
George Wythe Associates 
Arthur Briggs Hanson '40. R. Harvey 
Chappell '50. Louis Ellenson '50. Robert 
Friend Boyd '52. Thomas Duncan Terry '61. 
Mr. & Mrs. J. Rodney Johnson '67. Joseph 
Smith '69. 
John Marshall Associates 
E. C. Ferguson. Jr. '41. 
St. George Tucker Associates 
George I. Gondleman '52. C. G. Moore 
'55. William B. Harman. Jr. '56. Robert S. 
Bersch '61. 
Lucian Minor Associates 
Walter E. Hoffman '29. John Milton Hollis 
'49. Jack M. Gulley '50. Calvin W. Breit '51. 
Robert C. Stackhouse '51. Donald Grey '52. 
Vincent P. Pirri '52. Harry James Kostel '56. 
William T Prince '57. Allan H Harbert '63. 
C. Lacey Compton '65. J. R. Zepkins '65. 
Albert J. Mainelli '66. Ralph K. Barclay '67. 
Howard J. Busbee '67. Sam T. Beale '68. 
Mark S. Dray '68. John H. Goodrich. Jr. 
'68. Robert C. Elliott. II '69. John M. 
Peterson '73. 
Dudley W. Woodbridge Associates 
R. William Arthur '40. William M. Musser. Jr. 
'42. Dixon L. Foster '49. Clement Slusher 
Vaughan '49. Richard W. Withington. Jr. 
'51. Delman H. Eure '54. William C. 
Baskett. Sr. '55. * Richard Francis Ellis '56. 
David C. Rittenhouse '59. A. Overton 
Durrett '60. Harmon D. Maxson '60. 
*Tommy Leon Grooms '63. Stanley Graves 
Barr. Jr. '66. *Bradford Whitehill Coupe '66. 
E. Kenneth Day '66. D. Wayne O'Bryan '67. 
John M. Parsons '67. Joseph W. Roskos '67. 
Robert A. Hendel '68. Don L. Ricketts '69. 
Douglas K. Bergere '70. Michael E. Kris '71. 
Bob G. Phelps '71. Charles Richard Ashman 
'72. Richard B. Potter '72. Charles D. Stark 
'72. Thomas Richard Frantz '73. Edward 
David McGuire. Jr. '73. Edward L. Rippen 
'74. Carole Bailey Frantz '74. Edgar Knowles 
Parks. Ill '74. Stephen M. Smith '74. David 
W. Stuckel '74. Evan E. Adair '75. Edward 
R. Blumberg '75. 
Oscar L. Shewmake Associates 
Paul W. Ackiss '26. Ted Dalton '26. W. A. 
Dickinson. Sr. '26. Robert T Armistead '37. 
Torsten E. Peterson '39. Bankhead T 
Davies '40. Elmo Turton Legg '40. C. H. 
Anderson '42. William Wellington Jones '47. 
Ira B. Dworkin '48. Chester S. Baker. Jr. 
'49. Robert R Boyd '49., Wesley R. Cofer. 
Jr. '49. Donald H. Sandie '49. Robert 
Eugene Cook '50. Myers N. Fisher '50. 
Leonard David Lindauer '50. Sidney 
Schwartz '40. *William Luther White '50. A. 
Robert Doll '51. J. W. Hornsby. Jr. '52. 
James M. Pickrell '52. *Hillsman V. Wilson 
'53. William L. Forbes '54. James E. 
Lawrence '55. Jack D. Maness '55. Julia 
Wilkins Willis '55. Florian J. Bartosic '56. 
J.M. Maurizzi '57. Fred B. Devitt. Jr. '58. 
James Asbury Leftwich '58. Thomas J. 
Middleton. Jr. '58. Kenneth H. Lambert Jr. 
'59. GranviDe R. Patrick '59. Fred B. Devitt. 
Jr.'60. Bernard Goldstein '60. Robert B. 
Cromwell. Jr. '61. David D. Dickerson '61. 
Neil W. Schilke '61. Larry Wise '61. Rexford 
R. Cherryman '62. Sebastian Gaeta. Jr. '62. 
Shannon T. Mason Jr. '62. John Edward 
Donaldson '63. Emeric Fischer '63. Owen A. 
Knopping '63. Alan Patrick Owens '63. 
William Louis Ringuette '63. Edmund L. 
Walton. Jr. '63. Peter Yahr '63. Shepard W. 
McKenney '64. Thomas A. Shiels '64. E. 
Kendall Stock '64. Gregory A. Evans '65. N. 
S. Howard '65. William J. Sullivan '65. 
Aubrey Goldberg '66. Gus John James. II 
'66. *AIan D. MacDonald '66. Lacy Lee 
Scoggin '66. James M. White. Ill '66. 
Stephen D. Harris '67. Raymond H. 
Kraftson '67. Burke W. Margulies '67. Carl 
H. Oldham '67. Howard P. Schiff '67. Roger 
L. Amole. Jr. '68. C Butler Barrett '68. 
Larry Bolton '68. Halbert Thornton Dail '68. 
David D. Dickerson '68. William E. Duncan. 
Jr. '68. James A Evans '68. C. E. Knight. Ill 
'68. Frank M. Morton. Ill '68. John C Reed 
'68. Richard A. Repp '68. Wayne Ross 
Spencer '68. William L. Wellons '68. Gilbert 
A. Bartlett '69. Joel A. Deboe '69. Eugene 
Alan Hechtkopf '69. Barry M. Hollander '69. 
*Gary E. Legner '69. J. Larry Palmer '69. 
Scott Swan '69. Eileen M. Albertson '70. 
Michael M. Collins '70. Stephen R. 
Crampton '70. Anthony Gaeta. Jr. '70. 
Walter B. Golden. Ill '70. Randall S. 
Hawthorne '70. Calvin R. Johnston '70. 
Edmund Polubinski. Jr. '70. Harry D. 
Saunders. William L. Scott '70. Howard P. 
Smith '70. Stuart D. Spim '70. Jeffrey M. 
Zwerdling 70. William R Bland '71. 
Quentin Russell Hatchl '71. H. Robert Mayer 
'71. Donald G Owens '71. Ray Cooley 
Stoner '71. Dennis L Beck '72. Robert L. 
Freed '72. Robert R. Kaplan '72. Michael D. 
Lubeley '72. Michael Wayne Cannaday '73. 
H. Vincent Conway. Jr. '73. Richard 
Frederick Cook. Jr. '73. Jon Craig Gilliland 
'73. Michael David Horlick '73. Terry Dean 
Huffman '73. Donald B. Irons '73. Stephen 
A. Isaacs '73. Tommy Eugene Miller '73. 
Virginia Cochran Miller '73. Thomas T. Terp 
'73. Theodore Thomas Van Dam '73. 
Martha D. Walsh '73. Gene Piero Belardi 
'74. George Wendall Campbell '74. Curtis 
McFall Coward '74. Timothy Andrew Coyle 
'74. Eleanor Spence Dobson '74. Randolph 
Davis Eley. Jr. '74. Leslie A. Hoffmann '74. 
Jerry Kenneth Jebo '74. John Carroll 
McDougal '74. Steven William McGrath '74. 
Lewis Puller '74. Gary Franklin Roth '74. 
James Harrell Smith '74. James Y. Callear 
'75. K. Maxwell Dale '75. Carl V. Howard 
'75. John G Kruchko '75. *Wayne M. Lee 
'75. William John Bridge '76. Elisa Joan 
Grammer '76. Richard Guardino. Jr. '76. 
Joanne Hickcox '76. Stephen James Kalista 
'76. Dianne Elizabeth O'Donnell '76. Charles 
Ames Smith '76. Michael Anthony 
Baranowicz '77. Peter John Goergen '77. 
Frederick Sasscer Gore '77. Rodney Wayne 
Seaford '77. John Edgar Wine '77. Alan 
Gary Thompson '78. 
General 
Mrs. James B. Hatcher. Carlton E. 
Holladay '24. J. Swanson Smith '25. Norris 
Edward Hatpem '30. Benjamin R. Bruner 
'33. Charles Spencer Marshall '33. L. Eldon 
James '34. Cecil C. Harper '36. Virginia 
Mister Walker '37. George Mason. Jr. '38. 
Charles Penrose '39. Harold M. Gouldman. 
Jr. '40. Robert L Simpson '40. Iverson H. 
Almand '41. Paul H. Gantt '42. W. Garland 
Clarke '44. William V. Hoyle '47. Gamett T. 
Tunstall. Sr. '47. Robert N. Fricke '48. R. 
Stanley Hudgins '48. G.T. McCoy '49. 
Edgar Pointer. Jr. '49. A.B. Smith. Jr. '49. 
Allen C. Tanner '49. Robert A. Taylor. Jr. 
'49. *Stanley H. Mervis '50. Marvin Moran 
Murchison '50. Anthony C. Gibbs. Jr. '51. 
James Houston Joines '51. Robert Lee 
Myers. HI '51. Walter Oden '51. Robert P. 
Ponzo '51. William C Ponzo '51. John 
Edward Smith '51. Preston C. Shannon '52. 
Elizabeth Wood Walton '52. James 
Anderson Murphy. Jr. '53. Robert Wright 
Stewart '53. Walter Harriman Thaxton '53. 
Enthusiastic Group Revives 
New Education Fund Drive 
Under the direction of Dean James 
Yankovich. the Graduate School of 
Education revived its annual fund cam- 
paign during 1979. and found that a 
small but enthusiastic group of alumni 
were prepared to form a new founda- 
tion for a continuous fund drive. 
Dormant during 1978. the Graduate 
School of Education Fund was revita- 
lized in an effort to increase feelings of 
unity and commitment among those 
who have worked in one or several of 
the top-notch graduate programs 
offered by the School of Education. 
Two appeal letters gathered $1,089.00 
from School of Education alumni. 
Those who contributed are listed 
below: 
Sandra L. Akers. Anne S Allen. Claire 
Elizabeth Bom. Douglas E Braun. Edward 
Ernest Brickell. Barrett H. Carson. J. 
Reginald Carter. Gladys Roberts Caywood. 
Earl Birges Chappell. III. Yvonne Marie 
Costello. Jean G Cusack. Mary Oliver 
Darling. Ann Nix Desaulniers. John A. 
Fahey. John C Ficht. Marguerite Charlotte 
Finnerty. Mary Fritch. Jack Sweeney Frost. 
Margret L. Furman. Walter F Gale. Sara P. 
Gallant. Eugene Belden Galusha. Robert D 
Gibbons. Beretta Y. Goodwin. Margaret 
Frances Harmon. Patricia L. Harrell. Ruth 
Coles Harris. Florence M. Harvey. Patricia 
Hayes. Frances Goodwin Holt. Margaret 
Crews Honeycutt. Linda Robinson Houck. 
Virginia Turpin Jones. Josephine Graver 
Kidder. Alvin C. Lomax. James Caylor Mark. 
Mary Stuart Mason. Virginia McCall. Jack H. 
Montague. Richard Hurd Montague. Pamela 
Harrison Neale. Douglas G. Palmore. Nancy 
D Palmore. Violet B. Peele. Walter M. 
Pond. Bernice Purcell. Donald Purinton. 
Charlotte Evans Remaley. John Joseph 
Rispoli. Bernard Schutte. Randolph Stephen 
Scott. Lucille Griggs Sebren. J. Frank Sellew. 
Jean H. Shackelford. Pamela L. Shackelford. 
Hazel Burgett Sherman. Charlotte C Simms. 
Randal W. Smith. Ann R Smola. Elizabeth 
D. Sparling. Eleanor Stelzner Spohn. Richard 
S. Sternberg. Edward R. Szetela. Sara Joan 
Talis. David C. Thatcher. Sr . Rex Tillotson. 
A Rufus Tonelson. Anne Spottswood 
Vaden. Nancy H Vick. Altrice Beardsley 
Walden. Frances T. Whaley. Martha Jo 
Willard. Joyce Dunn Wilson 
Faculty and friends who contri- 
buted to the Marshall-Wythe Fund 
are: 
Steve Sacalis. William B. Spong. Jr.. 
Anne Batchelder Jay. Carl P. Rose. John 
M. Ryan. Thomas C. Atkeson. Ralph A. 
Elmore. II. Arthur W. Phelps. Meyer 
Rothwacks. Timothy J. Sullivan. Arthur 
B. White. Walter L. Williams. Jr.. Mr. & 
Mrs. Robert D. Barranger. Mildred C. 
Godwin. Gilbert L Granger. Grace K. 
Howard. Thomas H. Jolls. Marion Holt 
Moran. Mark George Reitz. Dr. & Mrs. 
Joseph F. Saunders. David N. Scarr. 
Frederick F. Schauer. Harris Fulford 
Scherer. Richard E. Walck. Sunny 
Williams. 
Robert Fristoe Banks '54. Channing M. Hall. 
Jr. '54. Samuel W. Phillips '54. Nancy 
Messick Ray '55. John Henty Martin '56. W. 
Charles Poland '56. John Lee Darst '57. 
Philip G. Denman '58. Otto Lowe. Jr. '58. 
Francis Paul Blanock '59. Theodore H. 
Focht '59. Brian B. Kent '59. Bruce Allen 
Leslie '59. John P. Scozzari '59. Lawrence 
P. Roesen '60. Douglas Arthur Boeckmann 
'61. Richard S. Cohen '61. Douglas W. 
Conner '62. Charles F. Groom. Jr. '62. W. 
Kendall Lipscomb. Jr. '62. Charles A. White. 
Jr. '63. Allan C. Brownfeld '64. Richard 
Crouch '64. J. F. Phillips. Jr. '64. *Joseph 
C. Wool '64. David Beach '65. J. Robert 
Bray '65. Jack Brendel '65. D. Barry Hill 
'65. Nicholas St. George '65. Raymond 
Holmes Strople '65. *Wil!iam T Lehner '66. 
Robert N. Lent '66. B. Dean Lorenz '66. 
Lloyd C. Sulleneerger '66. Peter Haynes 
White '66. Kenneth N. Whitehurst. Jr. '66. 
Bill Atack '67. Shepherd F. Lewis '67. Jay 
Anthony Richardson '67. Horace A. Teass. 
Jr. '67. James R. Troth '67. David Garrick 
Wittan '67. John R. Boberg '68. F. Prince 
Butler '68. Thomas C. Clark '68. Richard H. 
Harding '68. Howard D. Kahn '68. Cyrus E. 
Phillips. IV '68. Robert L. Simpson '68. 
Walter A. Smith. Ill '68. David K. Sutelan 
'68. Jon W. Bruce '69. Homer L. Elliott '69. 
Stacy F. Garrett. Ill '69. James D. Kemper 
'69. Karen Atkinson Loffredo '69. Robert 
Anthony Lowman '69. Eleanor Seitz 
MacLean '69. Andrew D. Parker. Jr. '69. 
James A. Roy '69. Glen J. Sedam. Jr. '69. 
James A. Swigart '69. *Sue W. Villarosa '69. 
Douglas D. Walker '69. Keith Walters '69. 
L. Gary Barnes '70. R. A. Elmore. Ill '70. 
Robert S. Parker. Jr. '70. John J. Sabourin. 
Jr. '70. Conway M. Smith. Ill '70. Edward P. 
Snead '70. Claude Vemon Spratley. Ill '70. 
Albert J. Taylor. Jr. '70. Gerard E. W. Voyer 
'70. George R. Wright '70. Leonard F. 
Alcantara '71. John T Brinker '71. James 
W. Corbitt. Jr. '71. John B. Evans '71. H. 
Duncan Gamett '71. Davis G. Heatwole '71. 
Thomas R. Lewis '71. Thomas Harder 
Meyerer '71. Fred K. Morrison '71. Robert 
M. Roylance '71. Charles M. Salle '71. 
Marcus C. Scheumann '71. Joel H. Shane 
'71. Bruce Earl Titus '71. Emmet White '71. 
Joseph A. Abdelnour '72. Alvin Powers 
Anderson '72. Michael Irving Ashe '72. 
Anthony R. Auten '72. Willard Bergman. Jr. 
'72. Alan A. Enderle '72. James Harris 
Freeman '72. J. Henry Godwin. Ill '72. 
Bruce Roahen Harris '72. George N. 
Hudson '72. Richard C. Josephson '72. 
Robert M. Koch. Jr. '72. William J. Monahan 
'72. William M. Musser. Ill '72. John A. 
Scanelli '72. Wilson F. Skinner. Jr. '72. 
Donald Franklyn Snow '72. Gary Elton 
Tegenkamp '72. Alvin David Treado '72. 
Elsie Munsell Williams '72. Michael Zuk. Jr. 
'72. Sally James Andrews '73. William C. 
Andrews. Ill '73. Lee Roberts Arzt '73. John 
W. Bane '73. Robert E. Bradenham. II 73. 
Eric Lee Dobberteen 73. Lawrence K. Foley 
73. Royce Lee Givens. Jr. 73. D. Scott 
Curzi 73. Giacomo Jack Guarnaccia. Jr. 73. 
Gene C. Griffin 73. Benjamin A. Hubbard 
73. James Wanen Hyden 73. Michael A. 
Inman 73. *James Phillip Lacasse 73. 
Lewis Robert Lemer 73. Lawrence A. 
Martin 73. *John A. McKinney. Jr. 73. 
William Glenn McNairy 73. Elaine Lytle 
Mead 73. Edward Alan Miller. Jr. 73. 
Continued on page four 
MBA Fund Doubles During Record Campaign 
It was one of the most dramatic 
increases in fund-raising history at the 
College--a jump of almost 100 percent 
in a single year. During its third 
complete annual fund campaign, the 
1979 MBA Fund collected $12,047. a 
tremendous increase over the $6,064 
raised during 1978. 
Dick Cooper '74. who served as 
chairman of the 1979 drive, credits 
hard work by the members of the MBA 
Alumni Association Board, a new 
alumni newsletter, and a sense of 
identity and enthusiasm developing 
among MBA alumni. Cooper, who has 
retained the Fund chairmanship for 
1980. admits that the 1979 drive will 
be a tough act to follow. "That's why 
we'll have to put forth an even greater 
effort in the months ahead if we want 
to match or top the success of last 
year's program." says Cooper. 
With the General Assembly about to 
put its stamp of approval on the 
renovation of Chancellors Hall for the 
new Business School building. Cooper 
expects alumni enthusiasm to remain 
high during 1980. "I think our alumni 
are beginning to realize that this 
Business School is going places-and so 
is the MBA Fund," notes Cooper. 
The following alumni contributed to 
the 1979 MBA Fund: 
THE EXECUTIVE ASSOCIATES 
'Kathleen Conley-Gay 
Leslie M. Morris. Jr. 
THE MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES 
Sharon M. Maloney 
James £. Trask 
THE STOCKHOLDER ASSOCIATES 
Rodney L. Armstrong 
* William E. Bradley 
Joy Coughenour Bukowy 
Stephen J. Bukowy 
J. Richard Carling 
Ross L. Collins II 
'Richard H. Cooper. Jr. 
Margaret Hofbauer Deboe 
*Richard B. Fisher 
Edward L. Flippen 
Bob'D. Fox 
John Edward Grebenstein 
Robert E. Leech 
Frank Lester 
Richard Carl Lin 
'Jose Loredo 
D. Edward Martin 
Joseph Patterson. Jr. 
Pamela Abbott Reiss 
Continued from page three 
Jeffrey Lee Musman '73. Thomas Kent 
Norment '73. Dabney Lancaster Pasco '73. 
'Robert Patrick Rodrigue '73. Leslie Jay 
Roos '73. Charles F. Sievers '73. Larry 
Benjamin Sliplow '73. David Allyn Smith 
'73. James Mclntyre Sweet '73. John Joseph 
Tuozzolo '73. Robert Roy White '73. Robert 
Lee Winikoff '73. Charles Robison Allen. Jr. 
'74. James F. Almand '74. Wayne Marshall 
Bach '74. Michael James Beyer '74. Doug 
Brown '74. Jack Edward Call '74. C. 
Linwood Gregory '74. David William 
Holland '74. Lelia Baum Hopper '74. David 
R. Johnson '74. Rober Oliver King '74. 
Waverly Thomas Knowles '74. Donald L. 
Kornfield '74. John Harvey Lhost 74. 
Robert Ellsworth Little. Jr. '74. Robert Allan 
MacFarlane '74. Stephen Edward McGregor 
'74. Courtney Eason Mercer '74. William F. 
Miller '74. Leroy Francis Millette. Jr. '74. 
Richard Mitchell '74. James Brady Murray. 
Jr. '74. William Ryland O'Brien '74. Gregory 
Michael Pomije '74. Anita Owings Poston 
'74. Charles Evans Poston '74. Thomas 
Kyran Purcell '74. William Frederick Seitz 
'74. Daniel Zachary Shapiro '74. Steven 
Edward Sproul '74. Walter B. Stowe. Jr. '74. 
Anthony Paul Tokarz '74. Raymond 
Nicholas Villarosa '74. Sue W. Villarosa '74. 
George Lawrence Wells '74. 
Michael R. Borasky '75. Louis Kerford 
Campbell '75. Michael J. Cassidy '75. 
Edward Timothy Clancy '75. Francis L, 
Collins '75. Elaine P. Cooper '75. D. Brian 
Costello '75. Calvin R. Depew. Jr. '75. 
Garry M. Ewing '75. Sheldon M. Franck '75. 
Jefferson Gamett '75. Stuart Michael Glass 
'75. Richard F. Gorman '75. Rebecca Rawls 
Habel '75. Glenn W Hampton '75. Carl R. 
Hookstra. Jr. '75. Christopher Hutton '75. 
David B. Jackson '75. W George Jameson 
'75. Robert O. Johnston '75. George Leach 
'75. Donald L. Lewy '75. Stanley E. Majors 
'75. George Mason. Ill '75. George 
Richardson Mclnturff '75. Carl Theodore 
Miller '75. Louise P. Moore '75. Randal C. 
Palamar '75. Sharon Pandak-Kleindienst '75. 
Robert B. Patterson '75. Margaret Holmes 
Potts '75. James T Pye '75. Anthony F. 
Radd '75. Terry K. Shaw '75. Daniel P. 
Small '75. Mark L. Tunneli '75. Robert S. 
Warner. Jr '75. Stephen H. Watkins '75. 
Robert Whittaker '75. Janet Lynn Brown 
'76. Rick Lyman Burdick '76. David Charles 
Canfield '76. John Nelson Crist '76. James 
Robert Cromwell '76. John Lockley Deal 
'76. Eugene Albert Ferreri. Jr. '76. Richard 
E. B. Foster '76. Glenn Douglas Gillett '76. 
Lawrence Hoyt Glanzer '76. Robert 
Bachrach Goldman '76. Michael Stephen 
Hacskaylo '76. Sharon Ann Henderson '76. 
Ingrid Michelsen Hillinger '76. Mark Joseph 
Horoschak '76. Gary Alan Howard '76. 
Maston Thompson Jacks '76. Dwight 
Franchester Jones '76. Bruce Anthony 
Kimele '76. Jean Hoppe Lewis '76. William 
Latane Lewis '76. Leo Howard Lubow '76. 
Lynne Allison K Margolin '76. L. Robert 
McMaster '76. John Charles Morehead '76. 
John Michael Renfrow '76. Ralph Raymond 
Riehl. Ill '76. Kenneth Thomson Rye '76. 
Richard Norman Seaman '76. Everett Parker 
Shockley '76. Mark Edward Slaughter '76. 
Guice George Strong. Ill '76. Judith Miriam 
Wall '76. Helene Statfeld Ward '76. James 
Page Williams '76. Michael Dean Willis '76. 
Ronald Lloyd Anderson '77. John David 
Beckman '77. David F Belkowitz '77. Roy 
Barrow Blackwell '77. Stephen Craig Conte 
'77. Karl L. Drews '77. Margaret Louise 
Miller Eshelman '77. Edwin Grier Ferguson 
'77. Robin Caskie Gulick '77. Ardath Ann 
Hamann '77. Jane Dean Hickey '77. Muriel 
Elizabeth Hopkins. Douglas Lee Hornsby 
'77. Judy Lynn Humphries '77. Neil Howe 
Kaufman '77. Robert Thornton Kenagy '77. 
Wallace Heath Kleindienst '77. James 
Sherman Margolin '77. Michael Gordon 
McGlothlin '77. William Magruder McKee 
'77. Hubert F McKenney. Jr. '77. James 
Lewis Meador '77. Michelle Gray Murdoch 
'77. Scott Orlo Murdoch '77. James A 
Newman '77. Anthony Joseph Nicolo '77. 
Kathleen Ann Nixon '77. Paul Nowicki '77. 
Sally Ann O'Neill '77. Stephen Lee Owen 
'77. Janet Beth Rubin '77. Michael Ballen 
Salasky '77. Richard Alan Saunders '77. 
Darell Lee Sayer '77. William Willoughby 
Sharp '77. Phillip Aden Short '77. Richard 
Raymond Siegel '77. Charles Aristides 
Stampelos '77. Delia White Stroud '77. 
Michael Everett Untiedt '77. Peter T. Welling 
'77. Robert Kenneth Wise '77. Joseph 
Michael Young '77. 
Jane Higgins Bedno '78. Suzanne Stone 
Brannan '78. Elizabeth Byrd Carder '78. 
Michael James Cummings '78. Wilfred 
Francis Drake '78. Robert W. Emmett. Ill 
'78. David Charles Fischer '78. Robert Leigh 
Frackelton. Jr. '78. Maxime Austria Frias '78. 
Patrick Alan Genzler '78. Gregory Alan Hale 
'78. Jeffrey Beckh Hammaker '78. Richard 
C. Kerns '78. Joseph R. Lassiter. Jr. '78. 
Lea Buchanan Lautenschlager '78. Victor 
Alfred Neubaum. Jr. '78. George Leonard 
Neuberger '78. John Thomas Nolan '78. 
Andrew Sanford Paul '78. James Mathews 
Pope '78. Jay Paul Porter '78. Thomas 
Orlando Rainey. Ill '78. John William Reed 
'78. James Alexander Ronca '78. Donald 
Stephen Schneiders '78. Joel Steven 
Sheppard. Ill '78. Kathleen L. Simkins '78. 
Ann Katherine Sullivan '78. Gregg Leland 
Warner '78. Daniel R. Weckstein '78. 
George Michael Wildasin '78. *Alvaro 
Garcia-Tunon '79. Craig Howard Smith '79. 
'Harry R. Shertzer. Jr. 
'William D. Wittorff 
GENERAL CONTRIBUTORS 
Patrick Joseph Ahem. II. James Smith 
Albany. III. William Edwin Allaun. Lorie 
Allen. Steven Jay Allen. Frank Ancarrow. 
'Russell Benjamin Astley. William E. Austin. 
Jr.. Richard Anthony Ayoub. Douglas 
Keneth Ayres. Sidney A. Bailey. Jac E. 
Baker. C. Cooper Bell. III. David L. Benson. 
Terry Lee Bill. *Donald Robert Black. 
"Carolyn Clouser Blair. *Joseph Patrick 
Blessing. William L. Bowles. William T. 
Bowry. Charles S. Brenner. Paula Ellen 
Brice. Andrew Dickinson Bridgforth. Basil W. 
Carney. David E. Clements. Sanford 
Colangelo. Daniel T. Coleman. Richard B. 
Coltrane. Jr.. Robert D. Cook. Rebecca 
Louise Covey. Philip Ralph Crow. Stephen 
James Coya. Lawrence James Cumbo. Jr.. 
Timothy Niles Cusack. 
Randolph Charles Daniel. Robert Albert 
Davis. John E.Decher. III. Deborah Anne 
Diffendal. William Edward Donovan. L. 
McCarthy Downs. III. Krista Susan Dudley. 
William R. Dye. Willard Francis Emden. Jr.. 
'Danny Haywood Falcone. Sally Dee 
. Feltner. John Pate Felts. Thomas H. Finch. 
Jr.. 'John Edward Fitzmaurice. Bruce 
Fowler. 
James Edmund Ganley. Larry D. Gaskins. 
Roy Marvin Glass. Jr.. * Kenneth Byron Goff. 
J. W. Goslee. John Warren Goss. H. Carlyle 
Gravely. Kenneth E. Grebenstein. *Nikki 
Cole Greene. Jeffrey David Guerrant. Stuart 
Scott Haber. William Elbert Hames. Jr.. 
James Walter Hammersley. Jeffrey Paul 
Harrison. Francis T. Hoban. David S. 
Holland. Mark Holpe. Charles Francis 
Hookey. Malcolm Lewis Hopkins. William L. 
Hudgins.'Jr. Gary Peak Hutcherson. 
George Stevens Jackson. *Early Blair 
Johnson. III. 'Paul A. Johnson. Charles 
Lamar Jones. Jr.. Robert Francis Kannan. 
'James Clellan Kennedy. *William Allen 
Kevit. Walter A. Keils. Dan G. King. Jane 
Golden Krone. Peter Chanan Krone. Don 
Stanton Lake. Joseph Clarence Leary. III. 
William A. Lee. Thomas Edward Lenihan. 
Dudley B. Lewis. Jr.. Leslie Louis Lilley. 
William Frederick Lindlaw. Charles Burgess 
Lindsey. Daniel Eric Listrom. James Sergius 
Lobb. T. Scott Lodge. Jr.. Kevin Robert 
Loud. Norman Grady Love. Dunbar L. 
Macnemar. Thomas Joseph Malinowski. 
Karen Lorraine Maples. James B. Marshall. 
Jr.. William Pope Martin. Merle W. Marxen. 
Robert Edward Mathe. Jr.. Robert John 
Matthews. Irene G. McLain. Peter Joseph 
Meola. L. D. Metcalfe. Carol L. Meyer. Mark 
Allen Miller. *Barbara Ann Mingee. James 
Randolph Moore. Michael G. Moore. Jr.. 
Marion Holt Moran. John B. Morrison. 
'Charles Killin Murray. 
Allen T. Nelson. *Seddon Cabell Nelson. 
Roy C. Newman. R. G. Newnam. William 
Neil Nightengale. James Christian Nolde. 
Gerard P. Okeefe. Thomas Constantine 
Passios. Jr.. Thomas Carey Phillips. Lynn 
Keith Pierce. James W. Pinson. *WilIiam 
Pruiksma. Bemie Thomas Quinn. Dennis P. 
Reilly. Harry E. Reynolds. *Stephen Emery 
Richardson. William Russell Rittenhouse. 
Robert Stephen Roberson. Austin L. 
Roberts. III. Carolyn Marie Roberts. Peter D 
Roberts. *William Leonard Roberts. 
Frederick Saunders Robertson. III. Frank 
Daniel Rock. Durward Mead Rushforth. 
John Kempton Shields. II. Allen B.. 
Sinclair. John Lawrence Singleton. George 
T. Singley. III. John Edward Skidmore. 
Thomas Edward Skorupa. Stephen Perry 
Smiley. Robert A. Smith. James Given 
Snead. Jr.. *Edward Courtland Snyder. 
*Gordon Patrick Steele. Donald I. Steppe. 
Joseph R. Struhar. Don Paul Symons. 
*BIake K. Thompson. John M. Thompson. 
Carl T. Thomsen. 'Edward T. Tokar. Jr.. 
Elijah Toney. Robert G. Topping. Elizabeth 
Jan Trimble. Walter Gleason Tymon. 
Craig Vancott. *Kent Walker. Walter F. 
Wall. *Kevin Walter Walsh. 'James T. 
Warns. Jr.. 'George A Ways. Howard F. 
Wehrle. III. Gary V. Weise. B. F. 
Westendorff. *Randy Steve Whisnant. Albert 
Sidney White. III. Debra Elizabeth White. 
David O. Whitt. Jr.. Lawrence S. Wiener. 
Paul S. Williams. 'Robert L. Terrell Williams. 
Albert Woodward. Douglas James Yacenda. 
'Ray Andrew Yoder. John Latimer Young. 
Lloyd V. Young. Mason James Young. Jr 
1979 CLASS GIFT 
Douglas K. Ayres. Glenn Bachman. Susan 
Cleghorn. Walter Scott Cox. III. Kenneth W. 
Fitchett. Charles R. Fletcher. Thomas J. 
Hartman. Jean Homer. Kristen H. Jenks. 
Robert S. Jones. Jr.. James J. Kamandulis. 
John Alfred Mapp. Jr.. Gretchen Leinberger 
Miller. Douglas J. Newell. R. Hugh Newton. 
Jr.. Susan Pirog. Susan Senior. Sheila Singh. 
Hugh T. Stallworth. Leonard L. Sullivan. Jr. 
'Denotes Matching Gift 
Continued from page two 
William M. Smedley. Mr. Benjamin M. Smethurst. 
Mr. David W. Smith. Mr. L. D. Smith. Mr. & Mrs. 
Layton F. Smith. Mrs Lucille D. Smith. Mr. & Mrs. 
Murray E. Smith. Mr. Phillip L. Smith. Mr. Seward 
Smith. Mr. William H. Smith. Dr. Roland T. 
Smoot. Mr. George W. Smyth. Mr. John M. Snarr. 
'Mr. & Mrs. Leroy E. Snediker. Mr. John Robert 
Spielman. Mr. Joseph F. Spinella. Mrs. Grayson F. 
Sponseller. Mrs. L. R. St. John. Ms Gloria 
Staiano. Mrs. William E. Stanton. Mr. Arthur J. 
Stanziano. Mr. Bernard C. Stapor. Mr. Paul P. 
Stassi. Mr. & Mrs. Paul P Stassi. Mr. Donald J 
Staufenberg. Mr Homer H. Stayton. Mr Richard 
A. Steckelberg. Mr Robert I Steele. Mr. Eliot 
Steinberg. Mr. Albert L. Stall. Mr. & Mrs. C. R. 
Stephan. Dr. N. Thomas Stephens. Mr. Lawrence 
A. Stephenson. Mr. Russell W. Sterling. Mr. 
Howard R. Stevenson. Mr. McHenry L Stiff. III. 
Mr. & Mrs. Edward L. Stipp. Dr. & Mrs. T. 
Charles Storm. Mr. James R. Stouffer. Mr. & Mrs. 
George W. Strattnei. Mr. & Mrs. C. E. 
Stringfellow. Mr. W. C. Stuart. Mr. Andrew E. 
Stylianos. Mr. & Mrs. L. R. Suggs. Mr. Louis F. 
Sulich. Mr. Donald C Summers. Mr. William 
Brownlee Swain. Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence O. 
Swenson. Mr. & Mrs. Hunter Swope. Mr. Alan O. 
Sykes. Sr. 
Mr. James T Taaffe. Mr & Mrs Carl E. Tack. 
Lt. Col James N. Takane. Mr & Mrs. Horace C. 
Talbott. Ms. Amy Tamura. Mr. Henry L. 
Tarkenton. Mr Frank D. Taylor. Mr. George O. 
Taylor. Mr. Samuel H. Taylor. Mr. 
Arthur E. Tenney. Joseph S. Terrell. Mr David C 
Thatcher. Sr. Mr. & Mrs. JackE. Thompson. Mr. 
Luther Joe Thompson. Lt. Co1. Joseph C. Thorp. 
Mr. Arthur T. Tienken. Mr. Cornelius E. Tiemey. 
Mr. Willard R. Tikkala. Mr. Egbert M. Tingley. Mr 
Jesse E. Todd. Mr. John B. Todd. Mr & Mrs. P. 
A. Tokarz. Mr & Mrs. William L. Tomlinson. Mr 
Joseph F. Trainor. Mr. Joseph J. TrasatH. Mr. 
Donald J. Trawicki. Mr. & Mrs. Thomas D. Trevey. 
Lt. Col. Edward J. Trice. Mr. Robert J. Tripician. 
Brig. Gen. Floyd H. Trogdon. Mr. Theodore 
Trozinski. Mr. & Mrs. Walter L. Tucker. Mr. E. 
Bailey Tudder. Dr. Pierre Tulou. Mrs. Harry P. 
Turbiville. Mr. R. M. Turbyfill. Mr. Wilson Tuthill. 
Dr. George Uhe. Mrs. Adna H. Underhill'. Mr. 
Daniel Urban. Mr. Carl Valcante. Mr. George W 
Valentine. Mr. R. Dieter Van Oetringen. Mr. & 
Mrs. J. F. Vanvladricken. Mr. Raymond 
J. Varrone. Mr. & Mrs. Carroll O. 
Vaughan. Mr. Karl Heinz Vehrs. Mr. & Mrs. 
Richard W. Velde. Mr. Charles Eric Vuksta. 
Mrs. Allan S. Wagner. Mr. Edward P. Walinsky. 
Mr. John R. Walker. Mr. Woodrow W Walker. Mr 
& Mrs. J. J. Walklet. Mrs. Joseph B. Wall. Mr. & 
Mrs. H. E. Waller. Mr Edward T. Walters. Mr. 
Henry L. Waltrich. Dr. Earl William Ward. Mr. 
Maxwell G. Ward. Mr. Robert E. Ware. Dr. 
Thomas Noble Warren. Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. 
Wascher. Mrs. Mary G  Washington. Mrs. Doris H. 
Watkins. Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. Wayland. Mr. & 
Mrs. C. Randolph Wedding. Mr. E. D. Weidman. 
Mr. Paul J Weir. Mr. Jerold B. Wellen. Mr. 
Richard C. Wells. Mr. & Mrs Robert C Wendt. 
Ms. Margaret N. Wenzel. Mr. Oscar A. Wergley. 
Mr. Lawrence W. Wesson. Dr. Gareth S. West. Dr. 
Charles M. Wetterer. Mr. Paul Wex. Mr. Harold O. 
White. Mrs. Sarah J. Whitehurst. Mr. & Mrs. H. 
Clifton Whitesell. Mr. Arthur F Whitley. Mr John 
Dewitt Whitlow. Mr. Charles G  Whitmire. Mr. 
William F. Whitt. Mr. Walter J Wickley. Mr. 
Robert C. Wieland. Mr. Joseph H. Wilbum. Mr. & 
Mrs. George M. Wildasin. Mrs. S. W. Wilkinson. 
Capt Otto W Will. III. Mr. & Mrs. Charies P. 
Williams. Sgt. Clyde L. Williams. Mr Jesse P. 
Williams. Mr. & Mrs. Rolf Williams. Mr & Mrs. 
Allen E. Wilson. Mr. Donald J. Wilson. Col. 
Kenneth R. Wilson. Mr. Edward Wittemeier. Mr. 
Robert C. Wolford. Mr. William D. Wolle. Mr 
Frank E. Wood. Mr. William E. Woolley. Dr. 
Benjamin H. Word. Mr. Willard J. Wright. Mr. 
Tsugio Yamaguchi. Mr. Yoshio Yamashita. Mr. 
Guy R. Yannello. Mr. Leroy M, Yarnoff. Mr. 
Richard P Yeager. Mr. Cecil R. Yokley. Mr. 
Robert C. Yowan. Mr. Edward J. Zaborowski. Mr. 
John J Zaccaria. Mr. Stephen Zanca. Mr & Mrs. 
Thomas J. Zenker. Mr. David Ziegler. Mr. Frank B. 
Zimmer. 
